রিপোর্ট—n a statement of facts (খবরের
কাগজের রিপোর্ট) a written statement of the
result of an investigation (ছন্দীরিপোর্ট
পুনর্নির্দেশ একটি) a report an accusation or
adverse report (কিংবা রাজ নাম বিপদের রিপোর্ট
করা) to report against
রিপোর্ট—n dawning রিপোর্ট—n to darning
রিপোর্ট—n a revolver
রিপোর্ট—n expressing a
patern sound as of rain falling
রিপোর্ট—n desire for sexual intercourse,
sex-appetite, lust
রিপোর্ট—n a wheel
রিপোর্ট—n envy, malice, grudge, রিপোর্ট—n mutual envy or grudge,
rivalry
রিপোর্ট—n a sin, woe, misfortune,
(অস্ত্র) evil planetary aspect or influence
(রোম) woe
rিপোর্ট—n a cavalry, রিপোর্ট—n the commander of a cavalry, a
risaldar
রিপোর্ট—n a wrist-watch
রিপোর্ট—n rehearsal of a dramatic performance
রিপোর্ট—n to rehearse
রিপোর্ট—n a method, mode, custom, usage, practice
convention rule, nature, habit, style manner
way fashion, go (সূত্রবিদ্যা)
রিপোর্ট—n same as সূত্রবিদ্যা,
রিপোর্ট—n pl manners and customs
রিপোর্ট—n contrary to custom or usage unconventional
information, contrary to one's nature or habit,
contrary to a particular style or manner of
way or fashion going against the current
রিপোর্ট—ad সহ উচিত
রিপোর্ট—ad as usual, in keeping
with the custom or practice or rule or form,
customarily, conventionally, formally
রিপোর্ট—n a reel
রিপোর্ট—n a kind of very delicious fresh-
water fish, (wp) the trout
রিপোর্ট—n the white ant
রিপোর্ট—n (of playing-cards) a diamond
or the suit of diamond.

কষ্ক—a rough, dry, harsh, rude, harsh,
angry, hard (কষ্ক) a rough and
uneven (কষ্ক) a rugged—adv roughly
harshly, roughly কষ্ক ভাবে—a rough-spo-
ken কষ্কভাবে—a haughty arrogant
perish cross-grained
রুপান্তর—n to get angry to fly up in a
passion, to be on the point of attacking
be aggressive or affronting, to arrest
the motion of to stop (পাহাড় কথা), to intercept,
to obstruct to check to oppose the
onset of (কাশ কথা)
রুপান্তর—n, রুপান্তর—a dry devoid
of anything liquid such as curry or condi-
tment (কন্ন আহার), devoid of oil not sleek
dry (ছোট কথা মধ্যে) for provided with
food, without board (কন্ন আহারের ভাঙ্গক)
রুপান্তর—n, রুপান্তর—n সেথি কথা
রুপান্তর—a sick ill diseased, sickly
emaciated or debilitated fem রুপান্তর
রুপান্তর—n to be agreeable to one's taste or
liking
কষ্ক—n beauty lustre, glow (হেতু) taste choice, liking (ঘিস্তি) good taste,
relish inclination, propensity (আহার কথা, গ্রেটর কথা), desire for food appetite রুপান্তর—a
ingratiating, tasteful savoury, pleasant,
(loos) decent or elegant রুপান্তর
রুপান্তর—a (স্যারাস) over-careful about
good taste and decorum fastidious, over-
nice puritanical রুপান্তর—a contrary to
one's taste or liking indecent inde-
corous, inelegant রুপান্তর—adv according
to different tastes according to differ-
ence in taste or liking রুপান্তর—a
decorous, beautiful elegant bright fem রুপান্তর
রুপান্তর—n livelihood living রুপান্তর
রুপান্তর—n to earn one's livelihood, to earn a
living
রুপান্তর—n submitted preferred, brought
behalf of a court, filed রুপান্তর—n to sub-
mitt, to prefer, to bring before a court, to
file (আহার কথা)
রুপান্তর—n a straight, facing
রুপান্তর—n a facing or confronting one
another
রুপান্তর—n a kind of thin saucer-shaped
bread রুপান্তর—n to make bread
(by kneading, rolling and baking) রুপান্তর—n
to roll bread (into the shape of a
saucer) রুপান্তর—n (fig) to deprive one of
one's livelihood রুপান্তর—n to bake
bread রুপান্তর—n a baker, রুপান্তর—n
a bakery
রূপন, রূপন—n a routine রূপন-রঞ্জ—a fixed by a routine rigidly fixed or regular, routine রূপন-রঞ্জ কাসী, (hg) monotonous (রূপন-রঞ্জ কাসী)

রূপন, রূপন—rej spellings of রূপন রূপন রূপন respectively

রূপন—a shut, closed bolted confined, incarcerated, suppressed রূপন রূপন—choked, suspended (কাগজ রূপন) motionless রূপন রূপন—obstructed blockaded (কাগজ রূপন) intercepted arrested prevented রূপন রূপন—v to shut, to close, to bolt, to confine, to incarcerate, to suppress to choke, to suspend to make motionless, to obstruct, to blockade to interrupt to arrest to prevent রূপন রূপন—n a closed room রূপন রূপন সভা আলোচনা—a meeting or conference in camera রূপন রূপন—a having one's voice choked রূপন রূপন—adi with a choked voice রূপন রূপন—a having one's motion arrested stopped obstructed or blockaded রূপন রূপন—a (phys.) adiabatic রূপন রূপন—a having the door or doors closed close-door রূপন রূপন আলোচনা—a closed-door conference a conference in camera রূপন রূপন—a breathed, with breathed breath out of breath রূপন রূপন—adv with bated breath, breathlessly

রূপন—(1) n the manifestation of Shiva রূপন—n শিবের একটি দেবী শিবের নায়ক, দেবী শিবের নায়ক, দেবী শিবের নায়ক

রূপন—n to shut to close to bolt to suppress (রূপন রূপন) to choke (গাল রূপন) to arrest (গাল রূপন), to stop to make motionless (রাস্তা রূপন) to obstruct, to blockade (পথ রূপন) to hinder (উচ্চ রূপন) to prevent to intercept to ward off (পথ রূপন) to restrain to check (রাস্তা রূপন)

রূপন—n blood (fig) one's money রূপন রূপন পান করা। শোষন করা—v to suck or drink another's blood (fig) to extract money oppressively from to extort রূপন রূপন—a blood stream of blood রূপন রূপন—a blood-sucking (hg) given to exacting money oppressively, extortionary রূপন রূপন—a smeared with blood রূপন রূপন—n (lit & fig) blood-bath রূপন রূপন—a stream of blood রূপন রূপন—same as রূপন রূপন—a drenched with blood, bloody

রূপন, রূপন, রূপন, রূপন—int denoting a sweet jingling sound as of the bells of a dancer's anklets

রূপন, (coll) রূপন—n silver argent রূপন—(facet) a silver coin a rupee রূপন, রূপন, রূপন, রূপন—a silver-coloured silver white argent

রূপন—n handkerchief

রূপন—(1) ৯ to sow or plant (২) a that has been sown or planted রূপন—v to cause to sow or plant

রূপন—n a strip for ruling lines a ruler, a baton a truncheon (পুলিশের কলান ভাড়া) a straight line printed or drawn a strip of metal for printing straight lines or to space out lines a law a precedent (রূপন রূপন) a ruling রূপন করা—v to mark with straight lines to rule to make a law রূপন করা—v to give or issue a ruling to rule রূপন করা—v to mark with straight lines to rule রূপন রূপন—v to give or issue a ruling to rule, (print) to insert a metal rule

রূপন, রূপন—n a bangle for the wrist রূপন—sate ১৫ রূপন হওয়ার

রূপন, রূপন, রূপন, রূপন—a angered enraged, angry, (fem) রূপন, রূপন, রূপন, রূপন—a, to anger to enraged রূপন হওয়া—v to get angry, to be enraged, to fly up in a passion

রূপন—n the name রূপন—n রূপন—n, a type

রূপন, রূপন—n a kind of dried fruit which is used as a head রূপন, রূপন, রূপন, রূপন—n a rosary composed of these fruits

রূপন, রূপন—n (fem of রূপন) Shiva's (শিবের ভাই) wife, Goddess Durga (গৌরী)

রূপন—n to shut to close to bolt to suppress (রূপন রূপন) to choke (গাল রূপন) to arrest (গাল রূপন), to stop to make motionless (রাস্তা রূপন) to obstruct, to blockade (পথ রূপন) to hinder (উচ্চ রূপন) to prevent to intercept to ward off (পথ রূপন) to restrain to check (রাস্তা রূপন)

রূপন—n blood (fig) one's money রূপন রূপন পান করা। শোষন করা—v to suck or drink another's blood (fig) to extract money oppressively from to extort রূপন রূপন—a blood stream of blood রূপন রূপন—a blood-sucking (hg) given to exacting money oppressively, extortionary রূপন রূপন—a smeared with blood রূপন রূপন—n (lit & fig) blood-bath রূপন রূপন—a stream of blood রূপন রূপন—same as রূপন রূপন—a drenched with blood, bloody

রূপন, রূপন, রূপন, রূপন—n form, body, figure, shape, appearance, build, beauty, grace, mode, manner, fashion, type, kind, sort (রূপন রূপন), complexion, colour, hue, nature, habit, (gr) conjugation (রূপন রূপন) declension (রূপন রূপন), (phil) a concept রূপন করা—(gr) to conjugate or to decline রূপন, রূপন—adv in form, in beauty (রূপন রূপন), রূপন, রূপন—(fug & sarcas) an uncommonly beautiful person রূপন, রূপন—(fug & sarcas) an utterly ugly
person  

- n ( rhet ) a figure of speech akin to metaphor and allegory  
- n figurative meaning रुपकाः —n a folktale, a legend a fairy tale  
- n an allegorical tale or story an allegory  
- n a metaphorical or allegorical expression  
- n a moulder an artist, a dresser (esp. of actors and actresses)  
- pl beauty and merits रुपात्सत —  
- n (sl & facet) a silver coin a rupee coin  
- a originating from or caused by beauty रुपया —n aesthetics रुपया  
- n thirst for beauty रुपया —a adept in assuming disguises, (of an actor or actress) proficient in using make-up, (of an artist) proficient in shaping or moulding रुपया ।  
- n pewter white metal, German silver रुपया — v to assume the disguise of to disguise oneself as to assume the person of a dramatic character to impersonate to appear as रुपया —a assuming the form or shape of disguised as impersonating appearing as fem रुपया रुपया — fem of रुपया  
- n handsome, beautiful रुपया, रुपया  
- n charm of beauty रुपया, रुपया —a infatuated with beauty fem रुपया, रुपया  
- रुपया और रुपया —pl youth and beauty रुपया समझ कर —a full of youth and beauty young and handsome fem रुपया समझ कर —  
- a carpenter's plane  
- रुपया —n an annual balance-sheet  
- रुपया —n custom, usage, practice  
- रुपया —n fashion, vogue, music रुपया कर — v to practise, to practise music  
- रुपया कर — v to be in vogue or fashion, to be the practice of to be in practice रुपया कर — v to come into fashion or vogue  
- रुपया —n a small saucer or plate  
- रुपया —n a purgative, laxative, aperient, (bot) excretory  
- रुपया —n a purgative a laxative an aperient  
- रुपया —n evacuation of bowels, purging पुर्ण, (bot) excretion, करा व व करा — v to evacuate bowels, to purge  
- रुपया —n the excretory system, रुपया —n an excretory organ  
- रुपया, रुपया, रुपया, रुपया —n any
coin less than a rupee in value, small coin, change

রেজাই—n a quilt, a kind of wrapper stuffed with carded cotton

রেজিক্স, রেজিক্সে, রেজিক্সের—(1) n registry registration, a register (2) a registered

রেজিক্সের, রেজিক্সের, রেজিক্সের—n a registry office a registry

রেজিক্সের, রেজিক্সের, রেজিক্সের—n a register

রেজ—n price or cost rate speed (এই রেজ চলাট পাশার বাড়া না)

রেজ—n a wrench

রেজি—n a euphorbiaceous plant or its seed, Ricinus communis রেজির নাচ—castor-oil

বেড়া—a ready বেড়া করা বা করা—v to make ready, বেড়া হওয়া—v to get ready

বেড়ার—n radio

বেড়াম—n radium

বেড়া—alt spell of বেড়া

বেড়া—n dust powder, pollen a minute particle or grain

বেড়া—pop corrup of বেড়া

বেড়া—n semen বেড়াড়ি—n emission of seminal fluid

বেড়া—n a (carpenter's) hile or rasp

বেড়া—n (') this sign on Bengali letters to indicate a preceding 'r sound', an upright antenna or hair on heads of some creatures (ইঙ্গোয়)

বেড়া, বেড়ার—n a referee

বেড়া—n the last of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy

বেড়া—n the river Rabi

বেড়া—coll corrup of বেড়া

বেড়া—n exemption, a show of respect, favour বেড়া—v to exempt, to respect, to favour

বেড়া—n arrived uninvited on hearing the report of a feast, uninvited বেড়াহো—n a beggar arrived uninvited on the report of a feast

বেড়া—n a rail, a railway train or carriage (also বেড়াছি), a railway line, a rail-

বেড়া—n a railway engine বেড়াস্লাইক—n a railway engine-driver, বেড়াস্লাইক—n a railway

বেড়াস্লাইক—n a railway station

বেড়া, বেড়ার—n railings

বেড়া—n a lingering faint resonance of a sound or note gradually dying out, a feeling that lingers faintly before dying out completely

বেড়া—n silk বেড়া—n silk-worm

বেড়া—n cocoon. বেড়াম—n a made of silk, silken silk.

বেড়া—pop corruptions of বেড়া or বেড়ার respectively

বেড়া—n a contest of speed a race, a horse-race, a race-meeting বেড়া—v to contend in speed, to race বেড়ার—n a racehorse a racer

বেড়া—corrup of বেড়া

বেড়কোঁ—n a racing man, a racegoer a race-addict

বেড়া—n capital, funds, wherewithal provision of money, shift বেড়া—n having no capital out of funds, shiftless

বেড়া—n exemption escape, acquittal বেড়া—v to exempt, to let go unpunished, to acquit বেড়া—v to be exempted (from) to escape, to be allowed to go unpunished, to be acquitted.

বেড়া—n mortgage pawn বেড়া—v to mortgage, to pawn বেড়া—n a mortgaged in pawn at pawn

বেড়া—n a linear, lineal, lineate

বেড়া—n a prescribed circuit (as of a constable) a round a beat বেড়া—v to go on a round to patrol

বেড়া—n wool, tur, hair

বেড়া—n cash purchase, cash and carry, ready money, cash (2) n ready (বেড়া টাকা—ready money) বেড়া—n cash credit বেড়া—adv in ready money, in hard cash, cash down বেড়া—n cash-

বেড়া—n an account of cash a cash-account ready money, cash, cash-book (বেড়া অথঃ), jewellery, gold and silver ornaments বেড়াজে বেড়া—n a jeweller's shop

বেড়া—n a short letter or note, a chit

বেড়া—n a stubborn resolve or desire, spiritedness, growth বেড়া—n মোঁ আসা বেড়া

বেড়া—v to be seized with a strong resolve or desire বেড়া—v to exhibit spiritedness (usu affected or impotent) বেড়া—n pop var of বেড়া, বেড়া, বেড়া-এ, বেড়া—n of strong resolve, stubborn, spirited, exuberantly growing (বেড়াল গাঁ)

বেড়া—n a disease, ailment, morbidity, (fig) an incorrigible bad practice or addiction, a vice (দর্শন) বেড়া—n সাদা

বেড়া—v to recover from a disease, to be cured of a disease, to come round, (fig) to be
freed from a vice রোগ হওয়া, রোগ পড়া, রোগ ধরা—v to be attacked with a disease (ব্যক্তি) to become a victim to a vice রোগ ভোগ—v to suffer from an illness রোগায়ন-ই—a disease-stricken ill রোগায়ন—a diseased, ailing sick রোগায়ন—a treatment of a disease রোগায়ন—a causing disease, unwholesome, (bot) pathogenic রোগায়নকুচু—a virus, a bacterium (pl. bacteria), a bacillus (pl. bacilli) রোগায়ন— a worn-out or run down by disease রোগায়ন—n the cause of a disease রোগায়নকুচু—n pathologic রোগায়নকুচু—a cured of or recovered from a disease free from disease (রোগায়ন ফেলা) রোগায়নকুচু করা—v to cure of a disease, to bring round রোগায়নকুচু হওয়া—v to recover from a disease, to come round রোগায়নকুচুন রেহাই—n recovery from a disease রোগায়নকুচুন অগ্নিযুক্ত—n the agones of disease রোগায়নকুচুন অবস্থা—n a symptom of a disease রোগায়নকুচুন আক্রমণ—n a sick-bed রোগায়নকুচুন পোষণ—n pl. disease and bereavement রোগায়নকুচুন আক্রমণ—a ill sick, sickly, lean, delicate, debilitated, emaciated রোগায়নকুচু হওয়া—v to grow thin or thinner, to become emaciated, to lose flesh রোগায়নকুচু আক্রমণ—a attacked with a disease, diseased, ill রোগায়ন তাপ—a somewhat lean, small রোগায়নকুচুন পাটক—a lean and feeble রোগায়নকুচুন আক্রমণ—a afflicted with disease or ailment রোগায়নকুচু—(1) a suffering from a disease ailing sick ill (2) n a sick man, a patient রোগায়নকুচুন রাবণপন্থা—n healing or cure of a disease, abatement of a disease
রোগায়নকুচু—a tasty pleasant to the taste, delicious, palatable, dainty
রোগায়নকুচু—n same as রোগায়নকুচু
রোগায়নকুচু—n top var of রোগায়নকুচু
রোগায়নকুচু—n a date (রোগায়ন কাল) a day of the month (মাস) রোগায়নকুচু, a dry (তীব্র রোগায়নকুচু) daily wages (হাতি রোগায়নকুচু), daily supply (রোগায়ন কাম) (2) a daily, everyday রোগায়নকুচু করা—v to arrange for the daily supply (of) রোগায়নকুচু—adv. daily every day রোগায়নকুচু—a of everyday daily (রোগায়নকুচু করা)
রোগায়নকুচুন the Day of Judgement (according to scriptures) রোগায়নকুচু—n earning, income রোগায়নকুচু করা—v to earn রোগায়নকুচু, রোগায়নকুচু, (dialect রোগায়নকুচু) a one who earns earning রোগায়নকুচু—n a diary, a journal
রোগায়নকুচু—n same as শূতা
রোগায়নকুচু—n holy fasting of Muslims from sunrise to sundown during the month of Ramadan (রমান) রোগায়ন করা, রোগায়ন করা—v to keep this fast
রোগায়নকুচু—n a slice of bread
রোগায়নকুচু—n coll. corrupt of রোগায়নকুচু
রোগায়নকুচু—n weeping or crying (esp. loudly), wailing রোগায়নকুচু—v to weep or cry (esp. loudly), to wail রোগায়নকুচু—n weeping or crying or wailing, lacrimal
রোগায়নকুচু—n coll. corrupt of রোগায়নকুচু
রোগায়নকুচু—n obstruction blockade, hindrance resistance রোগায়নকুচু—v to obstruct, to block, to blockade to hinder to resist রোগায়নকুচু—a obstructive, blocking hindering resistant রোগায়নকুচু—n (phys.) a resistance coil রোগায়নকুচুন প্রস্তুতকরণ—n (phys.) a resistance thermometer রোগায়নকুচু—n pop. corrupt of রোগায়নকুচু—n (phys.) specific resistance রোগায়নকুচু—a obstructed blocked blocked, hindered, resisted রোগায়নকুচু—n same as রোগায়নকুচু
রোগায়নকুচু—n plantation, sowing রোগায়নকুচু—v to plant to sow রোগায়নকুচু—n a sowing machine রোগায়নকুচু—n to be planted, sown রোগায়নকুচু—v or sowed রোগায়নকুচু—n same as রোগায়নকুচু
রোগায়নকুচু—n a collection of Arabic or Persian quatrains, Rubaiyat
রোগায়নকুচু—n hair (chiefly of the body), wool, fur
রোগায়নকুচু—n var of রোগায়নকুচু
রোগায়নকুচু—n a pore of the skin of the body
রোগায়নকুচু, রোগায়নকুচু—n rumination রোগায়নকুচু—v to ruminate to chew the cud
রোগায়নকুচু—n a ruminant
রোগায়নকুচু—a hairy, woolly, furry, shaggy
রোগায়নকুচু—n same as রোগায়নকুচু (2) a same as রোগায়নকুচু
রোগায়নকুচু—n horripilation, gooseflesh
রোগায়নকুচু—a horripilation, thrilling, (loos) horrible রোগায়নকুচু—a horripilated, thrilled
রোগায়নকুচু—n a Roman (2) n a Roman
রোগায়নকুচু, রোগায়নকুচু—n a collection of hair, hair (collectively)
রোগায়নকুচু—n var of রোগায়নকুচু
রোগায়নকুচু, রোগায়নকুচু—n sprouting or growth of hair, horripilation
রোগায়নকুচু—n a juicy seed-vessel of any fruit, a replum, a legume, a pod
রোগায়নকুচু, রোগায়নকুচু—n pop. variants of রোগায়নকু and রোগায়ন respectively
silver coin | হৌসপন্নাসমূহ—n pl silvers
হৌসপন্না—adv in exchange of silver, in exchange of silvers or money, হৌসপন্নার—n a silver ornament, (in pl) silvers
হৌসোব—n (Hindu myth.) a terrible hell
হৌসবে—n a woolen wrapper

লque—n the twenty-eighth consonant of the Bengali alphabet
লাঙ্কা—n a law, jurisprudence (ল পড়া), law examination (ল স্নিয়াছে)
লোওল—v to take, to carry with oneself (লাই লাইল রেডান) to carry to bear, to place to put, to wear, to assume (লুক লাওল) to take to to adopt (লাইলাই লাওল), to allow (লাইলাই লাওল) to utter or recite to buy to purchase to accept (লাইলাই লাওল) to test (লাওল লাওল), to make one accomplish to supervise (লাইলাই লাওল) to borrow (লাওল লাওল) to inquire (লাওল লাওল), to conceive (লাওল লাওল) to cause to take to carry or bear or put or put on or wear to assume or adopt or follow or utter or recite to buy or accept or test or conceive ইচ্ছকমনি লাওল—v to be injected হৌসাসিক—n necessary things, requisites
লাকট—n long-cloth
লাকটম—n loquat
লাকটন—n a pocket
লাকনি—n a kind of beautiful fan-tailed pigeons (সাগাস) a top, a dandy
লাক্সইম—int expressing lolling (as of the tongue) dangling or brandishing (as of a cane) flashing (as of a flame of fire) লাক্সকে—a lolling dangling, flashing
লাক্সর—rare spell of লাক্স
লাকুং—n
la—n of a one hundred thousand lakh lac (2) a numerous, countless (লাক্সাকুং) লাক নিউহু—innumerable, countless
লাকান—n a sign, a mark, an indication, a symptom, a characteristic, a trait an omen, a presage a prognostic লাকানক্র—a characterized by or possessing a sign or mark or indication or symptom or characteristic or omen, indicative of, presaging লাকান—n (rhet.) imposition of a second meaning when the primary one is barred, (loos) metonymy or metaphor or synecdoche লাকানক্রাক—same as লাকানক্র
lakṣaṇārthak— a relating to signs or marks, symptom-natured characteristic lashapāt— a noticeable remarkable, noteworthy, perceptible, prominent
laksapata— n a man worth a hundred thousand rupees or more (loos.) a millionaire, a very wealthy man
laksāphik— a more than a hundred thousand or lakh
lakṣa— a noticed, seen, observed, espied, perceived aimed at implied signified laksākāra— the second meaning given to a word when the primary meaning is barred
lakṣā— (1) n fem the Hindu goddess of wealth and prosperity fortune, beauty, grace (2) a fem & masc well-behaved and good-natured lakṣāsthā— Fortune’s favourite lakṣāsthā bhūta— an inexhaustible store lakṣāsihā— a beast of grace and prosperity, wretched uncouth, soundlessly, wicked fem lakṣāśrihih lakṣāśrīhā— a scapegrace, a wretch, a soundless lakṣāśrihā— n a kind of comparatively good-looking owl on which Goddess Lakshmi rides lakṣāṣā, lakṣāṣā— n prosperous rich, wealthy, auspicious or graceful lakṣāṣā— n graceful signs or marks or prosperity or auspicious grace or beauty resembling that of Goddess Lakshmi (lakṣā) lakṣāṣāripī— a resembling Goddess Lakshmi (lakṣā) in beauty and merits, appearing as Lakshmi incarnate.
laksā— (1) a noticeable, observable, noteworthy remarkable intended, aimed at (2) n intention, aim, goal a target a look or glance lakṣā— n to notice, to observe, to note, to intend, to aim (abh.) to cast a look or glance lakṣā raśya— to keep watch to be on the watch lakṣāstā— same as lakṣāstā, lakṣā–śā— n (phys.) a view-finder lakṣāvadi lakṣāveda— to hit a mark or bull’s-eye lakṣāvadi, lakṣāvady— (1) a capable of hitting a mark (2) n, a marksman lakṣāvady— a failing to hit the target, missing the mark, erratic, (fig.) beside the mark lakṣāvadā ṣāra— n mark, target lakṣāvadā— n aimless lakṣāvadā— a observed, watched
laksāvanta— n glued thread or string
lāma— corrup of lāka karā
lāma— poet corrup of lāpa
lāmaband— a flexible supple plant unsteady, swaying to and fro, tottering, flimsy
lāma, lāma— n a pole of bamboo etc esp one for propelling a boat, a punt-pole, a pole with a hook fixed to one end for plucking fruits, flowers etc lāma ṭēla— n to punt
lāma— n a heavy stick a cudgel, a mallet, a club lāmaṭhā bāra— n to beat with a club or a cudgel
lāma— pop corrupt of lāma
lāma— a attached or adhering or leaning to (कल्लक, बेहलक)
lāma— n (astrol) the rising-time of any zodiacal sign or the time of the sun’s transition to a zodiacal sign (astrol.) a suitable or auspicious time or moment (विशव्य समय), a point of time (विशव्य), lāma— n a written marriage-contract fixing astrologically the time of marriage lāma— n a failing to commence one’s work within the astrologically appointed hours (fig.) one who has missed the opportune moment
lāma— fem of lāma
lāma, lāma— n investment (of money) in business enterprise usury lāma karā— n to invest to lay out, to lend at interest
lāma— n a yogic attainment that enables one to make one’s body light or subtle at pleasure, absence of heaviness lightness
lāma— a lightest, smallest minimum lowest least, very light or small lāma— minimum temperature lāma thāρ- 

mītra— a minimum thermometer lāma sādhāraṇa अधिकार रा bhūṭika, (साधारण) साधारण lāma— (math) the least common multiple (abbr.) L C M
lāma— a less heavy, lighter, smaller lower, very light or small fem lāma
lāma— a not heavy, light, easily digestible and moderate, not serious, venial, small, frivolous easy, care-free, swift or nimble yet noiseless, easily understood, easy, light (सुसूचक), low, vile, inferior, contemptible lighted, worthless trivial; subtle, liquid, watery, (gr.) short lāma— a light-bodied slim-bodied, short-statured lāma— a nimbly and yet noiselessly moving, light-moving lāma— n (math) reduction factor lāma, lāma— a light-headed, light-hearted, flippant, frivolous lāma— n a low caste, an inferior race
or tribe লুকান—n disgust, contempt, slight. লুকান করা—v to think lightly of, to treat with contempt, to slight, to look down upon লুকানিন—n minor works লুকান পাথা—n light diet (cp) sick diet লুকানক—a easily digested or digestible light লুকানরাতা—a easily digestible লুকান পাথা—a venial sin, a trivial offence লুকান্ত—ad, light-footedly লুকান্তিক—same as লুকান লুকান্তদন—n the sign of parenthesis the first bracket লুকান্ত—n a small circle লুকান্ত না—a not heavy, light লুকান্ত্বার—ad, lightly লুকানোর—n a light and easily digestible meal লুকানীক—(1) a light-headed, incapable of serious thinking, dull-headed (2) n the cerebellum লুকানুর—n (gr) a short vowel লুকানুর—a light handed dexterous

লুকানুর—n lightening, simplification (math), reduction, (hum) dilution attenuation, commutation

লুকানুর—a lightened, simplified (math) reduced, (chem) diluted attenuated commuted

লুকানুরিক—n a stenographer

লালু, লালচির—n capsicum (chilies) red pepper লালচীর—n a paste of chilies prepared by pounding them with water

লালু—n Ceylon লালচীর—n a canto of the Ramayana narrating the capture of Lanka (লালু) by Rama (রামে) (lig) a tumultuous affray or brawl লালচীর—n the burning of Lanka (লালু) by Hanuman (হানুমন) লালবাকস্কির, লালবাকস্কির—n the king of Lanka (লালু)

লালু—n the king of Lanka

লালু—n (dial) closes

লালয়মন—n a place where cooked food is distributed in charity to a number of persons

লালয়মন—n fasting, crossing, passing or leaping or scaling over, dereliction non-observance, transgression, violation, infringement, non-compliance non-abundance

লালয়মন করা—v to cross to pass or leap or scale over, to fail to perform, to transgress, to violate, to infringe, not to comply with, not to abide by to disobey লালয়মন করা—v to keep fasting to go without food

লালয়মন—n poet form of লালয়মন

লালু—a crossed, passed over, leapt over, scaled over, not observed, transgressed, violated, infringed, not, compelled with, not abided by

লালু—corruptions of লালু

লালুকুস—n lozenge

লালুকুস—n that part of the body which flushes in bashfulness the face, glorious flush of chastity

লালুকুমার—a feeling abashed, abashed flushed fem লালুকুমার

লালুকুমার—n bashfulness, modesty, shame, hesitation, diffidence, disgrace লালুকুমার—i to put to shame to shame, to put out of countenance, to discomfit, to abash লালুকুমার পাখা—v to be a shamed, to feel shame, to be discomfited or abashed লালুকুমার বেগা—v to feel shame to feel diffident, লালুকুমার বিয়—a disgraceful affair a shameful matter, a disgrace, a shame লালুকুমার বাহ—v flushed with shame to become red from shame

লালুকুমার, লালুকুমার—a shameful disgraceful condition—a born of bashfulness or modesty or sense of delicacy লালুকুমার—a slightly bowed down with bashful ness con লালুকুমার—same as লালুকুমার

লালুকুমার—n feeling of shame sense of disgrace লালুকুমার—a bashful, shy, modest fem লালুকুমারী লালুকুমারী, লালুকুমারী—a shameless, brazen-faced impudent, immodest fem লালুকুমারী লালুকুমারী

লালুকুমার—a ashamed, put to shame, abashed fem লালুকুমার

লালুকুমার—a good-for-nothing (লালুকুমার লালুকুমার) worthless, trashy (লালুকুমার) unwieldy unmangeable troublesome (লালুকুমার লালুকুমার) কাজ

লালুকুমার—v to hang (কুমিতে লালুকুমার), to hang up (কেও দেয়া লালুকুমার), to post (a bill, placard, poster etc.)

লালুকুমার—n luggage baggage outfit, kit

লালুকুমার—n a lottery, a raffle

লালুকুমার—int expressing the state of flapping loosely

লালু—n (obs) running or bolting, a bolt লালু কেঁজা—v to bolt off, to take a run, to take to one's heels

লালু—n to fight, to encounter, to wrestle, to contend to vie লালু—a fight, an encounter, an engagement, a battle, a war, a wrestling encounter or match,
contention, vying

नाऎ—almost obs

var of लाल—या—a fond of or in the

habit of fighting pugnacious लाल—n
to cause to fight or contend or vie to set

by the ears काणार्य—n mutual or repeated

fight or quarrel or contention or vying, a

scuffle or skirmish

लिंप—, लिंप—n a skilled in or given to

fighting, bellicose, military लिंप—एकोर्य—

—fighting spirit काणार्य—मोर—n a gamecock,

a fighting-cock

लोभ—n a sweet drop

लोभ—n a lantern

लोब्रो—int expressing utter disrup
tion or confusion or disorder or rout लोभू

लोभ—n to be utterly disrupted or

confused or routed

लाल—n a creeper लालबृक्क, लालमक, लाल

लाल—n a shrub shaded with creepers

an arbour a bower लाल—n (of a creeper)
to creep along or up to stretch or extend

along or up लालमक, लाल—n a creeping

लालमकता—n creepers and herbs spinach

लालमकता—n a tendril लालमकता—a grown

along the ground or on supports as a creeper

creeping along or up stretching or extending along or up.

लाल—n the lobe of the ear

लालका—n a small creeper a creeper

लालमक—n to entwine to be entangled

or involved (in)

लालमक—n a kind of vamped slippers

लाल—n a stretch of time, very small

amount or fraction

लाल—n a numerals, the clove-tree लालमकता—

लालमकता—n a creeper bearing fragrant

flowers (cp) the clove-pink, a kind of

sweet pastry (fig) a modest and charming

female

लाल—n speech, language a dialect,

a mode of speaking, an idiom

लालका—corrup of लालका—(see लाल)

लाल—n salt लाल—चोक—n salt-mines

लाल—चोक—n (of food) salt-free लालमक—

लाल—चोक—n salt-water, saline water लाल—चोक—

(оf food) over-mixed with salt, over-salted

लाल—चोक—n (myth) the sea containing

salt-water लाल—चोक—n smeared or over-
smeared with salt, containing salt (usu to

excess), saltish, salted, salty, saline

मरमय—n (myth) the sea containing

salt-water, a sea, an ocean

मरमय—vul corrup of मरमय

मरमय—n frankincense benzoin

मरमय—n a feeling like dying, extremely

distressed or harassed

मर—variant of मर

मर—n obtained attained, gained,

earned acquired न मर—मर—n having one's desire fulfilled, having attained

one's end gratified मर—n (bot)

acquired character मर—मर—n a one who

has earned fame, established मर—n

learned wise

लाल—n attainment, gains acquirement,

acquisition लालमकता—n (mech) of velocity

composition

लाल—(1) a obtainable attainable ac-

quirable, gainable, available procur-

able, capable of being earned as profit

(2) n gains, profit लाल—मक—n a share of

profit the part of income regarded as

profit

लालमक—(1) a lascivious licentious libertine
debauched profligate lewd, wanton

(2) n a libertine a profiteer, a debauchee

लाल—n a lamp esp a small kerosene

lamp

लाल—n a leap, a spring, a jump a

bound लाल—चोक—n a leap, to spring to

jump, to bound एक लाल——at a leap लाल——

by leaps and bounds लाल—चोक—n

continuous or repeated skipping or leap-

ing, (fig) excessive haste or fuss or ado or

bragging लाल—चोक—n leaping or springing or

jumping or bounding

लाल—(1) a hanging pendent vertically

hanging upright vertical, plumb, per-

pendicular (geom) orthogonal straight,

(geog) orthographic(al) (2) n a perpendicu-

lar लालमकता—n (geog) orographic projection, orthography, (geom) ortho-

gonal projection लाल—चोक—(1) a long-eared

(2) n a traditional name for the ass, the

goat, the rabbit etc लाल—चोक—n (geom)

a normal section लाल—n the state of being

hungh, (phys & astr) parallax लाल—चोक—

n (phys) parallax method लाल—चोक—n

(geom) an orthocentre लाल—चोक—n (astr)

a vertical circle लाल—चोक—n a hanging, suspend-

ded, pendent dependent लाल—चोक—n (mech)

a plumb-line

लाल—n a leader of tenants entr sted
with the charge of collecting revenue from other tenants

লঃ—(1) a tall, lofty, long, long-continued, lengthy, (fig.) prostrate, (fig.) boastful or grandiloquent (2) n length
লঃ—v to lengthen, to expand, (fig.) to lay prostrate on the ground by beating
লঃ—v to decamp, to run away, to flee, to take to one’s heels
লঃ—v to lie prostrate, to grow in length, to become long
লঃ—boastful or grandiloquent talk
talk talk talk talk talk talk talk talk—excessive pomp or eclat esp that which is displayed beyond one’s means
লঃ—n length the measure of length
লঃ—n length and breadth the measure of length and breadth
লঃ—n polar distance
লঃ—slightly tall, longish
লঃ—adv lengthwise

লপিত—a hanging pendent suspended dangling, oscillating
লপিত—dangling

লন্ত—adv in length

লশ্চন—(1) a pot-bellied corpulent
(2) n God Ganesha

লন্ত—n dissolution or fusion into a greater esse merging fusion dissolution, destruction universal dissolution or annihilation (mus.) tempo

লাল—n a woman, a gentlewoman, a lady, a wife

লালাত—n the forehead the front the temple, fate, luck destiny
লালাত—n an ornament for the forehead

লালাট—n a line on the forehead (esp one indicating one’s destiny)
লালাট—n one’s destiny as indicated by the lines on one’s forehead

লালাট—n a holy mark of sandal-paste, clay etc put on the forehead, an ornament for the forehead

লালাট—n ornament a mark (of sandalwood paste etc.) on one’s forehead

লম্ব্য—(1) a beautiful pleasant, charming, (of speech) suave, bland
(2) n dance or artistic gestures of women, pleasure and enjoyment, an Indian musical mode

লম্ব্য—n (collect.) fine arts

লম্ব্য —n a soldier, a naval ‘soldier’, a sailor, armed forces

লম্ব্য—var of লম্ব্য

লম্ব্য—n lymphatic mombicaatmik—n lymphatic growth
লম্ব্য—alt spell of লম্ব্য
lముణు—n milk-shake (cp) yoghurt
লম্ব্য—n dues, amount outstanding
লম্ব্য—n a minute fraction of time, a short while a moment
লম্ব্য—n a wave, a watercourse a channel a row or coil
লম্ব্য—n a wave
লম্ব্য—almost obs var of লম্ব্য
লম্ব্য—n blood
লম্ব্য—a mild, gentle (লাম্বিক)
লম্ব্য—pop corrup of লম্ব্য
লম্ব্য—n (dial) a boat
লম্ব্য—nt (used in familiarity or contempt by women amongst themselves)

হলুদ e. or I say etc

লাইট—n a light an electric light
লাইট—n a line a system (কেন্দ্রীয়)
লাইটেন্স, লাইটেন্স—n to line up to stand in a queue to queue up

লাইটেন্স—n a lined up

লাইনিং—n lining (as of a coat)
লাইফবেলট—n a life-belt
লাইফবেলট—n a life-belt
লাইফক্রাইটল—n a library
লাইফক্রাইটল—n a librarian
লাইফসেনস, লাইফসেনস—n a licence

লাইফসেনসবিরূপন—a unlicensed

লাউন্ট—n the bottle-gourd লাউন্টের বোনা—calabash লাউন্টের—n the tender upper end of the bottle-gourd plant a kind of very slender and venomous green snake
লাউন্টের—n a scaffold or trellis made of bamboo and twigs along which a bottle-gourd plant creeps up

লাক্ষিক—a symptomatic, figurative, metaphorical, symbolical, versed in

লাক্ষ্য—n lac shellac
লাক্ষ্যক্রাইটল—n an insect producing lac লাক্ষ্যক্রাইটল—n lac dye
লাক্ষ্যক্রাইটল—n dyed with lac lacquered
লাক্ষ্যক্রাইটল—n coll. corrup of লাক্ষ্য ক্রাইটল

লাক্ষ্যক্রাইটল—a type of (fig.) an utterance or saying of incomparable or immeasurable worth

লাক্ষ্যক্রাইটল—n rent-free

লাক্ষ্যক্রাইটল—a freehold

লাক্ষ্যক্রাইটল—n lakhs many lakhs of, innumerable, countless, hitting the mark.
লাক্ষ্য—n reach, contact; touch, contiguous nearness
লাক্ষ্য—n appropriate, fitting, suitable
Lagai—v to contact to touch (গাছে হাওয়া লাগায়), to be smeared or soiled with (কাঠে লাগায়), to be attached or affixed, to catch (আঁখে লাগায়), to touch har to stop at (ঠানে রাখে লাগায়), to stop or park (পাড়ি লাগায়), to join (ঠাকুরের লাগায়) to begin to start to commence (প্রথম লাগায়), to form (ভিড় লাগায়) to be engaged in to set to (খাইতে লাগায়), to be felt (as) (তালাল লাগায়), to perch (লাগায়), to feel pain (আহানে লাগায়), to be felt as painful (খুবঠালায়), to be fit or suit, to be appropriate (সঙ্গে ওখানে লাগবে না), to be considered equal to compete with (রামের কাছে কি আমাদের লাগে), to require to need (হুমকি লাগায়), to cost (শেষের লাগায়), to work (অন্ধের লাগায়), to come true (রাত্রিবাদ্য লাগায়), to begin to quarrel (হুমকি লাগায়), to be held (ঘোষণা হবে লাগায়) to pester, to tease (কাবের লাগের না) to pursue to chase, to hound to follow, to shadow (পাতালের লাগায়) to be attracted (কাজে না লাগায়) to pierce (সমক্ষের লাগায়) to strike to hit (কাঠির লাগায়) to stick (গলা বাঁটি লাগায়), to fall under the evil influence of (অতিরাজ শক্তি লাগায়) to be seized with (বিভিন্ন লাগায়) সত্যিই— to stick to to pursue doggedly or resolutely

Lagai—a adjoining lying side by side, contiguous

Lagaśu—(1) n continuity stretch (2) a continuous (লগাসু ব্যবহারে) এক লাগায়-at a stretch continuously

Lagā, Lagān—v to attach to, affix to, apply to set (আধারে লাগান), to paint or smear or wash with (ধূলো লাগান) to touch (খেলায় পা লাগান) to expose to (যেমন লাগান) to bring to, to stop at (ঠানে নোক লাগান) to employ to engage, to set to (কেনে লেক লাগান) pad in the lane to apply to use (সেটা লাগান) to involve (in), to set to (সেটা লাগান) to require, to need, to take to spend (সময় লাগান), to cost (ক্ষুদ্র লাগান), to invest, to lay out (ৰাইসের অন্তর্ভুক্ত লাগান), to raise (সমস্ত অভ্যন্তর্বাদ্য লাগান), to cause to be seized with (বিভিন্ন লাগান), to hit, to strike (কাঠি লাগান পাক্কে চিন্তা লাগান) to report (against) maliciously and secretly to earwig, to calumniate (কাঠি বাড়ি লাগান) Lagan-ভাঙায়—n malicious and secret report against a person earwiggling

Lagān—n a bridle, reins (বাড়ের প্রাণ্ডায়) v to bridle, to bit (fug ) to restrain, to curb. Lagān-বাড়েনিবাজ—v to cantle the bit

Lagān-ঢাকা—a unbridled, (fug) unrestrained or (over-) free

Lagās, Lagāni—variants of লাগান

Lagān-বাড়ি—n a bungalow

Lagān—n luggage লাগান করাই-v to book a luggage

Lagān—n decrease, reduction, metosis, underestimation lightness, levity, humiliation, promptness quickness dexterity (স্থানীয়) লাগান করাই-v to decrease, to reduce, to make light of to reduce the weight of, to diminish

Lagān, Lagān—n a plough লাগান চৌধুরী—a ploughshare লাগানড়ি—n the shaft of a plough লাগানড়িষ্টি—n a furrow

Lagān—n a rule (of beasts) লাগানড়িষ্টি—a tailless, anourous anourous

Lagān—n a Bengali poetic metre suitable for dabling a song composed in this metre

Lagān—v a helpless resourceless

Lagān—n corrup of লাগান

Lagān—n parched rice লাগান করাই—v to shower parched rice

Lagān—v a baahful shy, coy, modest, diffident

Lagān—n a stain, a spot a sign, an emblem a flag painting

Lagān—n reproach reprimand, disgrace insult persecution, harassment

Lagān—v to reprimand to disgrace to insult to persecute, to harass

Lagān—v a reproofed reprimanded, disgraced, insulted persecuted, harassed stained spotted, bearing a particular sign or emblem or flag painted

Lagān—n a parcel of land (chiefly agricultural) marked out for administrative purpose or a set of things offered together for sale, a lot লাগান্ডী—a divided into lots

Lagān—v (of clothes) having the crease spoiled ruffled cramped (also লাগান-ভাঙায়) prostrate on the ground লাগান বাড়ি—v (of paper kites) to be have awkwardly and refuse to keep flying মেলে লাগান কাঠ—v to knock (one) senseless or reeling to the ground by beating

Lagān—n a governor (রাজার লাগান), a governor-general (usu. বীজাল), a commander-in-chief (usu. রাজাল), (usu hum) a
a lord (লাইন-বেলাউ) ছোট-লাম—n a lieutenant
governor, a provincial governor
লাম—n a pillar (লামপন-লাম)
লাম-বেলাউ—n pl (sarcas) lords and
nobles big people
লাম-বাজার—see লামার
লামাগায়ে—same as লামাঃ
লামাই—var of লামাই
লামাম, লামাঃ—n a top লামাম দুর্বাসন—to
spin a top
লামাড়ান—n fighting with sticks or
staffs a serious quarrel লামাড়ান করা—v
to fight one another with sticks or staffs
to quarrel seriously
লামান—n a stick a stick লামান—n an
exhibition fight with sticks লামান খালা—v
to fight with sticks as an exhibition, to
practise fighting with sticks লামানের কার
—1 to beat or belabour with a stick লামানের করা—v
to fight or persecute with
sticks লামানের—n a (skilled) fighter with
sticks লামানের—n skill in or the profes-
sion of fighting with sticks
লামান—n a sweet drop লামান—n a
figure of Krishna লামার as a child in a creeping
state and carrying a sweet drop in one of
his hands a posture for physical punish-
ment
লাম, (dial) লাম—n a kick লাম খাওয়া
—to be kicked to receive a kick লাম—v
to kick
লাম, লাম, লাম—variants of লাম, লাম
and লাম respectively
লামারখালি—see লামার
লামান—n a leap, a jump, a bound a skip
লামানের করা, লামানের করা—v to take a leap, to
jump to skip লামানের—by leaps and
bounds লামানের—v to jump, to leap, to
bound to skip, to fret লামানে—jumping,
leaping, bounding skipping frisking
লামানে—v to give to jumping or leaping,
frisking, fretful লামানের—frisking,
gambolling flouncing, fuss লামানের করা
—v to frisk to gambol, to flounce, to
fuss
লাম—n a kind of small bird of the quail
family
লাম—n a saline, saltish
লামান—n physical
grace or charm, লামান—n having a grace-
ful or charming figure (of a figure) grace-
ful, charming fem লামান
লাম—n profit, income, gain, utility,
attainment (ক্ষুদ্র) লাম করা—v to make a
profit, to earn, to gain, to attain লাম
হওয়া—v to come or to turn out as a profit
or income, to be profitable, to be of
utility, to be attained লামকরণ, লামকরণ
—a profitable gainful, lucrative লাম-
লেকটন, লামলাগ্ন—n "profit and loss,
gun and loss
লামান—n a Buddhist priest in Tibet a
lamba
লামাটা—n lasciviousness, libertinism,
debauchery profigiosity lewdness, wanton-
ness
লামক—v var of লামক
লামক—n (1) a red (2) a reddened,
flushed লামক করা—v to redder to dye or
paint red লামক আদান—v to go into liq-
uation লামক হওয়া—v to redder to flush
লামকের—a reddish
লামন—n act of bringing up carefully,
careful rearing or tending fond cherishing
(আনালামন) লামন করা—v to bring up
carefully to rear or tend carefully to
cherish fondly লামন-পালন করা—v to
nourish and bring up, to rear
লামন—n greedy, covetous, eagerly
desirable or longing lustful
লামন—n greed covetousness avidity, eager desire or
longing, lust
লামন—n saliva spittle slaver লামন করা
—n to salivate, to slaver লামন—v
—a seized with eager greed covering,
yearning for hankering after fem লামন-
কিত লামনিত হওয়া—v to be seized with
eager desire to covet to yearn for, to
hanker after লামনাম—n salvation, sla-
tering drivel
লামন—v a carefully brought up, care-
fully reared or tended fondly cherished
লামন-পালন—a carefully nourished and
brought up
লামন—n beauty sweetness, charm,
(of speech) suavity
লামন—n red tint or glow
লামন, লামন—n a human carcass a corpse a dead body
লামন, লামন—n a woman's dance, artistic
or amorous gestures and postures of wo-
en লামনাম—a fem given to dancing,
having artistic or amorous gestures and
postures
линкут — int expressing great slenderness or thinness ликункун — n a very slender or thin

лизн — n writing, composing, drawing or tracing, a piece of writing, a letter, a note, a chit, a script or manuscript лизхаб — n reading and writing лизхаб-эпапэ — n style or mode of writing or composing

лиш — (1) to write, to compose, to draw or describe, or to trace (2) n same as лизх 

а written composed, drawn or traced лихажо — n accounts лихаг — to cause to write or compose, or write to draw or trace, to teach one how to write лихап — n reading and writing, education studies, an agreement in black and white a legally registered agreement лихап — n to read and write, to receive education, to study to enter into or draw up a written agreement, to execute a legally registered agreement лихап — n to write (repeatedly) to one another to send in repeated correspondence, to make repeated representation in writing

либист — a written (либист сананч — was written deposition), composed, not verbal or oral

либиста — a to be written

либисты — n a writer, a composer, an author

лик — n the penis, the phallus esp of Shiva (либист), sex, (gr) the gender, (log) a middle term либист — n phallicism, phallic worship либист — n a phallic image либист — n a phallic image, or part of a phallic image, lihgh by либист — n a community worshipping the phallus of Shiva (либист)

лий — n litchi or leechee

лийт — n a lotus

ли — n a letter, an epistle, a missive, a note, a writing (ли), an inscription (ли), a script or alphabet (ли), a composer of a letter ли — n a writer, a scribe, a copyst, a penman, an amanuensis, a composer of a letter ли — n a slip of the pen, an error committed by the copyst ли — n a short letter, a chit or note, a letter ли — n a slip of the pen, an error committed by the copyst ли — n a short letter, a chit or note, a letter ли — n a penmanship, the art or style of writing ли — n dexterity in writing or composing ли — n to place on record, to record, to write or include in a letter, book etc ли — n penmanship, calligraphy, the art of composing letters

лиш — n smeared or daubed with, soiled with, involved or implicated in, engaged or employed in, joined together (bo) лиш — n webbed лиш — n transliteration лиш — n a yearning or longing for, and лиш — n the liver лиш — n liver complaint or trouble лиш — n pop var of лиш лиш — n a list, a roll, an inventory лиш — n to make a list of лиш — n a enlisted лиш — n licked, tasted лиш — n dissolved or fused into a greater esse лиш — n merged, fused, dissolved лиш — n disappeared, clinging to лиш — n latent heat лиш — n sport pleasure, dalliance, activities лиш — n sarcas, undesirable activities лиш — n significant but unintelligible work or sport лиш — n a lotus carrying the hand плыс — a lotus, a mocking lotus лиш — n a pleasure, a quarrel, lotus, a mocking lotus лиш — n a field of activities, a venue of sports лиш — n same as лиш лиш — n same as лиш лиш — n a frequently moving in playfulness, sweetly frollicsome лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n a having assumed a beautiful pose or posture лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n a very hot wave of summer wind лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиш лиш — n as лиşli

лиш — n a kind of very soft woollen wrapper
loot, plunder, robbing, robbery
pillage, sack, reckless misappropriation, enjoyment in a great measure (বা তার তোলা), rolling esp on the ground, sprawling, wallowing

same as লোট

footed plundered, robbed, pillaged, sacked, recklessly misappropriated, enjoyed in a great measure, rolling esp on the ground, sprawling

no longer existing, extinct, defunct, abolished, gone out of currency or practice, obsolete, destroyed, covered, wrapped, extinct, (of species etc.) that has disappeared or vanished invisibly, hidden, concealed (bot.) abortive?

law now defunct

obsolescent, almost extinct or defunct or destroyed or covered or invisible or hidden or (bot.) abortive

recovery or reclamation of a thing lost or destroyed, or ruined, discovery of a hidden or secret thing

to take hold of a thing as it is coming down before it touches the ground to catch: to take a catch, (fig.) to receive or accept eagerly

to cause to catch or to take a catch

a greedy, avid, covetous, tempted allured enticed

tempt to allure to entice

a hunter, a fowler, a lecher, (astr.) the Sirius, the Dogstar

a greedily looking

a greedy, nature covetous

spell of লোট

the spider, an arachnid

cobweb, gossamer, লোটকষ্ঠ, a gossamery light as gossamer, (fig.) flimsy

glue, any glutinous substance or preparation

the leg the shank

to cause to stumble or fall by catching one's foot, to trip (fig. - sl.) to betray suddenly

a kind of sweetmeat made of posset

to limp

a naked nude (fig.) destitute, penniless

an excellent species of mango
lame
lecture (n) a lecture (sarcasm) a harangue (lectures) a lecture (sarcasm) to lecture (sarcasm) to harangue
letter (n) a letter (fem) an epistle (author) a letter (graph)
letter (n) a writer, a scribe, an author (fem) an authoress
letter (var of letter)
letter (n) anything to write with, a pen, pencil, a painter's brush, a hair-pencil etc (letter-writing) (to write)
letter (n) a letter (graft)
letter (n) coming out of or produced by the pen
letter (n) the same as lekha
lekh (n), lekhā (n), lekhā (n), lekhā (n), lekhā - (n) variants of lekha, lekha, lekhā, lekha, lekhā
lekhā (n) a piece of writing, a letter, a script, a manuscript
- a drawing, a painting, a picture, a sketch, a deed, a document, a record (lekha)
- a record-supplier (lekha)
- a record of Assurantes (lekha)
- a deed, a document (lekha)
- a record finder (lekha)
- a record holder (lekha)
- a record room (lekha)
- a writing material, such as ink, pen, paper etc
lekh (n), lekhā (n), lekhā (n), lekhā (n), lekhā (n) alt spellings of lekh
lekhā (n), lekhā (n), lekhā (n), lekhā (n), lekhā (n) a tiny loincloth worn by Indian wrestlers and ascetics in the fashion of a suspensor
lekh (n), lekhā (n), lekhā (n) alt spellings of lekh
lekhā (n), lekhā (n), lekhā (n) a small or threadbare loincloth or loincloth
lekhā (n), lekhā (n), lekhā (n) a tail
lekh (n) a lump of dough to be rolled and then fried or baked
lekh (n) a tail, the hind-part of anything, the rump, the rear (in the back of the head)
lekhā (n) the stern (lekhā)
lekhā (n) to turn tail, to run away with tail between the legs (lekhā)
lekhā (n) to twist one's tail, to annoy (lekhā)
lekhā (n) to be puffed up or overbearing or conceited (lekhā)
lekhā (n) (fig) to harass one by giving false hopes or by keeping in suspense
lekhā (n) a disgraced person
lekhā (n) a person
lekhā (n) anything in its entirety or omega
lekhā (n) a tail, the rump, the rear, what is attached or allied to the rear end (sarcasm) degrees or titles (when)
lekhā (n) a kind of sweet drop made by drying posset
lekhā (n) pl small children, kiddies
lekhā (n) a piece of string for spinning a top
lekhā (n) a lazy, not smart, unenterprising
lekhā (n) an act of giving and taking transaction, exchange, bargain payment and repayment
lekhā (n) a quilt stuffed with cotton used as a wrap during sleep (lep)
lekhā (n) a quilt case
lekhā (n) a layer of paint etc, a coat, a coating, a wash (lep)
lekhā (n) anything to coat or smear with
lekhā (n) one who applies a coating or wash one who smears
lekhā (n) a Himalaya, an race, a member of this race a Lepcha
lekhā (n) to wrap round oneself, to cling to, to be involved or implicated in, to coat or smear
lekhā (n) coating or smearing (lep)
lekhā (n) to coat, to wash, to smear
lekhā (n) (fig) same as lep (lep)
lekhā (n) a coated, washed, smeread (lep)
lekhā (n) to cause to coat or wash or smear
lekhā (n) an envelope a cover a wrapper (lep, lekhā)
lekhā (n) a outwardly or formally meticulous (but actually insincere and faulty)
lekhā (n) the lemon, the lime
lekhā (n) a label
lekhā (n) to label
lekhā (n) - a labelled
lekhā (n) var. of lekhā
lekhā (n) to incite (as a dog) to attack, to set on, to set upon
—a repeatedly licking, blazing fluttering

—n an iota a jot a bit, trace shadow

—n (chiefly used in the negative) even an iota or bit of, even the faintest trace or shadow of

—n an ornamental fabric a lace

—v to decorate with a lace, to lace to clench

—n licking or lapping

—v to lick to lap

—n one who or that which licks or laps

—n (of food) to be eaten or taken by licking or lapping

—n relating to or used in writing not spoken or oral written, (alg) graphical, (rare) literary

—n relating to the penis sexual

—n var of লঙ্গ

—n a person, a human being, the public mankind a world a sphere

—n region or abode (বিষয়ালোক, লঙ্গালোক) to be the object of public ridicule

—n people say, they say, it is said

—n a folklore, a folk-tale, a folk-lore

—n a census enumerator

—n census

—n a ballad

—adv in the eyes of the people or of the public

—n human nature, (rare) a biography

—n pl people at large, one’s followers or supporters or associates revenue suite, a train of followers Reason;

—adv in the eyes or opinion of the public, from the viewpoint of the public

—n the eyes or opinion of people and religion, from the point of view of religion as popularly understood

—n the three worlds (heaven earth and the nether world)

—n falsely exhibiting or displaying in presence of others falsely demonstrative

—n same as লঙ্গালোক লঙ্গালোকপ্রশস্তা succession of generations transmission from generation to generation of people or from man to man

—n transmitted or handed down from generation to generation of people, traditional, circulated or transmitted from man to man

—n a king, (myth) any one of the eight presiding deities of the eight corners of the universe,

—in modern times a Vigilance or Anti-corruption Officer independent of the executive

—n to look after the welfare of the people or subjects, to rule, to administer

—n Brahma ব্রহ্ম

—n hearsay, (loos) a rumour

—n a popular practice, a custom a usage, customs and usages collectively

—v contrary to popular practice opposed to prevailing custom or usage

—n another world, the world
where one goes after one's death, the next world beyond the hereafter (loos) death (ভাষায় লোকাস্থত পর) লোকাভ্যান্তরণ, লোকাভ্যান্তরণ—a dead লোকাভ্যান্তরণ ও লোকাভ্যান্তরণ হওয়া—ν to die লোকাভ্যান্তরণ; লোকাভ্যান্তরণ—ν death লোকাভ্যান্তরণ—ν public censure, public scandal, infamy, obloquy

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν want of men, want of workers, thin population

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a (rare) atheistical, secular (লোকাভ্যান্ন)

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a vast crowd of people a great concourse of people (লোক) লোকাভ্যান্ন হওয়া—ν to teem with a vast multitude of people

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a local board

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν human habitation a human settlement or colony a town, a village, (fig) the human society লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν to show (one's) face to the public, to have the face to move in society

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν god the king

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν same as লোকাভ্যান্ন

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν the eye লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a pleasing to the eye

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν pop var of লোকাভ্যান্ন

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν same as লোকাভ্যান্ন

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν the tumbling pigeon the tumbler (also লোকাভ্যান্ন পাখী) a bun dressed so as to hang loosely

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a metal pot

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν, লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν pop variants of লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν kind of tree লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a cosmetic powder prepared from the bark of this tree

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν (1) a salty, saltish saline salted (লোকাভ্যান্ন) (2) a damaging coating on walls etc. caused by moisture or damp, excess of salinity in soil water or air (লোকাভ্যান্ন বায়ুর) লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν to be affected with a damaging coating caused by damp

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν destruction abolition extinction, disappearance, concealment (gr) elision লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν to destroy, to abolish, to conceal to hide লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন হওয়া—ν to be destroyed or abolished, to become extinct or obsolete, to disappear or vanish, to be concealed, (gr) to be elided লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν to be destroyed, to disappear, to vanish...

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a thoroughly plundered or rifled or sacked, utterly destroyed, completely disappeared or hidden or concealed, carried off to a hiding-place without leaving any trace (লোকাভ্যান্ন) লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν to plunder or sack thoroughly, to destroy utterly, to hide or conceal thoroughly, to carry off to a hiding-place without leaving any trace

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν pop variants of লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν benzoin

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν greed, avidity, covetousness, strong desire or inclination, strong desire to appropriate to oneself what belongs to others, thirst for worldly possessions, avarice, cupidity, lucre, allurement, temptation, লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν (to be greedy of) to covet, to have a strong desire or inclination for, to desire strongly to appropriate to oneself what belongs to others, to be thirsty of worldly possessions লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν to make one greedy, to tempt to allure লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν to fall into a temptation to become greedy of লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν (fig) temptation leads to sin and sin to death, (fig) avarice leads to vice and vice to death লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν to check or control one's greed or temptation লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν same as লোকাভ্যান্ন

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν (1) n act of tempting or alluring, enticement (2) a same as লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a covetable, tempting alluring lucrative (লোকাভ্যান্ন)

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a stricken with (extreme) greed, greatly tempted, very much laster তম লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a greedy avid, covetous, strongly desirous of or inclined to, strongly desirous of appropriating to oneself what belongs to others, greedy of worldly possessions, aversive, easily tempted or allured

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν pop variants of লোকাভ্যান্ন and লোকাভ্যান্ন respectively

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a deplatory

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a boil in a hair follicle

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν pop variants of লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন, লোকাভ্যান্ন respectively

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν (poet) tears

লোকাভ্যান্ন—ν a restless, frequently moving (লোকাভ্যান্ন) lolling, greedy or thirsty or extremely eager, wishful (লোকাভ্যান্ন) loose or
loosened—a one whose skin hangs loosely on account of age. 

—greedily lolling one's tongue, fluttering blazing (লোকিষ্ঠ অর্থ)

লোকলস—n the tongue (esp which is greedy of food)

লোকলসপত্র—a stricken with extreme greed, greatly tempted, very much eager, greedy, avid

লোকিষ্ঠ—n a roundish small lump of earth, a small roundish stone or brickbat

লোকিষ্ঠ—adv or a like a clod of earth, as valueless as a lump of earth

লোহ—n iron, metal, blood, tears

লোহায়—n iron. (লোহায় কার্যকলাপ) an iron foundry, a smelly (লোহায় সিতিস্থ) hardware

লোহায়—iron-ore. তালাই

লোহায়—cast iron. লোহায়—soft iron. প্র—পৈত্রে লোহায়—wrought iron. লোহায়—n iron filings, pulverized iron, iron dust, iron rust (লোহায়—n, a blacksmith

লোহায়—n iron and wood and similar substances and things made of them

লোহায়—a or n red লোহায়—n (astr) the Mars, ruby, spinel, spinel-ruby

লোহায়—n the Red Sea (লোহায়) n a red-faced

লোহায়—n blood.

লোহায়—a human, popular, public, social, worldly, earthly, formal, customary (লোহায়কাল) n a formal gift given to one esp on a ceremonial occasion (লোহায়কাল) n v. to comply with formalities whilst dealing with one, to give or send a formal present

লোহায়—n iron, steel লোহায়—n a blacksmith লোহায়—a ferrous, chalybeate লোহায়—n iron filings, pulverized iron, iron dust, iron rust (লোহায়বিষাক্ত) n made of iron or steel লোহায়—n a railway, a tramway লোহায়—n a made of iron or steel, full of iron (লোহায়—n iron-chains, fetters

লোহায়—n a lamp.
obdurate, durable tight, firm steady, stubborn, severe, rigorous, strict, rigid, strenuous, niggardly, stingy, (চনিতের বেহেনে সে
শক) harsh (শক কশ), excruciating (শত
রাশ), difficult ফুল ফানি—(ফিং) a very hard
taskmaster, (ফি) a very obdurate man ফুল
পারাখ ফুল—to have to deal with a person
who is more than one's match to catch a
tartar ফুল ফুল ব্যঙ্কল ফুল—(ফিং) one
who flatters a strong opponent but tyrannizes
over a week one, a jackal in Brod-
dingnag playing the lion in Lilliput
ফুল—n power, strength, might, force,
vigour, capacity, capability, potency (as
of homoeopathic medicines), (phys)
energy, a state influential in international
affairs a power (Hindu myth) the female
principle taking part in the work of crea-
tion, Sakti Shakti, a female deity, God-
ness Durga (দুর্গা), an ancient missile ফুল
—n loss of power or strength or energy,
(of an army) loss of men ফুল—n powerful,
strong ফুল-প্রেম কার—v to apply
force ফুল-ভুত ন প' states influential
in international affairs or taking part in a
war, powers ফুল-ভুত, ফুল-ভুতশালী—n
powerfulness strength forcefulness
possession of full vigour ফুল-ভুত, ফুল-ভুতশালী—n
powerful, strong, forceful, vigorous, nervous (ফুল-ভুতশালী প' কার) fem ফুল-ভুতশালী,
ফুল-ভুতশালী ফুল-ভুত—n a dreadful or
deadly mythological missile ফুল-ভুতশালী—n
accumulation of strength or power, accu-
mulation or preservation of energy ফুল-
ভুত কার—v to infuse strength in, to
invigorate to energize ফুল-ভুতশালী—n
power and capabilities ফুল-ভুতশালী—n
balance of power ফুল-ভুতশালী—n powerless,
weak, impotent fem ফুল-ভুতশালী, ফুল-ভুতশালী—n
powerlessness, weakness, impotence, ফুল—n a kind of tannin made by grind-
ing pulses, pulse-meal
ফুল—a capable of being done ফুল—n
practicability, feasibility capability
ফুল-ভুত ইন্দ্র (ইন্দ্র) th. king of gods
ফুল—n Indra (ইন্দ্র) th. king of gods
ফুল—n a capricious inclination or liking,
a fancy, a hobby, a pursuit for amuse-
ment (ফুল ফাইক) one's own accord or
choice ফুল কার—v to incline to or choose
or pursue capriciously or for amusement,
to undertake or invite or choose volun-
tarily (ফুল কার বিধ কার)
ফুল—n Shiva (শিব), a species of sea-fish
fem. ফুল—Goddess Durga (দুর্গা)
ফুল—n fear, dread, terror, alarm, mis-
giving, perturbation ফুল করা—v. to fear,
to apprehend, to have a misgiving. ফুল
t—a perturbed, full of misgiving, greatly
frightened fem ফুল ফুল ফুল ফুল ফুল ফুল—n
(ফুল) same as
ফুল ফুল ফুল ফুল ফুল ফুল—a fearless,
free from misgivings ফুল ফুল ফুল—n
one who or that which expels fear or mis-
giving fem ফুল ফুল ফুল ফুল ফুল—n
(ফুল) same as
ফুল ফুল ফুল ফুল ফুল ফুল fem ফুল ফুল ফুল
dিত—a frightened, alarmed, afraid,
seized with a misgiving, perturbed, fearful
timorous
ফুল—n a long pin of wood or metal, a
probe, a prod a skewer, a wedge, a peg,
a stake, a gnomon, (chiefly in concave) a cone
ফুল—n a sundial
ফুল—(1) n the conch a conchshell (esp
one that is sounded by blowing), a conch-
bangle (2) n এ এ এ এ এ এ এ এ এ এ এ এ এ এ এ এ
বলা বলা—n carrying a conchshell a discus a mace and a lotus বলা—n a species of white-breasted kite
বলা—n the king-cobra বলা—n conch-
shell powder বলা—n see বলা, বলা, বলা,
বলা—n the sound of blowing a conch-
shell বলা—n a dealer and worker in articles of conch-shells বলা—n a bangle for the wrist made of conch-
shell বলা—n white arsenic, ratsbane
বলা—n a woman of the third of four
sexual categories, the evil spirit of a
woman who has died when her husband
is still alive, a female ghillie (also বলা)
ফুল—n the wife of Indra (ইন্দ্র) the
wife of Indra (ইন্দ্র) the
king of gods
ফুল—coll corrupt of ফুল
ফুল—n the porcupine
ফুল—n a kitchen plant, the horse-
 fodder (ফুলেন Platinum প্লাটিনেম) the edible stem
ফুল—n the edible stem of
this plant
ফুল—n the edible stem of
this plant
ফুল—n the edible stem of
this plant
ফুল—n the edible stem of
this plant
ফুল—n rotted, decomposition, putref-
faction.
ফুল—n a deceitful, swindling, knavish.
slly, crooked ফুল—n deceit, swindling, knavery, chicanery, false play,
sharp practice, slyness; crookedness
ফুল কার—v to chicane, to deceive, to
play false
n hemp (plant or fibre), flax (plant or fibre), flaxen, hempen, flaxen; (lit) a sheaf of fibres of flax, (fig) grey hair

n one hundred parts, (pop) one hundredth.

n a century

n a living for a hundred years

n a centenarian

n one hundred, many hundreds, many innumerable nearly or approximately a hundred

n fem (in vulgar reviling) a cursed woman who has seen the death of a hundred near ones

n an enemy, an adversary, a foe, an opponent

n to be hostile to, to behave hostilely with

n the enemy party, the opponent

n discrimination between one's enemies and friends

n a full of enemies

n identification

n to identify

n (myth) a deity who is the son of the sun-god the Saturn Saturday

n (usus) the influence of Saturn, (fig) the state of utter distress or ruin

n the aspect of Saturn, (fig) state of utter distress or ruin

n the ring of Saturn

n gradually, by and by, little by little, slowly same as

n (myth) a deity who is the son of the sun-god, Saturn

* int expressing the noise caused by the speedy flight of the wind, arrow etc

n a finely woven large mat.

n an oath, a swearing, a vow, a promise to take an oath, to swear, to vow, to promise, to cause to take an oath, to cause to swear or vow or promise

n on oath, with an oath, with an oath to give up or renounce on oath to abjure

n an affidavit

n a Commissioner of affidavits

int. expressing the noise of a
quick and forceful stroke as of a whip, the swishing noise

—int expressing repeated sound, the noise of gulping any thin food greedily and quickly

—rej spell of

—n a dead body a corpse, cremation, one who cremates a cremator, an incinerator, a crematorium, post-mortem, autopsy, a form of mystical rite or religious meditation performed by sitting upon a dead body in a crematorium usu on a new-moon night, (fig) a dreadful endeavour to achieve something like, looking like a corpse a morose, a grudging, a grudging, to follow a corpse to the funeral place a mourner

—fem mounted upon a corpse

—n Goddess Kali

—n an ancient non-Aryan hunting community of India, a member of this community, a hunter

—a dappled, variegated, brindled

—a Muslim festival

—a sound, a noise, a cry or call, a word, a sound, to make a sound or noise, to cry or call, making a sound or noise, crying or calling a lexicon, a dictionary

—a philological, phonetical, a philologist, a phonetician

—a sound-wave, orthography, a converting sounds or sound-waves an arrangement of words, (gr) syntax

—var of the Supreme

Being consisting of sound only (cp Logos), the Vedas—a capable of hitting the target by merely hearing the sound made by it—a full of sound, noisy, wordy—a different import of a word, the capacity of words for conveying significance, power of words the science of words, grammar, philology, branches of learning collectively a soundless, noiseless, speechless, silent in the state of making sounds, sounding, resounding, the meaning of a word, a word-meaning, any one of the figures of speech based on sound, such as, alliteration, onomatopoeia etc a sound, filled with sound, resounded

—a cessation, desistance, alleviation, mitigation, mental (and also sensory) restraint or calm, subsidence or conquest of desire

—rej spell of

—n Yama (Y) the god of death, death's door, the abode of death the Hades death's door to die to kill, to send (one) to one's death

—a allayed, subsided, repressed, restrained calmed quelled

—a kind of tree the Acacia, any leguminous grain, pulse bean etc

—a kind of antelope with branched horns, a mythological demon, the enemy or slayer of Shambar, the demon, Madana the Hindu love-god

—a the snail—slippery, a snail-like pace or movement, procrastination, sluggishness, slowness, a snail-paced, a snail-slow, sluggish, slow

—a Shiva (Sh) Satan the Devil, a very wicked person a rogue, a devil, in endearment a mischievous fellow, extreme wickedness, rougery, devilishness, devilry, in endearment mischievousness to do damage or harm to, to play the devil (with) a

For words in and not given separately, see
Satanic, devilish, (in endearment) mischievous

শব্দ—n act of lying down, sleep, a bed
শব্দ কর্ম—v to lie down, to go to sleep, to sleep
শব্দকর্ম, শব্দকর্ম, শব্দকর্ম, শব্দকর্ম—n a bed-room, a bed-chamber
শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n bedtime

শব্দত—n a lying down, lying at length, (loos) prostrate, sleeping asleep
fem শব্দতা, শব্দতা শব্দত—n (bot.) a horizontal line

শব্দ—n a bed, bedding, a couch or cot
শব্দর—v to put up or put away a bed
শব্দরাত্ত—v to make a bed
শব্দরাত্তি—v to become bedridden, to lie down
শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a malady in which one feels as if one’s bed is a bed of thorns শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—same as শারীরিক শব্দকর্মন্ত্র, শারীরিক শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a bedspread a coverlet, a bedcover, a bedsheet.
শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n bedside
শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n the end of a bed
শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—v to make a bed
শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a bedridden bedfast, lying down fem
শারীরিক শারীরিক—n a fellow a husband a paramour (fem a concubine, a paramour).
fem শারীরিক শারীরিক—n a bed

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n the autumnal moon
শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a kind of stringed musical instrument akin to the vina

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n the autumnal moon
শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a fem having a face resembling the autumnal moon (in brightness and beauty)

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a sweet drink, a beverage, a cordial, sherbat

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a variety of lemon

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a kind of deer or antelope, a mythological octopus stronger even than the lion, a young elephant, a kind of corn-pest, the locust, the grasshopper

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n shame, bashfulness, coyness, modesty

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n to feel or think shame, to be ashamed, to be abashed

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a shallow earthen plate

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n wine

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a joint-owner a copartner, a co-sharer, a partner, an associate

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a share of a joint-owner or partner, a share a part, (loos) joint-ownership coparcenery, partnership

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a jointly owned, coparcenery

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a magnificent highminded noble (শারীরিক আমানি), holy, sacred

(কারান্তঃ, বাকাদিক)

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n the Islamic scripture or law

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n the body, the physique

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a lying within the body, of the body, bodily, physical

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—n a bone-joint, a produced or emerged from the body, (loos) lying within the body (শারীরিক আমানি), (loos) of the body (শারীরিক আমানি), bodily, physical

শব্দকর্মন্ত্র—v to assume a body or form or shape,

For words in শব্দ- and শব্দ-, not given separately, see শব্দ।
to take one's birth in the world

 diversos—are impairment or loss of health, death, in a stipulated manner, to sacrifice one's life, to die.

 n—a lying within, the body, bodily, physical

 having a body, embodied, corporeal

—n sugar, gravel, grit, rubble, (med) concretion, calculus—n granular, gravelly, gritty sugary—n covered with tender grass

—n the cucumber

—rej spell of

—n a weapon which is to be wielded by the hand and not thrown (e.g. a sword), a weapon, an iron tool for handicrafts, a surgical instrument or knife

—n a surgeon

—n surgery

—same as

—n act of laying down or relinquishing one's arms

—bearing arms

—n the art and science of using weapons

—n an arsenal, an arsenal

—n a professional soldier

—alt spell of

—n corn grain, (loos) cereals, crop, harvest, kernel (of fruits) pulp (bot) albumen

—n a corn-field

—n a reaper, a harvester

—n to reap

—n a reaping-machine, a reaper

—n to grind corn, to husk

—n a corn-mill, a husking-machine

—n a feeding corn, graminivorous, (of corn-pests) destroying crop by eating it up

—n a corn-stalk

—n full of corn, (of fruits)

—n the porcupine

—n the hare, the rabbit, the cony

—n a lunar crescent, a digit of the moon

—n the moon

—a green with plentiful corn

—n to harvest, to procure corn

—n a granary, a grange

—n a corn-bin

—n a town, a city

—n the chief of city police

—n the outskirts of a town or city, a suburb environ

—n a martyr, to attain martyrdom

—n martyrdom.
-a of or living in a town or city, urban, urbane, townish, cockney -town-life, urbanity (usu dero) influence of a town or city, urbanity 
- (dero) urbanity toswishness, affected cockneyish behaviour or speech

- pop contr of 

-alt spell of 

- expressing a fizzing or swishing or hissing sound

- expressing repetition of this sound, great speed

- the conch, a conch-shell, a conch (pl rami), a section, a part, a subordinate division, a branch, an offshoot

- n. a branch of a tree, a bough, a ramus (pl rami), a thorn tree 

- n. (bot) a cutting, a bough, a sub-divisional officer, a tributary

- n. a position screened off by the branches of a tree, branches and twigs (of a tree), rami and ramuli, ramifications, sections and sub-sections, offshoots, large and small

- n. (bot) a ramal animal, the monkey, the ape

- (1) a having branches, branched

- ramose (2) n. a tree

- n. a disciple, a pupil, a trainee, a chela, a follower, a novice

- discipleship, pupillage, novitiate, novicehood, to act as a disciple or pupil or trainee or chela or follower or novice

- poet corrup of 

- a of Shankar (শাক্ত) or Shiva (সিব), made or propounded by Shankaracharya ।

- coll corruptions of 

- Shankar and Shankar (see )

- n. a man's loin-cloth, a dhoti

- n. satin

- n. a woman's loin-cloth, a sari

- same as (see )

- pop corruptions of 

- a whetstone, a grindstone, also

- whetting, edge, sharpness

- to whet, to sharpen, to stimulate, to make poignant

- a whetstone, a whetted, sharpened, (sharpened), sharp, stimulated, (sharpened), (fig) poignant, cutting to the quick

- act of cutting off, to cut off, to clip (potash cut)

- inc spell of 

- marry, to wed.

- Mus) marriage 

- to marry, to wed.

- alt. spell of 

- Shanker, Shankar (শাক্ত) or Shiva (সিব), made or propounded by Shankaracharya ।

- Shankar and Shankar (see )

- a man's loin-cloth, a dhoti

- n. satin

- a woman's loin-cloth, a sari

- same as (see )

- pop corruptions of 

- a whetstone, a grindstone, also

- whetting, edge, sharpness

- to whet, to sharpen, to stimulate, to make poignant

- a whetstone, a whetted, sharpened, (sharpened), sharp, stimulated, (sharpened), (fig) poignant, cutting to the quick

- act of cutting off, to cut off, to clip (potash cut)

- inc spell of 

- marry, to wed.

- Mus) marriage 

- to marry, to wed.
শীতকালে—n a paved or cemented floor
শীতল—v to pave

শীঠল, শীঠলন—v to be satisfied or gratified
(কেনার কাছে থাকে না হলে শীঠলন না)

শীঠলন—v to whet to sharpen (fig) to stimulate, (fig) to make poignant

শীতকাল—a peaceful quiet, tranquil, satisfied, gratified, appeased pacified, calmed, quietened, composed, allayed, calm, gentle, mild, শীতকাল—v to satisfy, to gratify to appease to pacify, to calm, to quieten, শীতকালেতা—a having calm or quiet disposition, mild-tempered শীতকালেতা—a mild and temperate শীতকালেতা—a gentle-natured, having a calm disposition, শীতকালের—n (geog) a belt or region of calms শীতকালের—n mental calm or tranquility

শীতলুক্তি—a having a tranquil appearance, শীতলসন—( rhet) the tranquil or calm sentiment, শীতলসনচি—a gentle and polite শীতলসনভাব—same as শীতলপ্রতি

শীতল—n peace, tranquillity, calm quietude, removal (অপুর্বভাব) control (কেহের শাখি), satisfaction, gratification (তৃপ্তির শাখি), pacification, appeasement, alleviation, freedom from disturbances, peace, termination or cessation (পুনরায়), termination of hostility or war, welfare, well-being, rest (শাখালির শস্যমত শীতলন—n holy sacrificial water sprinkled upon votaries to ward off evils, শীতলনকোত্বর—n an abode of peace (শাখিকুই),—n a produced at Shantipur in Bengal, (2) n a very fine handloom cloth produced at Shantipur, শীতলস্পষ্ট—a of Shantipur in Bengal, produced at Shantipur, current at or used at Shantipur (শাখিপুরের বৃহে), born or living at Shantipur, Shantipur—a peaceful calm tranquility, quiet, শীতলিন্দার—a peace-loving, শাখিবিবাহ—(1) a pacifying pacificatory, peace maker (2) n a peace-maker

শাখাটকা—v to disturb the peace of, to create disturbances, to disturb. শাখাটকাশকী—a disturbing the peace, creating disturbances, disturbing fem শাখাটকাশকী শাখাটকাশক—n a defender of the peace, a policeman, শাখাটকাশক—v to maintain peace, শাখাটকাশক করে—v to make peace (with), to bring to a peaceful state, শাখাটকাশক—n a religious worship or service performed to ward off evils

শীতল—n a curse, a malison, imprecation, শীতলন—v to curse, to imprecate, শীতলন—v to curse, a lying under a curse, cursed, accursed fem শীতলন শাখাটকাশক—same as শাখাটকাশক শাখাটকাশক—a fallen or expelled (esp from heaven) by a curse fem শাখাটকাশক—a freed from a curse, শাখাটকাশক—n release from a curse শাখাটকাশক—v to release from a curse, to set free from a curse, শীতলন—n (rare) a curse and release from it, (pop) severe and repeated cursing শীতলন—same as শীতলন, শীতলন—n a spell of severe cursing

শীতল, শীতল—n a young of a bird or beast (কুককুক, কুককুক, a chicken, a cockerel, কুককুক—n a puppy, কুককুক—n a whelp of a wolf, a wolf-cub, কুককুক—n a lamb

শীতল—n a crowbar

শীতল—n the eighth month of the Muslim calendar

শীতল—n int bravo, well done, excellent

শীতল—n relating to sounds or words acoustic, phonetical, philological শীতল—n (1) a same as শীতল, (2) n one versed in acoustics, a phonetician, a philologist, a grammarian, a lexicographer

শীতল—n (or fem) of greenish black colour or complexion

শীতল—n a kind of official turban (উলফেলের শীতল)

শীতল—n a lamp, শীতল—n a portable lampstand, a lampstand.

শীতল, শীতল—n an iron ferrule or covering (of a mace, stick etc)

শীতলচাঁদ—n (Mus) a kind of dry meat-chop

শীতলচাঁদ—n an awning, a canopy, a canopied place

শীতল—n an equivalent or similar (to), almost the same (as) (কামান শীতল), included (in) (শীতল-শীতল)

শীতল—n the snail, শীতল—n shell-like, শীতলকোত্বর—n a shell of a snail

শীতল—n an arrow, a shaft, a dart

শীতল—n lying down, laid down, prostrate, lying or fallen flat, knocked down. fem শীতল—n of শীতল—n, a (used as a suffix) lying or resting on (on) (শীতলচাঁদ, শীতলচাঁদ), fallen (in) (শীতল)

শীতল—n punished, subdued, chastened, corrected, rectified, (rare) taught.
shop (কার্যালয়), a store, a repertory (পরিদর্শন বিভাগ)

শালানী—n a brother or a cousin brother of one's wife a brother-in-law, (in vulgar familiarity) a fellow (cp a jolly dog), (often) an epithet of abuse

শালাবু—n a wife of a brother-in-law, a sister-in-law

শালিনী—n the autumnal paddy

শালিক—n a kind of small yellow-beaked singing black bird

শালিশালিশ (coll) শালিশালিশ—same as শালিনী.

শালিনিই—fem of শালিনী

শালিনী—n fem a sister or a cousin sister of one's wife a sister-in-law, (in vulgar familiarity) a woman (cp a jolly bitch) (often) an epithet of abuse

শালিনী—n (used as a sfx) possessing (বিভক্তিতে)

শালিনী—a observant of the rules of decorum, decorous, decent, modest, polite, courteous শালীমত—n decorum, decency, modesty, politeness, courtesy

শালু—n a kind of red-coloured cotton fabric

শালুক, শালুক—n a stalk of the water-lily

শালুলি, শালুলিনী—n the silk-cotton tree, a mythological island.

শালুনানী—n a mother-in-law, an aunt-in-law

শালুত—a eternal, everlasting, perpetual, immortal fem শালুতী

শালুক—n a subducer, a ruler, a governor, an administrator (fem administrastra), a controller, a repressor, one who enjoys, a discipliner, a chastiser, a chastener শালুক-শালুক—n a district magistrate শালুক-শালুক—n the governing body, the administrative body, the administration, the government শালুক-শালুক—n the ruling class

শালুবন—n subdual, rule, management (শালুবন-শালুবন), government or administration (of a state), reign, control or repression (শালুবন-শালুবন), direction, dictation, enjoinder (শালুবন-শালুবন), an edict, a commandment (শালুবন-শালুবন), disciplining, chastising, punishment (শালুবন-শালুবন), jurisdiction (শালুবন-শালুবন) to subdue, to rule, to govern, to manage, to administer, to reign, to control or oppress, to command, to discipline, to chastise, to chasten, to punish শালুবন-শালুবন—v to sub-
due, to subjugate to bring under control, to bring into submission শাসনকর্তা—same as শাসক fem শাসনকর্তার শাসনকৰ্ত্তাক—
n administrative service শাসনকর্তা—n a form of government, constitution (of a state) সামাজিক—a relating to the form of government constitutional শাসনকর্তা—n a system of government শাসনকর্তা—n government machinery শাসনকর্তা—n an envoy শাসনকর্তা—a under rule (of), governed (by), under jurisdiction (of), politically dependent (on another state) under domination (of) শাসনকর্তা—a administrative governmental, jurisdictional শাসনকর্তা—same as শাসন—
শাসন—v same as শাসন করা
শাসন—v to threaten শাসন—n threatening a threat
শাসন—n a window pane, a sash
শাসন—fem of শাসক
শাসন—a subdued, ruled, governed, managed, administered, controlled, repressed disciplined chastised chastened punished শাসন—(1) a fem of শাসন (2) n an administrator a teacher
শাসন—n a ruler a teacher a preceptor, Gautama Buddha
শাসন—n punishment, a sentence (ডুল শাসন), (fig) severe affliction শাসন দেওয়া—v to punish, to sentence, (fig) to afflict শাসন গঠিত—v to be punished or sentenced, (fig) to be afflicted শাসনবিধান—n infliction of punishment or penalty administering punishment শাসনবিধান—n punitive measures, provision for punishment শাসন নিয়ন্ত্রণ—v to accept punishment, to kiss the rod শাসনবিধান—n a punitive
শাসন—n Hindu scriptures, any scripture, a treatise, an art or science শাসনকর্তা—n an author of a Hindu scripture or any scripture or of a treatise शासनकर्ता करा—
same as শাসনকর্তা, same as শাসনকর্তা, শাসনকর্তা—a versed in scriptures শাসনকর্তা—n scriptural knowledge, শাসনকর্তা, শাসনকর্তা—same as শাসন—
same as শাসন—n a denunciation of scriptures শাসনকর্তা—a forbidden by scriptures, unscriptural. শাসনকর্তা—a thoroughly versed in scriptures. শাসনকর্তা—n a scriptural teaching, a gospel truth শাসনকর্তা—a not contained in scriptures, unscriptural. শাসনকর্তা—same as শাসন. শাসনকর্তা, শাসনকর্তা—n a scriptural prescription or injunction, a holy rite, a sacred ritual শাসনকর্তা—
—a unscriptural शासनकर्ता—a enjoined or prescribed by scriptures शासनकर्ता—n exposition or explanation of the teachings of scriptures शासनকর্তা, শাসনকর্তা—same as শাসনকর্তা শাসনকর্তা—a confirmed by scriptures lawful শাসনকর্তা, শাসনকর্তা—same as শাসনকর্তা, শাসনকর্তা—(1) a obedient to scriptures, scriptural (2) adv same as শাসনকর্তা—a versed in scriptures, adv in accordance with scriptures, obeying scriptures, scripturally শাসনকর্তা—n significance or (true) meaning of scriptural sayings শাসনন—n scriptural discussion or talk শাসনন—v to discuss (or talk about) scriptures, (loos) to discuss any technical subject শাসনন—n discussion about or study of scriptures শাসনন—v to discuss or study scriptures, (loos) to discuss any technical subject শাসনন—(1) a versed in scriptures (2) n a title given to men versed in scriptures শাসনন—a scriptural shahrukh—a scriptural saying, a gospel truth শাসনন—a sanctioned by the holy writ, mentioned in scriptures
শাসনন—a governable, administrable, controllable, repressible, disciplinable, chastisable punishable
শাসন—n a king of kings, an emperor, a great king শাসন—n an Indian musical mode শাসন—n (Mus) royal (শাসন) রাজ
—n the title of the king of Persia, Shah, a king (usu Muslim) শাহ—n (Mus) a son of a king, a prince fem শাহ—n—a daughter of a king, a princess শাহ—n—coll corrupt of শিখার—
শিখার—corrupt of শিখার
শিখার—n a man whose profession it is to incise the date-palm in order to obtain its juice
শিখার—n a horn শিখার—v, to wave one's horn threatening to butt or gore, (fig) to become audaciously aggressive.
শিখার—same as শিখার
শিখার—alt spell. of শিখার
শিখার—n (bot) root শিখার—v, to root, to strike root, to take root, (fig) to be firmly established
শিখার—n nasal mucus, শিখার—v, to blow one's nose (তোমার) শিখার—v, (your) nose runs.
কিনক্র—n a chain, fetters, shackles. কিনক্র শ্রাবণ নরম, কিনক্র শ্রাবণ—v to chain, to enchain to put in chains, to fetter to shackles. শিখদের আঁচল আঁহারা কাটা—a link.

কিনক্র—n a reticulated bag made of strings or wires kept hanging usually from the wall. কিনক্র বেড়া—v (fig) to gain by a lucky stroke, to win by a fluke. কিনক্র গঠন—v (fig) to be set aside, to be shelved. কিনক্র জোলা—v (fig) to set aside, to shelve up.

কিনক্র—n hunting, venery, a hunted beast or bird a prey, game. বিশ্লেষক করা—v to hunt. কিনক্রে রাত্রা—v to go out hunting. কিনক্র—n a hunter, a huntsman. অনেক কিনক্র করা—v to wander or a bird of prey. কিনক্র করা—n a bowler.

কিনক্র—n a teacher, a tutor (fem tutoress, tuteur), a professor, a trainer, an instructor (fem instructress), a preceptor (fem preceptress). কিনক্র—n teachers' tutorage, tutuship, professorship, the profession or office of a preceptor. কিনক্র করা—v to work or act as a teacher, to teach. কিনক্র কর্তা—n a teacher's council.

কিনক্র—n act of learning study, teaching or training. কিনক্র করা—n the educational service. কিনক্র—n educational theory, the profession or office of a preceptor. কিনক্র করা—v to be learnt or taught.

কিনক্র—n a teacher fem কিনক্রি. কিনক্র—n learning, study, practice education, teaching instruction a precept, a moral, a lesson, training, a lecture. কিনক্র—n a lecture. কিনক্র করা—v to learn, to study, to practice. কিনক্র করা—v to teach, to educate, to school, to instruct, to train, to reprove or punish severely, to teach. কিনক্র শিক্ষা—n the Director of Public Instruction, the Director of Education কিনক্র—n a teacher, a trainer, an instructor, a preceptor a guru, an initiator of learning. কিনক্র করা—v to receive education or training or instruction. কিনক্রি করা—n same as কিনক্র.

কিনক্র—n same as কিনক্র. কিনক্র—n secular and regular education and training, education and culture. কিনক্র—n the Education Director. কিনক্র—n under training, apprenticed, receiving education, studying under being taught by. কিনক্র—n an apprentice, an understudy, a novice, a probationer. কিনক্র—n an apprenticeship, noviciate, novitate. কিনক্র করা—v to serve apprenticeship, to study under. কিনক্র—n an education board. কিনক্র—n a seat of learning. কিনক্র—n a system or method of education or teaching or training. কিনক্র—n an educational didactic, instructive method. কিনক্র—n a trained, educated. কিনক্র—n the Education Department. কিনক্র—n spread of education. কিনক্র—n to spread education. কিনক্র—n the Ministry of Education. কিনক্র—n the Minister of Education. কিনক্র—n (1) a desirous of learning. কিনক্র—n seeking education or instruction or training. কিনক্র—n a learner, a student, a pupil. কিনক্র—n an apprentice. কিনক্র—n an understudy, a novice, a trainee.

কিনক্র—n educational reforms. কিনক্র—n an education secretary. কিনক্র—n a council of education. কিনক্র—n an educational

কিনক্র—fem of কিনক্র.

কিনক্র—n an educated, instructed, trained. কিনক্র—n the educated class.}

সিক্স অথবা সিক্স, a Sikh. কিনক্র—n a peacock's tail, a tuft of hair on the head maintained uncut as by brahmins, a beak, a beam (কাঠ শিখালি).
to train, to tutor, to instruct (2) a that which has been taught, tutored instructed, advised নিয়ন্ত্রণ সাপ্তাহিতা—a tutored or primed witness
কলি—n the peahen
কলি—n a peacock's tail
লোহা—n the peacock
লোহা—alt spellings of লোহা
লোহা—n a horn for blowing, a trumpet লোহা—v (v) to die (cp) to kick the bucket to give up the ghost
লোহা, লোহা—n a kind of stuffed snack shaped almost like a fruit of the water-chestnut
লোহা—n the dress or dressing of lovers going to meet
লোহা—n a fresh-water fish skin to the barbel
লোহা—n a horned
লোহা, লোহা—n the sound of the dancer's ankles or similar things
লোহা—n a resounding (with) jingling (with)
লোহা—n an anklet that makes jingling noise (usu by dancers)
লোহা—(corrupt) লোহা—n dregs, dross, feculence sediment
লোহা—n a white, black or blue
লোহা—n one with a blue-coloured neck Shiva (লোহা), the peacock
লোহা—n the place or position at the head of a person lying, a pillow
লোহা—same as লোহা লোহা—n looselessness, slackness, slowness, laxity, laziness
লোহা—n absence of earnestness লোহা—n a lacking in earnestness or carelessness in one's work or endeavour negligently working
লোহা—coll corrupt of লোহা
লোহা—(1) n good weal well-being one of the three principal Hindu gods (who is primarily entrusted with the task of destruction), Shiva (2) a good beneficial auspicious লোহা—n the fourteenth lunar day of the month of Phalgun (ফালুন) when Shiva is worshipped. লোহা—n the conception that all is good (বাস্ত লোহা) লোহা—n the state of Shiva লোহা—n, death লোহা—n the upturned eyes of Shiva, one with such eyes (eyes become so upturned on the eve of one's death) লোহা—n the bull লোহা—n the night of লোহা—n the sole surviving descendant লোহা—n a phallic symbol of Shiva লোহা—n the abode of Shiva
লোহা—n the vixen, (loos) the fox
লোহা—n Goddess Durga (দুর্গা) the wife of Shiva (লোহা)
লোহা—n a temple of Shiva (লোহা)
লোহা—n a palanquin a litter a dooche, a sedan, a sedan-chair লোহা—n going in a palanquin or sedan fem লোহা—nła
লোহা—n camp, a camp, a tent, encampment লোহা—n v. to pitch a tent or tents, to encamp
লোহা—n the kidney-bean, the bean
লোহা—n the silk-cotton plant
লোহা—n silk-cotton kapok
লোহা, লোহা, লোহা, লোহা, লোহা—n the kidney-bean or its plant the bean the legume a pod
লোহা—n the place or position at the head of a person lying, (fig) imminence (লোহা শেষ)
লোহা—n the Shiah sect, a Shiah
লোহা—n a wild thorny plant or its berry zygipus oenoplia
লোহা—n the jackal, the fox (fem vixen), (dial) the tiger or leopard fem লোহা (rare) লোহা (rare) লোহা (rare) a wild thorny plant, agremone mexicana লোহা—n hoodwinking লোহা—n—a mischievous counsel or plan
লোহা—same as লোহা
লোহা—(pop) লোহা—n the head, the cranium, crest, top, summit, the apex vertex লোহা—n (fig) an imminent danger লোহা—n vertigo, dizziness, a nod লোহা—n (geom) a vertical angle লোহা—n headache, cephalitis
লোহা, লোহা—alt spellings of লোহা
লোহা—same as লোহা (see লোহা)
লোহা—n the superscription of a letter, the heading (as of an essay)
লোহা—n an oblation of sweets offered to deities or to the spirits of deceased holy persons
লোহা—(inc) লোহা—n & bejewelled or embroidered turban, a tiara.
লোহা—n decapitation, beheading. লোহা—n (করা) লোহা—n to decapitate, to behead.
a cover of armour for the head, a helmet, a headdress, a turban, a cap, a hat

n a vein, a vena, a nerve, a tendon (rare) the artery, (bot) a costa, a costa of

n venation of the rain-tree, its flower

n a region of the head, the head, the crown, top

n to be borne on the head, to be obeyed or compelled with to be accepted with reverence

n a turban of honour awarded by a prince etc., a reward

n an ornament for the head, (fig) an object of glory or reverence, a glorious or reverend person, an excellent person

n a jewel for the head, a title given to Sanskrit scholars

n an object of glory or reverence a glorious or reverend person, an excellent person

n same as n

n hair growing on one's head

n alt. spell of n

int expressing a tingling or thrilling or uncanny sensation

n a stone slab or flat mortar for grinding spices (shilapata) hailstone hail

n a flat stone for sharpening tools (p) a grindstone

n to hail, to call, hail, hail

n stone, rock, hailstone hail

n bitumen, asphalt benzoin

n a floor paved with stone

n a stone slab, a boulder, a boulder

n hailstorm

n made of stone, stony, rocky

n a stone statue

n a stone inscription

n fossilized petrified

n an arrow, the bee, the bumblebee, the wasp

n artistry, a work of art, a craft a handicraft, arts and crafts, a technical art, an industry, fine arts

n the Director of Industries

n a work of art, a handicraft, artistry of

n fine arts, art, handicraft, a craft a work of art, handicraft

n same as n

n skilled in handicraft or in artistic work

n an industrial tribunal

n an art exhibition, an industrial exhibition

n a technical or industrial art, a craft, a handicraft, a fine art, a machine

n an industrial or technical school, an art school, an industrial lawyer

n an industrial act, a rule of art

n the ministry of industry

n an industrial engineer

n an industrialization

n an industrialized

n an industrial chemist, an industrial

n a workshop, a manufactory, a smithy, a studio, a workshop, a museum of arts and crafts

n an art institute

n an artistic, n an artist, a fine artist, an artisan, a handicraftsman (fem. handicraftsman) (rare) an industrial or technical worker

n a house made of glass or largely of glass, a glasshouse

n a phial made of glass

n dew, frost, condensed

n a dewdrop, washed with dew

n dewy, dew-covered

n a dewdrop, bathed in dew

n a drenched in or wet with dew, wet

n a gregarious tree, the duleberga

n sisoo, its timber

n an infant, a baby, a child, a young

n a infant, a baby, a child, a young

n the porpoise, the dolphin

n an infant daughter, a baby daughter, infant

n infancy, babyhood, childhood

n an infant reader, a juvenile reader

n of books intended for or fit for juvenile readers

n a infant son, a baby son, a child

(1) a childlike, simple as a child

(2) n childlike nature or simplicity

n the porpoise, the dolphin, (astr) the Cynosure

n child education

n juvenile education

n an infant child, a baby child

n juvenile literature, children's literature
n an author of juvenile literature, শিক্ষাকার—n childlike natural for a child, simple, innocent, শিক্ষাকার—n an infanticide শিক্ষাকার—n if given to too much eating and carnal or sensual pleasures

শিখ—n an ear of corn, a cornstalk, a flower-spike, a flame

শিখ—n a gentle, civil polite courteous, well-behaved mannerly, good-natured, righteous educated, elegant, chaste (শিখ তারা) শিখ—n politeness, courteousness, civility, refinement, decorum, righteousness (শিখ তারাজন) n an idiomatic usage (of words and expressions), an archaic use

শিখারু—n residual air, शिखारू—n polite or courteous address শিখারুশিখারু—n etiquette, civility courtesy, polite or amiable behaviour শিখারুশিখারু—n in contrast with or opposed to good manners শিখারুশিখারু—n observant of the rules of etiquette civil courteous, well-behaved amiable

শিখ—n a pupil, a disciple, a (devoted) follower fem শিখা—n pupilage, discipleship

শিখ, শিখ—n a whistling sound made by contracting one's lips a whistle a sweet short note (as of birds) শিখ শেখান্ত—n to whistle

শিখন, শিখন—n a thrill, a shiver or shudder,orrupilation

শিখন, শিখন—n to have a thrill, to shiver, to have goose-flesh, to shiver or shudder

শিখরত—n a thrilledorrupilation shivering or shudder

শিখর—n a very fine particle of rain flying in air, a drop of water.

শীঘ্র (corrup) শীঘ্র, শীঘ্র—n (1) adv quickly, promptly, swiftly (2) a quick, prompt, swift শীঘ্রকার—n prompt in action, prompt শীঘ্রকার—n a fast-moving, swift fast

শীষ—n winter, cold, chill, feeling of chilliness or cold. (2) a cold, cool, fit for winter শীষ করা, শীষ বর্তমান—n to feel cold, to shiver with cold. শীষ কাঁদান—n to winter শীষ কাঁদান—n to shiver with cold. শীষ কেটে যাত্রা শীষ—n to be relieved of the sensation of cold, winter is at end. শীষ—n winter has set in. শীষ—n

শীত—n cold today. শীতকাল—n goose-flesh caused by (sudden) sensation of cold শীতকাল—n over-sensitivity to cold, affliction caused by cold. শীতকালে—n over-sensitive to cold শীতকাল—n the winter season, wintertime, winter, cold weather শীতকাল—n of winter, winter, wintry শীতকাল—n a refrigerator শীতকাল—n refrigeration শীতকাল—n characterized by predominance of cold শীতকাল—n a cold country শীতকাল—n warm clothes, winter garment, woollen clothes শীতকাল—n (1) a cold chilly, cool, soothing শীতকাল—n, soothed, warmed up শীতকাল—n (2) n the evening food-offering to a deity শীতকাল—n to make cold, to cool, to soothe to assuage শীতকালে—n a mat very soothing and cool to lie upon শীতকাল—n a cold to the touch, (lig) soothing touch শীতকাল—n the presiding female deity of small-pox chicken-pox measles etc শীতকালে, শীতকালে—n a place for public worship of Goddess Shitala (শিতলা) শীতরোধ—n making cool, cooling শীতাঙ্গ—n the moon

শীতাঙ্গ—n advent of cold or winter

শীতাঙ্গ—n excess of cold

শীতাঙ্গ—n winter and summer, cold and heat

শীতাঙ্গ—n a stricken with cold, shivering with cold over-sensitive to cold

শীতাঙ্গ—n both hot and cold, tepid

শীতাঙ্গ—n (geog) the temperate zone

শীতাঙ্গ—n hissing sound (indicating sudden sensation of pleasure)

শীত—n honey, a kind of rum made from sugar-cane juice

শীত—n a lean, thin, emaciated fem শীত—n a lean-bodied শীত—n thinness leanness

শীত—n the head, top, apex, summit, tip, the highest or the first or the most distinguished place (also শীতকাল), (geom) a vertex (of an angle, etc) শীতকাল—n (used as a sfx) having a particular title, entitled, styled, head d শীতকাল—n (geom) a vertical angle শীতকাল—n situated on the top or on the head

শীতকালে—n a highest first, most distinguished, chief, topmost

শীত—n nature, natural disposition characterize, conduct, behaviour, manners,
practice. (2) a. (used as a sfx) nutured, disposed to (प्राद्वय), practising (प्राद्वय), fem a. शिला. शिलाश—n a character-certificate

ी—n a character-roll शिला—a practising virtue virtuous

ी—alt spell of निश्चि

ी—(1) v to smell (2) a smelled, smellct. दंद–v to cause to smell

ी—(1) a (of fish) preserved by seasoning and drying in the sun, emaciated and shrivelled up (টাঁচি আঁকার) (2) n seasoned fish

ी—n a legume, a pod

ी–n dried ginger

ी—n a proboscis a trunk (as of the elephant), a snout (as of the tortoise), (facet—of human beings) the mouth including the neck, an antenna, a feeler (as of an insect) दंद–v to stretch out one's proboscis or trunk or snout or antenna, (facet—of human beings) to crane one's neck.

ी—n a very narrow (ट्रि पट)

ी—n a wine-seller a vintner, a distiller, a brewer, a publican, a taverner उध्दर-কোন, उध्दरिक—n a wine-shop, a grog-shop, a public house, a tavern, ale-house (old name) उध्दर-বাশাই—one offender beats out another, (cp) birds of the same feather flock together

ी, (coll) उ—n an antenna, a feeler an awn (वेश चंदा) उध्दर-क—n the caterpillar, the chrysalis

ी—n the poppy, the parrot

ी—n the vesper (astr) Venus

ी—same as उध्दर उखी (चंदे) उध्दर-न—(fig) mere words cannot accomplish a thing, mere words cannot butter bread, (cp) fine words butts no prsaps,

ी—n having an aquiline nose

ी—n dial corrupt of उध्दर

ी—n to free or be freed from moisture, water etc. to dry (काम डू रा), to sun or be sunned (पन डू रा), to wither or be withered (पन डू रा), to emaciate or be emaciated (होरा की-शाक), to heal or be healed (पन डू रा)

ी, (obs) उध्दर, उध्द, उध्दर, उध्दर—n a dish of bitters, bitters- curry

ी, उध्दर—n nacre, abalone, ear-shell, oyster उध्दर-न—n pearl

ी—n (astr) the Venus, the vesper, sperm, semen, the preceptor of dairvas (दरा) (usu. ज्ञात), उध्दर—n spermatorrhoea involuntary seminal discharge उध्दर, उध्दर—n Friday उध्दर—n spermatozoid,

ी—(1) n the white colour (2) a white, hoary, grey (ट्रि केट), bright, light, clean, clear, fair, pure fem a उध्दर, उध्दर—n whiteness उध्दर—n any lunar day of the bright fortnight उध्दर—n the bright fortnight

ी, उध्दर—n weight lost in dryness

ी—(1) a dry exclusive of bed and board (उध्दर-বাল) (2) n drought (उধ्दर-বাল) roasted or sunned tobacco used as quids or in bids (বিড়)

ी, उধ्द—same as उध्दर

ी—a pure, clean, immaculate, sanctified, holy virtuous white उध्द—n purity, cleanliness, immaculateness, sanctity, holiness, virtuousness, whiteness आधार-हसত—a show of purity or sanctity or virtuousness or cleanliness, sanctimonious उध्द—n a hysterical mania for cleanliness and sanctity उध्द—n a suffering from a hysterical mania for cleanliness and sanctity उध्द—a practising sarkity and virtue, virtuous and holy उध्द—a bright with sanctity or virtuousness उধ्द—n having a pure or bright smile fem उধ्द—n जলन, जल—n a diaped bedcover उध्द—n dried ginger

ी—n a proboscis, a trunk (as of the elephant), a snout (as of the tortoise)

ी—same as उध्दर

ी—(1) a faultless, da non-immaculate, clean, pure, purified, sanctified, holy acied, sanctified consecrated virtuous, chaste, genuine, uncorrupted correct, upright (अभिर अশ्र), sincere only (অভিভ অশ্র) (2) adv only, merely (অভিভ অশ্র) पुरा डू रा—v clean, to purify, to sanctify, to consecrate, to rectify to correct to amene: उध्द—n correctness, flawlessness, faultlessness, purity, sanctity, holiness, chastity, genuineness उध्द—n (phys) a pure spectrum उध्द—n chaste or virtuous in mind, purehearted उध्द—n a fair copy उध्द—n pure-souled उध्द—(1) n practice of virtue or sanctity, virtuousness, sanctity, cleanliness, (2) a practising virtue or sanctity or cleanliness. उध्द—same as उध्द (n.)


a same as গৃহচারী (a). fem গৃহচারিণী. গৃহ—a gynaecium, a zenanna গৃহাতিসাধকী—a fem keeping constantly to the gynaecium. গৃহের—a holy and profane, pure and impure, right and wrong, correct and incorrect গৃহ—n purification, puration, sanctification, consecration, rectification, correction, amendment, reformation, purity, cleanliness, chastity, correctness reclamation from evil, untouched ability social inferiority etc. গৃহ—n list of errors attached to a book. etrata corrigena

গৃহস্ত—v to rectify or be rectified to correct or be corrected, to mend one's ways

গৃহ—it, dial corrupt of গৃহ
gৃহ—v to repay to pay back
gৃহ, গৃহ—v to ask, to inquire
gৃহ—(1) a empty (গৃহ হাতে), bare (গৃহ চেয়ে), mere only (গৃহ জল), (2) adv merely, simply, only (গৃহ হাতে) ghn—which—adv for nothing (গৃহও মার গুড়া), in vain (গৃহফুল হয়ে করা)

গৃহ—(1) v to hear to listen (to), to obey, to comply with, to pay heed to (2) a that which has been heard learnt indirectly by hearing from others. গৃহ—n that which has not been experienced directly but learnt from others, hearsay, a rumour. গৃহ—v to make one hear, to tell, to inform to cause to obey, to cause to comply with, to cause to heed. গৃহ—v to make one obey, to censure, to revile, to sting with words (cp) to give (a person) a piece of one's mind. গৃহ—n to tell one a story. গৃহ—v to sing before one. গৃহ—n to speak in one's hearing. গৃহ—n (law) a hearing. গৃহ—v the case will come up for hearing. গৃহ—n the case will come up for hearing. গৃহ—n the day or date of hearing. গৃহ—adv directly upon hearing

গৃহ—(1) n weal, well-being, (the) good (2) a doing good, beneficial, benefactory, auspicious, favourable, promising. fem. a. গৃহাঃ গৃহ, (inc) গৃহ—same as গৃহের
gৃহ—n an auspicious work, a solemn or religious rite or function or ceremony. গৃহ—n an auspicious or favourable moment or time, an opportunity, a chance. গৃহ—n. (astrl) an auspicious or favourable planet or star. গৃহ—a. doing good, beneficial, benefactory.

গৃহস্ত—(1) a fem of গৃহস্ত (2) n a system of arithmetical calculation introduced by Shubhankar. গৃহস্তক—same as গৃহস্ত, fem. গৃহস্তক—n an auspicious or favourable or kind look or (astrl) aspect, the solemn rite of the bride and bridgroom looking at each other at a Hindu wedding. গৃহস্ত—n a happy result or outcome. গৃহস্ত—n an auspicious sign or mark or omen. গৃহস্ত—n an auspicious moment. গৃহস্ত—n good news. গৃহস্ত—n well-wishing. গৃহস্ত—(1) a well-wishing. (2) n a well-wisher. fem. গৃহস্তেন—n an auspicious coming, a kind visit. a welcome visit. গৃহেন—adv fortunately. গৃহস্তেন—same as গৃহস্তেন, গৃহস্তেন—same as গৃহস্তেন.fem. গৃহস্তেন—n an auspicious or solemn function or ceremony. গৃহস্তেন—same as গৃহস্তেন. fem. গৃহস্তেন—n kind blessing or benediction. গৃহস্তেন—n weal and woe, good and evil.

গৃহ—n a white, grey, hoary (গৃহ ফেরান), incandescent, bright (গৃহ আলোচ), (fig) pure, unblemished, chaste, virtuous (গৃহ দান). fem. গৃহ—n white, (fig) purity. গৃহ—n counting, enumeration (গৃহস্ত—census) calculation, estimate.

গৃহ—v to lie down to go to bed, to sleep. গৃহ—v to lie down, to go to bed, to lie prostrate to succumb.

গৃহ—v to cause to lie down, to lay down, to force to lie prostrate, to cause to succumb to knock down to the ground.

গৃহ—(coll) গৃহ—same as গৃহের. গৃহের—n a pig-sty, a swine-sty, a piggery, a swinery. গৃহের—n—a stupid obstinacy pigheadedness. গৃহের—n—a flock of swine.

গৃহ—n commencement, beginning, start, inception. গৃহ—v to commence to begin, to start. গৃহ থেকে শেষ—from beginning to end.

গৃহ—n soup.

গৃহ, (coll) গৃহক—n dill.

গৃহ—n duty on import or export, customs, tax, toll, a marriage-portion, a dowry (গৃহস্ত) price গৃহস্ত—n the customs house. গৃহস্ত—n, bonded. গৃহস্ত গৃহস্ত—n bonded warehouse.

গৃহ—n nursing (of the sick).
রাত্রি—v to nurse  লাল্কারিনী—n a male nurse  fem লাল্কারিনী—n a nurse, a (nursing) sister

লাল্কারিনী—same as লাল্কারিনী.

লাল্কারিনী—alt spell of লাল্কারিনী

লাল্কারিনী—a dry (তুফান), withered (তুফান), sapless pithless (তুফান), dull uninteresting, pointless (তুফান), pale (তুফান), parched (তুফান), harsh (তুফান), vapoury or empty or insipid (তুফান), merely formal (তুফান)

লাল্কারিনী—n dryness

লুক্স—n a beard of corn, an awn, the chrysalis লুক্সকীট—n the caterpillar, the chrysalis লুক্সকীট—a larvicidal লুক্সকীট—n awned rice

লুক্স—n the hog, the boar, the swine fem লুক্সকোল—n the sow লুক্সকোল—n the wild boar লুক্সলামান—n the pig লুক্সলামান—n n a swineherd লুক্সলামান—n a swineherd's asans—pork ham

লুক্স—n the lowest of four Hindu castes, Shudras a shudra লুক্স—n fem a female shudra, a shudra's wife লুক্স—n fem a shudra's wife

লুক্স—n (math) zero, cipher, nothing, the sky, an open or empty place, space, (the) void inexistence absence (2) a destitute of devoid of (শিক্ষা শিক্ষা), vacant empty, stodical, indifferent (3) in comp (used as a sfx -less, -un etc (শুধুমাত্র—homeless) লুক্সকীট—n. an empty pitcher, (fig—derto) a man of no worth or substance a man of straw লুক্সকোল—v—a containing nothing within empty, hollow, (fig) unsubstantial or insincere (শুধুমাত্র—empty words) লুক্সকোল—n vacancy, emptiness, stodical indifference লুক্সকোল—n a vacant or blank look লুক্সকোল—an aerial route. লুক্সকোল—adv towards the sky লুক্সকোল—n the Buddhist doctrine which holds that the world has evolved out of nothing and will pass into nothing, atheism, nihilism. লুক্সকোল—(1) a Buddhist, Buddhist, atheistical, atheistic, nihilistic (2) n a Buddhist, an atheist, a nihilist লুক্সকোল—n a vacant or unoccupied mind, an indifferent or stodical mind লুক্সকোল—adv in a vacant mood. লুক্সকোল—n. aerial path, passage through the air. লুক্সকোল—n a flight. লুক্সকোল—n. empty or vacant space, a gap. লুক্সকোল—a empty-handed, financially hard-up, broke; not carrying any weapon. লুক্সকোল—adv empty-handedly, without (having any) money, without carrying any weapon লুক্সকোল—n act of making empty evacuation লুক্সকোল—n emptied evacuated

লুক্স—n (loos) a cook

লুক্স—alt spell of লুক্স

লুক্স—(1) a valiant, heroic (2) n a valiant man or lighter a hero লুক্সকোল—a besitting a hero

লুক্স—n a wicker-work platter or tray for winnowing

লুক্স—n a stake for impaling a criminal, a trident, a pike a kesher, a spit, a pain inflammation (শানুশ, colic শানুশ শানুশ), রোগল চুলানো—t to impale (as a criminal) লুক্স—n a curing inflammation or spot
cলুক্সকোল—n a skewered or spitted and roasted লুক্সকোল—n one holding a trident in one's hand, Shiva (শিভ) লুক্সকোল—n pierced with a trident or pike, spitted, skewered লুক্সকোল—n colic pain লুক্সকোল—n a pikehead, the point of a trident or stake শুনকুট—v to become painful to ache, to inflame (coll) to have an itching for (শিক্ষা শিক্ষা) লুক্সকোল—n pain, ache, inflammation, (coll) itching লুক্সকোল—n same as লুক্সকোল—a roasted in a spit or skewer (শুনকুট ষানুশ)

লুক্সকোল—n the jackal fem লুক্সকোল

লুক্সকোল—n a chain fetters irons, rule, system, arrangement, due order, restraint or discipline লুক্সকোল—n (math) chain rule লুক্সকোল—n method, system due succession or order, sequence, arrangement orderliness, restraint or discipline লুক্সকোল—a chained, fettered methodical, systematic, orderly, disciplined লুক্সকোল—a disorderly, confused, undisciplined, immethodical, unmethroical, unsystematic, haphazard লুক্সকোল—a chained, fettered লুক্সকোল—n a horn, an antler, a peak, summit, a wind-instrument not made of horn, a horn লুক্সকোল—n a horned, cornulate. (2) n a horned beast.

লুক্সকোল—n (rhet) the sentiment relating to sexual union or inter-course (usu. লুক্সকোল), the erotic sentiment, sexual intercourse, cotton, toilet and dressing (of a woman preparing herself to meet her lover or of an elephant, an idol etc.).

লুক্সকোল—(1) a. horned, cornulate. (2) n. a horned beast.
পেশকালি—n a kind of wild tree
পেশকা—pop corrupt of পেশকা
পেশকালি—alt spell of পেশকা
পেশন—n (Mus) a Sheik (b)
পেশন n a crown a diadem, a coronet, a chaplet, a peak a crest, a summit
পেশন্স, পেশন্স—pop variants of পেশন and পেশন্স respectively
পেশন—n a bed
পেশীন—n a lamp within a chimney a lantern
পেশীন—same as পেশীন
পেশীনলি, পেশীনলি, পেশীনলিকা—n a white fragrant autumnal flower its tree
পেশীনমিছ—n a chemise
পেশীনমিছ n পেশীন, পেশীন, পেশীন, পেশীন—variants of পেশীন, পেশীন, পেশীন, পেশীন and পেশীন respectively
পেশীনলি—n a kind of long coat worn by men
পেশীন—n the tiger the lion
পেশীন—n a sharp-pointed mythological missile পেশীনমস্তক—a like the aforesaid missile, as painful or fatal as a stroke of the aforesaid missile ব্যথাতে পেশীনমস্তক রাখা—to cut (a person) to the heart
পেশীন—(1) n (myth), a king of snakes, a death, a termination, a finish, a completion, a ruin or destruction or a death (শিশু পেশীন), the rear the backside the back-end, the rearmost or backmost part or position (বাথী পেশীন), the lowest or lowest position or place (সব পেশীন), remainder, balance, settlement, solution (পেশীন), (2) a last, concluding, ultimate, final, lowest, rearmost, remaining পেশীন করা—v to finish to complete to end, to conclude to ruin or destroy or kill to do (one) in পেশীন হওয়া—v to be finished or concluded to end, to conclude, to close to be ruined or destroyed or killed পেশীন অবস্থা, পেশীনটা—n the last or final stage, the end, the dying stage পেশীনের—adv at last, in the end পেশীনক্রেক (phys) residual magnetism পেশীন পাক—n last quarter পেশীনচার—n the Last Judgment, Doom পেশীনচারির দিন the Judgment-Day, Doomsday পেশীনচারার—n the Final Judge পেশীনচার—n the last part, the remaining portion পেশীনচারক—n the last moment, the eleventh hour পেশীনচার—n that which saves the situation at the last moment, happy ending of a situation which seems hopeless পেশীনালি—n the last part of the night, small-hours পেশীনালি—same as পেশীন অবস্থা, পেশীনালি—adv at the last moment, at the eleventh hour, at last, in the end, at long last, ultimately finally পেশীনালি—adv in the end, in conclusion, towards the close, ultimately, finally at last last (পেশীন্তে এল) পেশীনালি—a mentioned last of all, last-named পেশীনা—poet corrupt of পেশীন
শিশু—n coldness, cold chilliness, chill in coldness, humility
শিশুলী—n looseness, fluidity, dishoelled or blowy state laughness laziness tiredness, fatigue, slowness tardiness, absence of earnestness or carefulness
শিশু—(1) a of or worshipping Shiva (শিশু)
(2) n a Hindu community worshipping Shiva (শিশু) a member of this community
শিশুলী—n a river
শিশুলী—n lichen moss, alga (pl algae)
শিশুলী—n a mountain, a rock, a hill
শিশুলী—a born of or grown on a mountain or a hill mountainous or hilly শিশুলী—(1) a fem of শিশুলী (2) n same as শিশুলী
শিশুলী—n Menaka (মেনাকা) the wife of the Himalayas শিশুলী—n petrology petrography শিশুলী—n mountainous or hilly শিশুলী—n a ridge শিশুলী—n daughter of a mountain Goddess Durga (দুর্গা) the daughter of the Himalayas
শিশুলী—n a promontory
শিশুলী—n style (বৃহদশিশুলী)
শিশুলী—n the lord or king of mountains the Himalayas
শিশুলী—(1) a hill-grown (2) n a fragrant resin, benzoin, storax
শিশুলীলোক-সৃষ্টি—n (geog) relief—rain.
শিশুলীলোক, পেশীনকল্যাণ, পেশীনকল্যা—n infancy, babyhood, childhood, childhood days পেশীনকল্যাণ—a of infancy or childhood days, infantile পেশীনকল্যাণনির্মাণ—a proper for infancy or childhood child-like, babyish or childish পেশীনলী—n a companion or friend of one's childhood পেশীনলী সৃষ্টি—n reminiscence(n) of one's childhood days, পেশীনলীবন—adv from childhood.
শোক—int expressing a swishing or whirring or whizzing sound.
শোকীর, শোকীরিটোঁ—pop variants of শোক কা, and শোক কা respectively.
শোকীর—int expressing repeated or continuous whizzing sound
শোকীর—n mourning or grief. শোকীর—
v to mourn, to grieve (for) 

洛卡ঁশা-n an elegy, a dirge 

洛কাক্ষ-a bereaved grief-stricken 

洛কাস্তক্স- a sign or token of mourning 

洛কাজ্য- a mourning, woeful, distressing sad lamentable 

洛কাস্তা- an elegy, a dirge 

洛কাস্তক্স- afflicted with grief grief-stricken 

洛কাস্তক্স- n condolence meeting 

洛কাস্তক্স- n an ocean of grief 

洛কাজ্য- a indicating grief or mourning 

洛কাজ্য- a beside oneself with grief, overwhelmed with grief 

洛কাজ্য- a set off or overwhelmed with grief 

洛কাজ্য- same as 

洛কাজ্য- a bereavement 

洛কাজ্য- n the burning base of grief 

洛কাজ্য- same as 

洛কাজ্য- same as 

洛কাজ্য- n the base of grief 

洛কাজ্য- same as 

洛কাজ্য- a grief-stricken 

洛কাজ্য- same as 

洛কাজ্য- n mourning or grieving 

洛কাজ্য- a mournful grievous, woeful, lamentable, sad, regrettable sorry (শাঁ) 

洛কাজ্য- a sorry plight miserable 

洛কাজ্য- n blood 

洛কাজ্য- n a stream or flow of blood (loos) 

洛কাজ্য- circulation 

洛কাজ্য- n a small drop of blood 

洛কাজ্য- n a blood-corpuscle 

洛কাজ্য- n bloodshed 

洛কাজ্য- a blood-sucking 

洛কাজ্য- a blood-sucker 

洛কাজ্য- a blood-thirsty 

洛কাজ্য- same as 

洛কাজ্য- n blood-blood 

洛কাজ্য- n haemorrhage 

洛কাজ্য- same as 

洛কাজ্য- n red glow or tinge, flush 

洛কাজ্য- n dropsy 

洛কাজ্য- v to have dropsical swelling 

洛কাজ্য- n repayment, payment, acquittance, clearing off (dues), revenge, vengeance, retaliation 

洛কাজ্য- v to repay, to pay 

洛কাজ্য- same as 

洛কাজ্য- v to pay back, to repay, to pay 

洛কাজ্য- v to take revenge (upon) 

洛কাজ্য- to v avenge, to retaliate. 

洛কাজ্য- v, to be repaid or paid. 

洛কাজ্য- v, to take revenge (upon) 

洛কাজ্য- n settling or balancing of accounts, (fig) having one's revenge on somebody, squaring up with somebody 

洛কাজ্য- a repayable 

洛কাজ্য- a purifying, sanctifying, consecratory, cleansing, refining, rectifying, corrective, reformative, repaying, paying 

洛কাজ্য- n purification sanctification 

洛কাজ্য- n consecration clearing or refining, rectification, amendment, correction, revision, reclamation, reformation, repayment, payment, acquaintance 

洛কাজ্য- v to purify, to sanctify to consecrate, to cleanse or refine, to rectify or amend, to correct, to revise, to reform 

洛কাজ্য- a same as 

洛কাজ্য- n to be or capable of being purified or sanctified or consecrated or cleansed or refined or rectified or corrected or reformed or repaid or paid 

洛কাজ্য- pop var of শৃংব শৃংব 

洛কাজ্য- pop var of শৃংব 

洛কাজ্য- a insolvent 

洛কাজ্য- n insolvency 

洛কাজ্য- n the Registrar of Insolvency 

洛কাজ্য- a purify 

洛কাজ্য- sanctified consecrated 

洛কাজ্য- n cleansed, refined, rectified 

洛কাজ্য- n amended, corrected, revised, reclaimed, reformed, repaid, paid 

洛কাজ্য- pop variants of শৃংব and শৃংব respectively 

洛কাজ্য- a beautiful lovely, comely 

洛কাজ্য- graceful, elegant, decorous, decent, becoming 

洛কাজ্য- a existing or being present 

洛কাজ্য- beautifully, looking beautiful or decorous 

洛কাজ্য- n beauty, beautiful show, glamour 

洛কাজ্য- v to beautify, to embellish, to adorn, to grace 

洛কাজ্য- v to exist or be present beautifully, to look beautiful or decorous, to behave or become 

洛কাজ্য- v to look beautiful or decorous, to have a beautiful show, to be adorned or graced 

洛কাজ্য- a beautifying, adorning, decorating, giving grace to, giving glamour to 

洛কাজ্য- a beautiful, graceful, having a beautiful show, glamorous 

洛কাজ্য- n a procession. 

洛কাজ্য- kathina গাঙ্গ- v, to go in a procession. 

洛কাজ্য- তীর্থ- v, to take out a procession.
processionist—having no beauty, having no beautiful show

sanctification—beautifully existing, beautified, embellished, decked, adorned, decorated, graced

a beautifying adorn, adding grace to fem n a chauffeur (fem a chauffeur)

chauk—n a chauffeur (fem a chauffeur)

chauk—pop variants of গুড়া and গুড়া চাউক—n (fig) deportment bearing, (fig) act of living with another as neighbours or in the same society, (fig) social intercourse চাউক বাসা—n to live with another as neighbours or in the same society to have social intercourse with

a loud (and confused) noise an uproar চাউক নালা—n to raise an uproar চাউকাল—n an uproarious noise, hue and cry, clamour

nitrte salt-petre চাউকঠাক—n nitric

চাউক—n a large tubular fish চাউক—alt spell of চাউক

চাউক—(1) n dryness juiceless or sapless state, (med) consumption, (med) sinus (2) a dried up within (চাউকাল চাউক)

চাউক-কাপড়—n blotting-paper

চাউক—(1) n absorbing drying up, suction in, (fig) extorting (2) n an absorber, a sucker, (fig) an extortioner sponger চাউক—n absorption act of drying up suction, (fig) extortion চাউক—n to absorb to dry up, to suck in, (fig) to extort

চাউক—same as চাউক কাপড়

চাউক—a absorbed, dried up, sucked in, (fig) subjected to extortion

চাউক—n announcement proclamation চাউক-শাহরত—n proclamation by beat of drums

চাউক—n an Indian musical mode

chaukh, chaukher—given to niceties, given to luxury, luxurious, having refined or delicate taste, dainty pleasing to or gratifying fancy (চাউক জিদি—fancy goods) চাউকিত—n luxuriousness, inclination to niceties, possession of refined or delicate taste, daintiness

chauk, chaukher, chaukika—n purity, sanctity, scriptural cleansing or purification of one’s body and mind, washing or cleansing of one’s posteriors after evacuation of bowels. চাউক বাল—v to wash or
cleanse one’s posteriors after evacuation of bowels, to cleanse or purify scripturally one’s body and mind to sanctify চাউক—n a latrine a lavatory, a toilet

chauk—a drunken, inebriate, intoxicated greatly addicted or habituated to (চাউক) celebrated, (চাউক) chaukika, (চাউক) same as চাউক জিদি, (চাউক) chaukika—same as চাউক জিদি

chauk—n valour, prowess heroism, strength and courage চাউকশায়ালি—n a valorous valiant, heroic, strong and courageous fem চাউকশায়ালি—

রাত্তি—n the dog চাউক মার—n a canine tooth রাত্তি—n dog-like behaviour, doggishness, servitude, servility mean or cringing flattery

chauk—n a father-in-law, an uncle-in-law চাউক—n a woman’s father-in-law’s house, a husband’s house চাউকলাল—n a man’s or woman’s father-in-law’s house চাউকলাল—n (facet) a man’s father-in-law’s house

চাউকলা—n a mother-in-law, an aunt-in-law

chauk—n breathing, respiration, (loos.) inhalation. চাউক—n artificial respiration

চাউক—variants of চাউক and চাউক

chauk—n any carnivorous ferocious beast of prey, (loos.) a wild beast চাউক—n a infested with ferocious beasts of prey

chauk—n breathing, respiration, breath; asthma, asthmatic spasm the last gasp of a dying person চাউক—n to be in the last gasp, to be attacked with a spell of asthmatic spasm চাউক—n to breathe out, to exhale চাউক—n to breathe in, to inhale চাউক—n foul breath, (med) halitosis. চাউক—n breathing trouble, laboured breathing, dyspnoea, laboured breathing of a dying person চাউক—n. (anat.) the respiratory centre চাউক—n breathing, respiration. চাউক—n inhalation চাউক—n. same as চাউক মার, (anat.) the windpipe, the trachea. চাউক—n breathing, respiration. চাউক—n. (anat.) the respiratory organ, lungs চাউক—n. any disease characterized by breathing trouble, such as, asthma, bronchitis etc. চাউক—n. suffocation or choking, bated breath. চাউক বাল—v. to suffo-
cata, to choke, to make breathless স্মৃত্যম হয়—v to be suffocated or choked, to become breathless স্মৃত্যমক—a suffocating, choking স্মৃত্যম—n a medicine or cure for breathing trouble

বেল্ল—(1) n the white colour (2) a white, (of hair) grey বেল্লম—n leucoderma বেল্লম—n a white-skinned white-complexioned বেল্লম—n a mythological island the island of the moon, (often facet) the British Isles বেল্লম—n marble বেল্লম—n leucorrhoea whites বেল্লম—n a white corpuscle বেল্লম—n greybearded বেল্লম—n white mustard, Brassica alba বেল্লসি—n stanch বেল্লসি—n simple starch বেল্লসি—n (lit & fig) a white elephant বেল্লসি—n having a slightly white glow or tinge, whitting (loos) incandescent বেল্লসি, বেল্লসি—n leucoderma

শারাম, শারাম্যুনী, শারাম্যুন্তি—n a crematorium, a crematory a cremation-ground, (fig) a deserted and cheerless place, house &c শারাম—n to turn into or reduce to a cheerless desert শারাম্যুনী—n Goddess Kali (কালী), the presiding deity of crematoria শারাম্যুনী—a roaming or living in crematoria শারাম্যুনী—n one who accompanies or carries a dead body to the crematorium শারাম্যুনী—a living in crematoria শারাম্যুনী—n the perception of transitoriness of the world, with which the mind of a visitor to a crematorium becomes imbued for a while (fig) shamb distaste or aversion for the world just before death

শালাম—n beard (of man's face) শালাম—n a covered with beard, bearded শালাম—n a covered with in beard, bearded শালাম—n a bearded 胡子—n a bearded

বেল্ল—(1) a cloud-coloured dark blue, bottle-green, green, dark-coloured, jet black, having a dark yet very sweet complexion, (cp) brunet (fem bruneette) (2) n Krishna (ক্রিষ্ণ) বেল্লশি কি হলুড বেল্লশি—n to have to choose between one's lover and infamy on the one hand and one's husband and good name on the other, (fig) to be between the horns of a dilemma বেল্লশি—n a having a dark yet very sweet complexion. বেল্লশি—(1) n cloud-like colour, dark blue or bottle-green colour, green or dark colour jet black colour, dark yet very sweet complexion (2) a same as বেল্ল (a) বেল্ল, (poet) বেল্ল—n same as বেল্ল (a) fem বেল্ল বেল্ল বেল্লু বেল্লু—n the mother earth green with crops and vegetation বেল্ল—n the state of having cloud-like or dark blue or bottle-green or green or dark colour or a dark yet very sweet complexion বেল্ল—(1) a, (loos) fem of বেল্ল (2) n a pet name for a dark-coloured cow বেল্লু—n Krishna (ক্রিষ্ণ) শালিক, শালিক—n variants of শালিক শালিক—(1) a fem of শালিক (a) (2) n (rhet) an uncommonly beautiful woman having a dazzlingly bright cream-coloured complexion who is very pleasant to touch Goddess Kali (কালী) a song-bird of the thrush family, the shama, an evergreen creeper শালিক—n a kind of wild paddy শালিক—n dark-complexioned fem শালিক, শালিক, শালিক—n a green-coloured winged insect found in late autumn শালিক—n a getting dark darkening, getting or coming bottle-green or green শালিক—same as শালিক, শালিক—same as শালিক, শালিক—same as শালিক, শালিক—same as শালিক

শেন—n the hawk, the falcon, the eagle fem শেনী শেনী, লেনী, লেনী—n a hawk-eyed falcon-eyed, eagle-eyed. শেন পৃথিবীতে শব্দ কর—n to watch like a hawk

তোজ্জন—n love and respect admiration, reverence, esteem confidence, faith (জ্ঞান প্রতি হাস্য তোজ্জনী) devotion (স্থায়ী পুজো) inclination, desire (জ্ঞান প্রতি) ব্যক্তি কর—v to love and respect to admire, to revere, to esteem, to have confidence or faith in শাশ্রমন, শাশ্রমন, শাশ্রমন, শাশ্রমন—n a respectful having faith or confidence in, faithful শাশ্রমন, শাশ্রমন—n an object of reverence, a reverend person fem (inc) শাশ্রমন শাশ্রমনেন্দ্র, শাশ্রমনেন্দ্র—n to you or him as the reverend one (a form of addressing a reverend person in a letter)

শেন্য—n a reverend, venerable fem শেন্য
अवध—n a respectful and well-wishing offering to the manes obseques sacrda (sarcas) extravagant use or spending waste (कपास आक्ष, टराइ पूर) (rather vul) tremendous persecution or utter ruin, viviparous (s1l) an undesirable affair अवध का—n perform one's sradha ceremony (sarcas) to use or spend extravagantly, to waste, (rather vul) to persecute tremendously or ruin utterly, to revile अवधारणा—n to partake of the feast given on the occasion of a sRADHA ceremony अवधाल—n (the undesirable) affair will go a long way अवधारणा, अवधारणा—n (performance of) obseques, or sradha अवधारणा—n sradha and similar other rites so that the manes may enjoy blessed peace अवधारणा—n a fatigued, tired wearied exhausted अवधारणा—n to fatigue, to tire, to weary to exhaust अवधारणा—n extremely tired or exhausted अवधारणा—n having a tired or exhausted body अवधारणा—n fatigue weariness tiredness, exhaustion अवधारणा—n to feel tired or exhausted अवधारणा—n a fatiguing tiring wearisome laborious अवधारणा—n a removing or allaying weariness or exhaustion or fatigue refreshing अवधारणा—n untrrned, tireless अवधारणा—n the fourth month of the Bengali calendar अवधारणा—n Shravana (आष) the month of incessant rain or ceaseless downpour अवधारणा—n a auditory अवधारणा—variant of अवधारणा श्री—n Goddess Lakshmi (लक्ष्मी), Goddess Saraswati (सरस्वती), wealth, riches, affluence prosperity, good luck, fortune, beauty, grace (शुद्धि) appearance, style, manner, attitude (कपास श्री) an appellation affixed to the name of a holy person dead or living or to that of a sacred thing or place (कपास श्री, भृतांश्री, भृतांश्री, श्रीश्री) an Hindu musical mode श्री —n a lotus-like auspicious hand श्रीमण्डल—n to your or his lotus-like auspicious hand (a form of addressing a person politely in a letter) श्रीमण्डल—n Puri in Orissa श्रीमण्डल—n sandalwood श्रीमण्डल—n (sarcas) a prison, a gaol, a jail श्रीमण्डल—n imprisonment, incarceration श्रीमण्डल—n an auspicious foot श्रीमण्डल—n to your or his auspicious feet (a form of addressing a venerable person, in a letter) श्रीमण्डल—
n a lotus-like auspicious foot श्रीरक्ष्यस्मी—same as श्रीरक्ष्य सुप्रेक्ष्य—n the fifth lunar day of the bright fortnight of the month of Magha (मग्ह) when Goddess Saraswati is worshipped श्रीरक्ष्य—n the wood-apple श्रीरक्ष्य—n the clockwise circle of hair on the bosom of Vishnu (विश्वन) श्रीरक्ष्यस्मी—n Vishnu (विश्वन) श्रीरक्ष्यस्मी—n increase of wealth, prosperity, advancement in improvement श्रीरक्ष्यस्मी—n to have one's wealth increase to prosper, to thrive, to advance to improve श्रीरक्ष्यस्मी—n to cause to prosper or thrive, to promote prosperity or wealth. To cause to advance to improve श्रीरक्ष्यस्मी—n a fallen from the benefit of prosperity, deprived of beauty or grace or glamour, dilapidated, ruined श्रीरक्ष्यस्मी—n (1) a fem of श्रीरक्ष्य (2) n a beautiful woman or girl, a young woman, Radha (राधा) श्रीरक्ष्य—n a gracious or glorious usually addressed to the name of a holy man or to that of a sacred book (श्रीमदमथुक, श्रीमदमथुक) श्रीरक्ष्य—n fortunate, prosperous, wealthy, affluent श्रीरक्ष्य—n a beautiful, graceful, fortunate, wealthy, affluent (usually addressed to the name of a young person) श्रीरक्ष्य—n an auspicious face श्रीरक्ष्य, श्रीरक्ष्य—same as श्रीरक्ष्य (usually addressed to the name of a senior or respectable man) fem श्रीरक्ष्य श्रीरक्ष्य—same as श्रीरक्ष्य (usually addressed to the name of an especially respectable or admirable man) श्रीरक्ष्य, श्रीरक्ष्य—n deprived of grace or beauty or prosperity ungratefully.

श्रीति—n hearing, audition, the ear, hearsay (अहंकार), a myth, a legend, mythology, legends collectively the Vedas (वेद) a subtle note that is heard at the time of changing the voice from one note to another (cp) a quarter-tone श्रीति, श्रीति—n a grating on ears, harsh to hear, grating jarring, cacophonous, cacophonous श्रीति—n a coming within the range of hearing, audible श्रीति—(1) a capable of remembering whatever one hears (2) n such a person श्रीति—n the ear-hole, the range of hearing, earshot श्रीति—n a sweet to hear श्रीति—n the root or base of the ear श्रीति—n act of writing to dictation, shorthand writing, stenography श्रीति—n a script written to dictation or by shorthand श्रीति—n a writer taking dictation, a shorthand writer a stenographer श्रीति—n a pleasant to hear श्रीति—n (math) progression श्रीति—n the rules of progression श्रीति—n harmonic progression श्रीति—n the summation श्रीति—n geometrical progression श्रीति—n arithmetic progression.

श्रेणी—n a line, a row, a range, a series (समान) a community, a class (क्रम) a collection a herd, a flock, a swarm (हरेरा, जीवित) a school or college class, a class, a form (का श्रेणी, वर्ग) a division (तत्त्व से विभाजित) (phys) a grade श्रेणी—n sum of series श्रेणी, श्रेणी—n arranged in a line or row aligned, aligned, arranged (esp in bot.; classified श्रेणी, श्रेणी—n alignment, alignment, arrangement, classification श्रेणी—n the system of alignment or arrangement or (chiefly in bot.) classification श्रेणी—n principles of classification श्रेणी—n classification, division into castes or communities or classes or groups श्रेणी—n included in a particular line or class.

श्रेणी—n (pop) श्रेणी—(1) n good, well, welfare, benefit, virtue, religion, final salvation beatitude (2) a good, beneficial auspicious proper, best excellent, (pop) preferable better, superior श्रेणी—n fem of श्रेणी श्रेणी—a doing good (to) beneficial fem श्रेणी श्रेणी—n better, superior more beneficial, (loos) good, excellent beneficial श्रेणा श्रेणा—n attainment of good or virtue or final salvation.

श्रेणा—n the greatest, chief, principal, best, excellent, (pop) greater or better, superior fem श्रेणा श्रेणा—n the state of being the greatest or chief or best or excellent, superiority or pre-eminence श्रेणा—n a merchant, a merchant, a banker, an opulent man.

श्रेणि—n the hip, the buttocks, the loins, the posteriors.

श्रेणी—a to be heard, proper to hear श्रेणी—n a hearer, a listener श्रेणी—n the audience श्रेणी—n the ear, the Vedas श्रेणी—n a brahmun versed in the Vedas, a class of brahmins who are not kuls (कुल) , a brahmun of this class.
fem of স্ত্রী - a. thirty-sixth fem

—n a couplet, a distich, a verse a poem, fame, renown (সেরা) মৌলন রোড অসফার —a versified

—n the thirty-first consonant of the Bengali alphabet.

নাম —n (used as a prefix) six.

—n a hexad, a sextet, a sesquinary.

—n a hexagon.

—n a, forty-sixth.

—n a, forty-sixth.

—n a, thirty-sixth.
governing the use of অ (esp in place of এ, স).

বৃন্দাভাসন—n (lit.) knowledge of the right use of the letters অ and এ, (fig.) common sense
বিশি—n of a sixty নাটকমা—a sixteenth fe m ১০ মাইল

শাস্ত—n a sixth শাস্ত—n a sixth part one-sixth শাস্ত—(1) a fem of শাস্ত (2) n fem a female deity who protects human babies (gr) the sixth case-ending the sixth day of a lunar fortnight, the sixth day of the lunar fortnight when the ceremony of awakening Goddess Durga (দগা) is held for her annual worship শাস্ত—n a ceremonial gift sent to a son-in-law on the eve of আরাম (see আরাম) শাস্তইনি—n Goddess Sasthi (সাস্থী)

বাটী—n the bull the ox বাটী—bull-like obstinacy bull-headedness বাটী—n a fight between two bulls বাটী—১—বাটী বাণ the tidal wave of the Ganges (which roars like two bull-like bulls engaged in fighting each other)

বাটী—n May Goddess Sasthi (সাস্থী) be with you for your safety
বাটী—(obs) বাটী—n of a sixty

বাস্তী—a six-monthly half-yearly
বাস্তী—corrupt of the goddess of children বাস্তী—কোলের বাস্তী—a favoured child of Goddess Sasthi (সাস্থী), said of a child in way of blessing বাস্তী—a ceremony performed on the sixth day of a child's birth

বৃন্দাবন—(1) n sixteen a Hindu system of performing a sārdhā ceremony in which sixteen different articles are given away (2) a sixteen, sixteenth বৃন্দাবন—n a sixteenth part one-sixteenth বৃন্দাবন—(1) a, fem sixteenth, six years old (2) n fem one of the ten manifestations of Goddess Durga (দগা), a sixteen year old, woman বৃন্দাবন—sixteen different articles required for a perfect worship বৃন্দাবন—adv with all the necessary sixteen articles, (fig.) thoroughly, sumptuously.

বেশী—n of a, sixteen বেশী—n sixteen annas, one rupee (2) a total, entire whole (2) adv entirely, wholly completely thoroughly বেশী—n the sixteen digits of the moon বেশী—n পূর্ণ মণ্ডল—৬ মণ্ডল to be thoroughly fulfilled, to meet with complete disaster, to be utterly ruined

বৃহস্পতি, বৃহস্পতি, বৃহস্পতি রে—spelling of বৃহস্পতি, বৃহস্পতি and বৃহস্পতি respectively
বৃহস্পতি—n spitting

স

স —n the thirty second consonant of the Bengali alphabet

স—prefix indicating together with attended by (সন্নদ্ধ সন্দূর), of the same (সঙ্গে সঙ্গীত)

সহ—corrup of সহ and সভа

সহ —sfx indicating able to (সেইসব), able, 'ible, conforming to (সত্ত্বাসী), up to (সেইচে)

সহ—capable of hitting the mark, possessing marksmanship (হিট সহ)

সহ—n a signature an impression or mark given as a substitute for signature (সেইসব, সেইসব) সহ, সহ, সহ দেওয়া —ν to sign, to put an impression or mark as a substitute for signature সহ—let it be সহ—var of সত

সহ ন—n a groom or a mounted attendant, a syce, a sice, a saice

সমাধ, সমাধি—n a present, a gift

সমাধি—n purchase trade merchandise, wares, articles purchased সমাধি—ν to purchase to buy সমাধির—n a merchant, a merchant prince সমাধির, সমাধির—(1) n the profession of a merchant, trading commerce (2) a mercantile commercial সমাধির—ν to work as a merchant, to follow the occupation of a trader, to trade সমাধির অধিপত্র—a mercantile firm a merchant office. সমাধিত—n purchases

সমাধি—pop var of সহ

সমাধি—n of a one-fourth, one and a quarter "sowar" সমাধি—n an hour and a quarter সমাধি—three and a quarter সমাধি—it is a quarter past three o'clock

সমাধি—n a table of enumeration by one one-forth (see সমাধি).

সমাধি—pop var of সহ.

সমাধি—(1) n a rider, (cp) a sowar. (2) a.
riding, mounted সূত্র, সূত্রা—n a vehicle, a carriage, a mount, a passenger
সূত্রা হওয়া—v to ride, to mount, to board a vehicle

সূত্র—n a question, an inquiry (in law—loos) pleading on behalf of the plaintiff argument সূত্র করা—v to question, to inquire, to plead or argue on behalf of the plaintiff সূত্রাবর্তন—n questions and answers, (in law) argument and counter-argument, pleading and replication

সংক্ষেপ—n summary assessment সংক্ষেপ বিচার—n a summary trial সংক্ষেপ যোগাযোগ—n a summary of an abstract, a precis a synopsis

সংক্ষেপ—n a very much aggrieved or mortified or concerned or troubled or perturbed, (of seas etc) extremely disturbed or agitated

সংক্ষেপ—n summarization, condensation, shortening, abridgment, abbreviation, curtailment, reduction a summary an abstract a précis a synopsis সংক্ষেপ করা—v to summarize, to condense, to shorten, to abridge, to abbreviate, to curtail to reduce সংক্ষেপ—same as সংক্ষেপ, except in the last sense সংক্ষেপক (pop) সংক্ষেপত, সংক্ষেপ আদী—adv in brief, in short in few briefly সংক্ষেপ—var of সংক্ষেপ

সংক্ষেপ—n a great aggrievement or mortification or concern or trouble or perturbation (of seas etc) great disturbance or agitation

সংখ্যা—n enumeration counting, a number, a numeral (math) a figure, reckoning, estimation সংখ্যা করা—v to enumerate to count, to reckon to estimate সংখ্যা হওয়া—v to be capable of being enumerated or counted or numbered

সংখ্যারণ—n enumeration, counting সংখ্যারণ—n a largest in number, (loos) enjoying a majority সংখ্যারণ—n a large in number larger in number, enjoying a majority সংখ্যারণ (ঋংথেপরাণ) সংখ্যারণ—n the majority community সংখ্যারণ—n numerology সংখ্যারণ—n a numbered, enumerated, calculated, reckoned সংখ্যারণ—n a countless innumerable সংখ্যারণ—n enumeration, counting numbering, calculation সংখ্যারণ—n adj in proportion to number সংখ্যারণ—n act of writing down a number সংখ্যারণ—n denoting numbers numerical সংখ্যারণ—n measure সংখ্যারণ—n measurement সংখ্যারণ—n an enumerator a calculator সংখ্যারণ—n the smallest number in number সংখ্যারণ—n a small in number, smaller in number সংখ্যারণ—n minority report সংখ্যারণ—n the minority community সংখ্যারণ—n countable, calculable, enumerable.

সংগঠন—n alt spell. of সংস্কৃত
consciousness fainting संज्ञानाधिकरण—a rendering unconscious or senseless संज्ञान—a appallative (gr) proper संज्ञान बिशेष—(gr) the proper noun संज्ञान—n technical meaning, definition संज्ञान लोप—same as संज्ञान—संज्ञानी—a unconscious senseless संज्ञान—a appallative

defined

संज्ञान—n compression
संज्ञानि—a compressed
संज्ञानमा—a compressible
संज्ञान्य—n judgment
संज्ञानी—a adjudged संज्ञानी—a judgment-debtor
संज्ञानि—n modification
संज्ञान—a closely connected (chiefly but) saturated संज्ञान—n close connection satuatation
संज्ञान—a challenged
संज्ञान—n challenge (made by a sentry)
संज्ञान—n the era introduced by King Vikramaditya or Shaliharana in 56 BC, an era a calendar year संज्ञान—n a whole year a whole calendar year
संज्ञान—n tally
संज्ञान—n restraint, checking prevention covering concealment putting on or wearing in a proper way, dressing or tying (as of tresses) in a proper way संज्ञान—n to restrain to check to prevent, to cover to conceal to put on or wear properly to dress or tie properly
संज्ञान—(poet) same as संज्ञान करा
संज्ञान—n total annihilation or dissolution or cataclysm, (cp) deluge the cloud that appears to destroy the world
संज्ञान—a of one who or that which promotes growth or development or increase, one who receives respectfully or felicitates or pays a tribute of respect
संज्ञान—n thorough growth or development or increase, respectful reception felicitation a tribute of respect संज्ञान करा—v to accord a respectful reception to felicitate to pay (one) a tribute of respect
संज्ञान—a thoroughly grown or developed or increased, accorded with a respectful reception felicitated, one to whom a tribute of respect has been paid
fem संज्ञानि
संज्ञानि—a containing, bearing, attended by, mixed with
संज्ञान—n, circulation (सज्ञान—संज्ञान)
**Sanskrit**

- संबंध - n news, information, a message, a report, a story, a narrative (बिना-संबंध), meeting and conversation (नव-संबंध), संबंधितव्य - a press reporter or newspaper correspondent, संबंधितव्य - a newspaper संबंधितव्य - निवाला - n a newsman संबंधितव्य - निवाला - a newsboy संबंधितव्य - n a journalist संबंधितव्य - संवाहिक, संबंधितव्य - संवाहिक - n a news agency संबंधितव्य - n a messenger, a courier संबंधितव्य - पारोदात - a carrier pigeon.

- संबंधित - n (mus) a note accessory or subsidiary to the principal one.

- संबंध - n closure.

- संबंध - संबंधित - v act of carrying (loads) circulation, संबंधितव्य - massaging massage, currying (as of a horse), संबंधित - v to carry (loads), to circulate, to massage, to curry संबंधित- (1) a load-carrying, circulation, massaging, currying (2) n one who carries (loads), a porter, that which circulates, a massagent, a masseur (fem masseuse) a currier संबंधित - n massage clinic संबंधित - a carried, circulated, massaged, curried.

- संबंधित - a worried, concerned disturbed, agitated, frightened.

- संबंधित - n consciousness संबंधित - नाश्चुर - v to regain or recover consciousness. संबंधित - n to lose consciousness, to faint to swoon.

- संबंधित - n deed of agreement. संबंधित - n, an agreement, a deed of agreement.

- संबंधित - a known, informed.

- संबंधित - a breach of agreement.

- संबंधित - n arrangement prescription, the constitution of a state (भारत-संबंधित).

- संबंधित - n a constituent assembly.

- संबंधित - n statute संबंधित - a statutory.

- संबंधित - n distribution, (loos) rationing or rations संबंधित - निवाला - the controller of rationing संबंधित - पत्रम - n a ration card.

- संबंधित - n covered, concealed, hidden, secret, contracted.

- संबंधित - n worry, anxiety, agitation, feeling of nervousness.

- संबंधित - n sensation, susceptibility. संबंधित - a sensitive, susceptible, sensory, sensorial.

- संबंधित - n a sensory nerve.

- संबंधित - n sensiveness, sensitivity संबंधित - a perceivable by senses, sensible knowable.

- संबंधित - a hypnotist a mesmerist.

- संबंधित - n hypnosis hypnotism, mesmerism.

- संबंधित - a hypnotized mesmerized संबंधित - कर - v to hypnotize, to mesmerize.

- संबंधित - n transaction.

- संबंधित - n supply and rationing, rationing संबंधित - n a ration card.

- संबंधित - n stock (of goods) बाजारिक संबंधित - see बाजारिक संबंधित - stock-taking संबंधित - n stock-book or ledger.

- संबंधित - a requisitioned indentable संबंधित - an indent. संबंधित - निवाला - an indenting officer संबंधित - n requisitioning or indenting inden-ture.

- संबंधित - n thorough admixture.

- संबंधित - a regulated, disciplined, self-restrained, continent, temperate moderate, sparing, prevented, repelled, restrained checked curbed subdued controlled demure, modest gentle (সতাত আচরণ), संबंधित - कर - v to regulate, to discipline, to restrict, to temper, to moderate, to prevent, to repulse, to restrain, to check, to curb, to subdue, to control संबंधित - a one who has controlled one's mind, one whose mind is tranquil or collected self-restrained, temperate, abstemious संबंधित - a sparing or reserve in speech, reticent. संबंधित - a sparing or temperate in food and drink संबंधित - n one who has subdued one's passions, continent.

- संबंधित - n regulatedness, discipline, self-restraint, continence, temperance sparingness (বাধ্যসহ), restraint, check, curb (নিয়ন্ত-সহ), subdual, control (বিদ্যমান), demureness modesty gentleness pohteness (বৃত্তিভাব), fast and other rites observed on the eve of a holy occasion (নিয়ন্ত-সহ) संবंधित - n same as संबंधित, and esp. - to observe fast and other rites on the eve of a holy occasion संबंधित - n. regularization, disciplining, act of restraining oneself, act of making oneself continent, tempering, moderation; restraining or curbing, subduing or controlling संबंधित - a regulated or disciplined, tempered, prevented or repelled; re-
trained or curbed, subdued or controlled
— a practising self-control or discipline, continent self-restrained, temperate, moderate, sparing, reserved, abstemious, demure, modest, gentle

—n a procession

—(l) a going in a procession; voyaging (2) n a processionist, a voyager
— joined, linked, attached, admixed, united, amalgamated, federated federal connected, joint
— a joint secretary, same as

—n joining, linking, a junction, connection admixture, union, amalgamation, connection, contact, association company, intercourse, communication, liaison, close application, same as

—v to join, to link, to unite, to establish connection to contact, to get into touch with
n a liaison officer

—a one who or that which joins or attaches or admixes or unites or amalgamates or adds (gr) a copulative

—(gr) a copulative conjunction

—n joining or linking, attachment, admixture, union, amalgamation, connection, to join, to link, to attach to admix, to unify to amalgamate to add

—n joined linked attached, admixed, united, amalgamated, added

—n a conservator

(fem conservatrix), a preserver, a protector (fem protectress, protectrix) a guard, a defender, a guardian, a custodian, a curatorial officer, one who arranges for reservation

—n conservation preservation, protection, guarding, defence, act of looking after, safe-keeping, safeguard, custody, reservation
—v to conserve, to preserve, to protect, to guard, to defend, to reserve
—n defence of faith, preservation of energy, restraint —n preservation of chastity, conservative —n a conservative, preservable, defendable, defensible, guardable, reservable.

—n a conservatory, a preservatory, a safe depository

—n a conserved, preserved, protected guarded, defended, safeguarded, reserved

—n obstructed, hindered, confined, besieged

—n a adjoining, clinging to; fixed or attached to, adhering to, joined, to cling to, to be fixed or attached to, to adhere to

—n conversation, dialogue

—n (myth) an indomitable soldier (of divine origin) who fights for victory with his life (cp) a myrmidon

—n suspicion, doubt, hesitation, fear, or concern, apprehension, uncertainty, (loos) scepticism —a greatly troubled by suspicion or doubt or hesitation, greatly afraid of or concerned about or apprehensive of, (loos) very much sceptic —n suspicion, suspicious, inclined to doubt, given to fear or apprehension, fearful, timorous, sceptical by nature

—n accomplished, performed, completed, determined, resolved —n faithful to one's vows

—n a (thorough) purifier or reformer or rectifier or amender or reviser, a reclaimer from evil ways

—n (thorough) purification or reform or rectification or amendment or correction or revision —v to purify, to reform, to rectify, to amend, to correct (esp in law & pol) to revise

—n a revising authority —n (pol) revision —n a revisionist —n a reformatory, (euph) a house of correction, a jail —a reformable, rectifiable, amendable, correctible, revisable

—n purified, reformed, rectified, amended, corrected, revised

—n united, adhering, attached, involved in, associating with, related or connected (with), included in or component (বিভিন্ন বিভাগ) —n an attached officer.
down संस्कृत—a leading a family life
down संसारी—a family man ग्रंथ संसारी—very much domesticated deeply
canvassed deeply concerned with family and worldly interests,
engrossed in earthly pleasures and interests

संकार—perfectly successful, thoroughly accomplished, instinctive, natural, innate संस्कृति—perfect success, thorough accomplishment

संस्कृत—associated, related, affiliated connected (with)

संस्करण—(obs.) correction or revision, (pop.) an edition

संस्कार—purification, the sacrament of purification or reclamation, a sacrament (शर्मिष्ट संस्कार) cleansing, dressing (कपास—संस्कार), reformation reforms, mending, repair, correction amendment (अवस्थान), revision (शीर्ष), an irrational belief or notion, a stock notion a prejudice or superstition, an impression (on the mind), innate knowledge or feeling, intuition instinct (परिवर्तनि संस्कार) संस्कार करा—v to purify, to purify or reclaim sacramentally, to cleanse, to dress, to reform, to mend to repair to correct to amend, to revise अवस्थान—a blind or irrational notion, a prejudice गुद्ध संस्कार—n house-repair, (daily) cleansing of a house निःसंस्कार—n tidying up of one's dress, dressing संस्कार—n a purifier, a sacramental purifier or reclamer, a cleaner, a dresser, a reformer, a mender a repairer, a repairman, a corrector, an amender, a reviser संसारिक—same as संसारि करा संसारबाध—n a bound by stock notions or superstitions or prejudices or instincts संसारविद्या, संसारबिना—a (rare) not having received any sacrament, free from superstition or prejudice or stock notions संसारबाध—n the doctrine that the world may be made better by human effort meliorism संसार—a, thoroughly dominated by or blinded by superstitions or prejudices or stock notions.

संस्कृत—(1) a purified, one who has received a sacrament cleansed, dressed, reformed, mended repaired, corrected, revised, refined or elegant (2) n Sanskrit संस्कृत—a, versed in Sanskrit संस्कृत—n culture

संस्कृत—n (rare) position, location, situation, a society, an association, a club, a...
guild, an establishment সংহারক—a establishment clerk সংহারকন্যা—an establishment charges or cost

সংহারক—n orderly placing or arrangement construction, formation shape, structure build, provision (ভিত্তির সংহারক) আহারের সংহারক—subsistence, provision of food.

সংহারিক—n an establisher a founder সাহারিক—n establishment, foundation 
সংহারিক করা—v to establish, to found to set up

সংহারিক্ষা—same as সংহারিক fem সংহারিক্ষিয়া

সংহারিক্ষা—fem of সংহারিক
সংহারিক্ষিয়স্ত—a established, founded 
সংহারিত—a placed or laid esp in an orderly manner, arranged stationed 
সংহারিত করা—n the state of being placed or laid esp in an orderly manner, arrangement, the state of being stationed

সংহারত—n close touch or contact, connection, concern, association সংহারত লাগান—v to come in contact with, to get in touch with. সংহারত ধারণা—v to associate with, to have connection with 
সংহারিত—a touched, contacted, touching.

সংহারত—n relation, connection concern, association, company সংহারত অনাল—v to avoid the company of সংহারত ধারণা—v to have connection with সংহারত রাশি—v to associate with, to keep connection with 
সংহারত ধারণা—v to come in contact with 
সংহারত ধারণা—v to have connection with, to associate with

সংহারত—a having no connection or concern with, having nothing to do with

সংহারত—a thoroughly united or integrated or organized, (loos) mobilized, compact, very firm. 
সংহারত করা—v to unite or organize (into a compact body), to mobilize সংহারত বদলি—a closed circuit সংহারত—n complete union or integration or organization, mobilization, compactness, great firmness, (phys) molecular attraction, (phys) agglomeration 

সংহারত করা—v to disintegrate, to cause disintegration.

সংহারত—n killing, destruction, withdrawal, retraction, revocation, contraction. 
সংহারত করা—v to kill, to slay, to destroy, to withdraw, to retract, to revoke, to contract.

সংহারত—n a killer, a slayer, a destroyer, a withdrawing fem সংহারত

সংহারত—n killing, slaughter, destruction, end, termination, close finish (অংশ সহারত), withdrawal retraction revocation (স্থান) সহারত, শুরু 

সংহারত—n contraction, collecting, act of dressing up (বোধিলী সহারত), কল, (poet) সংহারত—v to kill, to slay, to destroy সংহারত—(1) a killing, slaying destroying, destructive (2) n a killer, a slayer, a destroyer সংহারত মূর্তি—n image or embodiment of annihilation or destruction, a formidable form সংহারত—a (used as a sfz) same as সংহারত মূর্তি (a) fem সংহারত মূর্তি

সংহারত—n a collection of writings an anthology, a sacred book containing the entire body of Vedic incantations, the sacred code of Hindu laws entitled Smriti (গ্রন্থিত), a code of laws a code 

সংহারতকরণ—n a compiler of a code, a lawyer
সংহারতকরণ—a codified 

সংহারত—n collected accumulated, killed or destroyed, withdrawn or retracted contracted or shrunken, abridged

সংহারত—n same as সংহারত করা

সংহারত—v same as সংহারত করা

সংহারত—v same as সংহারতে সংহারতক একটি

সংহারত—a having thorns, thorny.

সংহারতকরণ—v spell of সংহারতকরণ

সংহারত—a compassionate, kind, pitiable, pathetic, woeful, doleful

সংহারত—a (gr) transitive সংহারত খিড়কা—(gr) a transitive verb

সংহারত—n (1) all, entire, whole (2) pro all, everybody (3) sfz denoting plurality (সকল) সকল খিড়কা—taking all possibilities into account, all things considered, in all respects সকল—pro one and all 

সকলের দিন—loved by all, favourite with everyone

সকাও—a (bot) having a stem, stemmed, (bot) caulescent

সকাও—same as সকাও except in the last sense. সকাও—a distressfully sorrowfully plaintively, very solicitously, very intently

সকাম—a attended with or actuated by a desire or purpose, purposeful (সকাম করা) , lustful (সকাম করা) সকামবাঙ—n religion practiced with an end in view, purposeful piety, act of practicing religion with a motive

সকাল—n. the morning or the dawn, hurry, haste. 
সকাল রাত্রি—v. to dawn.
a family of equal social standing for matrimonial purpose

a clown, bumpkin, a mask, a farce, a grotesque spectacle or procession.

alt spellings of 身

a crucial danger; a great difficulty; a very knotty problem; a critical situation; a tight corner; a crux; great intricacy; a very narrow path; a gorge (usu. 吉利名所)。

a critical time, hard times, a crisis。

a greatly endangered, faced with a great difficulty。

n a half-breed, a half-caste, a mongrel, a hybrid, a mixture of heterogeneous things (2) a full-breed, mongrel, crossbred, hybrid。

hybridization

a forceful pull, attraction, ploughing, cultivation。

same as 身

collection, culling, compilation, (math) addition。

to collect, to cull, to compile, (math) to add。

a collector, a compiler, an adder。

added

a resolve determination, a (strong) desire, a solemn vow to do something (taken esp on the eve of a religious worship), resolution。

to resolve, to determine, to make up one's mind, to take a solemn vow to do something (esp on the eve of a religious worship), to mention at the start of a religious ceremony, the purpose for which it is intended。

desire and doubt, certainty and uncertainty, hesitation。

to fulfil a resolve, to attain a desire, to give effect to a resolution。

determined, resolved, purposed, intended, passed or adopted as a resolution。

(used as a sfx) like, similar to, resembling (アディタサハ)

a narrow, not spacious, small; illiberal, ungenerous (身)

endogamous marriage。

credibly, gloriously honourably。

a clouded, cloudy。

repeated or ceaseless (身)。

repeatedly or ceaselessly.
singing in praise, act of singing glory (of), singing in praise of God or any deity, a song in praise of God or any deity, a hymn

sādhārṇ—n singing in praise (of), to glorify in songs, to sing in praise of God or any deity, to hymn

sādhārṇ—n a celebrated in songs, thoroughly narrated or extolled

sādhārṇ—n a curtailed, reduced (সঠিক রক্ষা), contracted, shrivelled, (phys) compressed, niggardly miserly (সঠিক হয়), shut (সঠিক অন্তর্গত), drawn back, hesitation, diffident (সঠিক করা), cowering, cowered (ক্ষেপ সঠিক), to curtail to cut down, to reduce, to contract, to shrink, (phys) to compress, to cause someone to become niggardly, to shut, to cause to shrink or hesitate or cow

sādhārṇ—n to be curtailed or reduced to contract, to shrivel, (phys) to get compressed, to become niggardly to draw back, to shrink to become diffident to hesitate, to cower

sādhārṇ—n (used as a sfx) full of, crowded with, abounding in infested with (রাগ-নৃত)

sādhārṇ—n sufficiency for meeting a need 

sādhārṇ—n to be sufficient (for)

sādhārṇ—n a beckoning a beck a gesture a hint, a sign, a signal, a presage, a clue, a rule, a secret tryst for lovers

sādhārṇ—n to beckon to sign to gesticulate (গতির বিশ্বাস) to give a hint, to hint (at), to presage—adv by means of gesticulation, by a sign, by hints or by suggestions, briefly

sādhārṇ—n contraction, curtailment (বাংলা), hesitation difidence 

sādhārṇ—n to contract, to curtail to cut down, to hesitate

sādhārṇ—n to feel hesitation

sādhārṇ—n rigor mortis sādhārṇ—n a contracting curtailment, stringent sādhārṇ—n contraction curtailment, shutting, (phys) compression sādhārṇ—n a contractile sādhārṇ—n a contractile sādhārṇ—n unheustating, unabashed, unscrupulous, shameless, smart, free

sādhārṇ—n a song, music sādhārṇ—n a national song or anthem sādhārṇ—n a morning song, a matin sādhārṇ—n instrumental music sādhārṇ—n the last song, (fig) the dying song (fig) the swan-song sādhārṇ—n a versed in singing or music sādhārṇ—n a wave of music sādhārṇ—n the art and science of music sādhārṇ—n a music-school sādhārṇ—n a music hall sādhārṇ—n the science of music, a treatise on music sādhārṇ—n a music-teacher, a music-master (fem a music-mistress) sādhārṇ—fem of sādhārṇ—n love for
music or songs —a fond of music or songs

"nāmāvānī —nāvānī —a study of music

nāvā —nāvā —a minister, a counsellor, a companion, a secretary

nāvāvā —in parliamentary politics a chief whip

nāvāvā —a animate, sentient, living, conscious, vigilant, alert

nāvāvāvā —to be on the alert, (cp) to be on one's guard

nāvāvā —same as (nāvāvāvā)

nāvāvāvā —a having a good character, morally excellent, chaste, virtuous'

nāvāvāvā —nāvāvāvā —n moral excellence, chastity, virtuousness

nāvāvāvāvā —(1) a eternal and omniscient and ever blissful (2) n God

nāvāvāvā —a good thought

nāvāvāvāvā —well-to-do well-off, solvent

nāvāvāvāvāvā —well-to-do or well-off state, solvency

nāvāvāvā —a containing a hole or holes

nāvāvāvāvāvā —porous porous, perforated

nāvāvāvāvāvāvā —n fem a confidante, a lady-love

nāvāvāvāvāvāvāvā —a sweetheart

nāvāvāvāvāvāvāvā —a containing water, watery, containing rain (nāvāvāvāvāvāvāvā)

nāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvā —tearful, wet, moist

nāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvāvানাদী— n

nāvāvানাদী —a a virtuous man; an honest man (pop) amiable man.

nāvানাদী —a (pop) amiable

nāvানাদী —n dress, decoration, furnishings, fittings and furniture, equipment, outfit, accoutrements, preparatory arrangements, preparation, arraying (as of troops). nāvানাদী —n a dressing-room, a bedroom

nানাদী —n dressed, decorated, adorned, furnished, equipped, prepared, (esp. of troops) arrayed.

nানাদী —a a containing pictorial illustrations illustrated
to another zodiacal sign, moved, that which has pervaded or diffused, accumulated, collected, appeared, that which has come or begun, infused, transfused, excited, incited, roused

सकारात्मक - n dressing, decoration, adornment, furnishing, equipping, equipment, accoutrement, preparation arrangement (of troops)

सूक्ष्म - same as सधन.

सत्यार्थ - adv consciously, knowingly

सकड़ - n a moulder

सक्रिय - n gathering, collection saving, amassment, accumulation storage savings, a store, stock, stock can - v to gather, to collect to save, to amass, to accumulate, to store, saving; a secondary cell, a storage cell सक्रिय - n gathering collection, saving, amassment, accumulation, compilation, selected or collected works or anthology (साहित्य), an anthology सक्रिय - a in the habit of saving, thrifty, frugal सक्रिय - n the habit of saving, thrifty, frugal सक्रिय - n an anthologist, (loosely) selected works सक्रित - a given to saving, thrifty, frugal सक्रिय - n movement, circulation, roaming, blowing सक्रिय - v to move, to circulate, to roam, to blow सक्रिय - a given to or engaged in moving or circulating or roaming or blowing; mobile सक्रिय - a on the move in the state of moving or circulating or roaming or blowing

सक्रिय - a moved, circulated, roaming, blown सक्रिय - v same as सक्रिय करा सक्रिय - n movement, circulation, blowing, trembling, fluttering

सकर - a moved, circulated, blown, trembling, fluttering सक्रिय - v to move, to circulate, to blow, to tremble, to flutter

सकारात्मक - (1) a accumulating (2) n an accumulator सकारात्मक - (phys) a secondary battery, a storage battery सकारात्मक - n transition, (astr & astrol) transition from one zodiacal sign to another; transit, movement, motion सकारात्मक - n, locus (pl. loci) सकारात्मक - a, transited, (astr. & astrol) transited

to another zodiacal sign, moved, that which has pervaded or diffused, accumulated, collected, appeared, that which has come or begun, infused, transfused, excited, incited, roused सकारात्मक - v to bring, to cause to set in or appear, to infuse, to transfuse, to excite, to incite, to rouse सकारात्मक - v to make a transit, (astr & astrol) to make a transit to another zodiacal sign to be in motion, to move, to pervade to diffuse, to accumulate, to collect, to appear, to begin to ensue, to be infused or transfused or incited on roused सकारात्मक - (1) a in transit, moving, in motion, passing, evanescent, temporary, causing to move or pervade or diffuse or accumulate or collect or appear or ensue, oncoming, infusing, transfusing, exciting, inciting rousing (2) n (theot) the passing sentiment that is excited in the mind of a reader, a rhetorical accessary, (mus) the third line or step of any of the Indian musical modes फेम a सकारात्मक

सकारात्मक - n moving, waving, circulation सकारात्मक - v to move, to set in motion, to wave, to circulate

सकारात्मक - a moved set in motion, waved, circulated

सकित - a gathered, collected, saved, amassed, accumulated, hoarded, stored.

सकित - n an anthology, selected works सकित - a born, produced, grown, sprung, evolved

सकित - n a border stitched to a piece of cloth or to the lower end of a mosquito net, a fringe, a lining सकित - (1) a infusion of life, animation, restoration of life, reanimation. (2) a restoring life, reanimating, infusing life, animating सकित - (1) a fem. of सकित (a) (2) a an elixir restoring the dead to life (स्वस्तीकरणश्रवण)

सकित - n a long slender (and usu flexible) pipe or tube attached to a bubble-bubble the tobacco-smoke passes through this tube सकित - (1) n (pronun सकित) decampment, stealthy escape, slip. (2) u. (pronun सकित) to decamp, to escape stealthily. सकित - n (pronun सकित) decampment, stealthy escape, slip. (2) u. (pronun सकित) to decamp, to escape stealthily.

सकित, (error) सकीर - (1) a lying straight ahead, horizontal, straight (स्वस्तीकरणश्रवण); lying at length (सकित रुपम्), perfectly erect.
(2) *adv* in a straight manner, straight ahead, lengthwise flat, erectly, forthwith, straightforward (সাধারণে পাড়ি দেওয়া) সাটীন পাড়ি দাখা—to fall full length

*সাটীক*—a containing explanatory notes, annotated with a commentary

*সুৱ!*—int indicating rapidity, quickness etc

*সাটীক*—(1) a perfectly right or genuine correct (সাটীক সাধারণ), accurate, exact (2) *adv* quite correctly or accurately or exactly (সাটীক আঘাত) সাটীকভাবে—*adv* correctly properly, exactly accurately

*সুৱ*—*n* (dero) secret conference, (dero) secret understanding or entente or arrangement an intrigue a plot, a conspiracy সুৱ কর—*v* to confer secretly (with), to enter into a secret alliance or entente (with), to arrange secretly (with), to intrigue or conspire (with), to hatch a plot

*সাদক*—*n* a wide and long road, a highway, a street

*সাদকি*—*n* a spear, a lance a javelin সাদকি গুলমান—*n* a spearman

*সাদক্ক*—a thoroughly mastered or learnt or accustomed or habituated, memorized সাদক্ক কর—*v* to master or learn thoroughly, to get thoroughly accustomed (to) or habituated (with), to commit to memory, to memorize

*সাদক্ক*—int expressing the quick gliding movement as of reptiles, slipperiness, an itching sensation (সাদক্ক হাত সুৱ হাত সুৱ হাত করে)

*সাদাক*—a inclusive of postage

*সাদা, সাদা*—*int* expressing sudden shooting flight as of reptiles

*সাদা*—*adv* always, ever, at all hours, ceaselessly incessantly, perpetually

*সাদা*—*n* honesty, integrity, uprightness, goodness

*সাদা, সাদা (সাদা), সাদা* (সাদা)—variants of সাদা, সাদা and সাদা

*সাদা*—a careful, alert, watchful, cautious سাদা কর—*v* to warn, to caution. سাদা ধর—*v* to be on the alert or one’s guard, to be careful or cautious سাদা ধরে রাখ—*v* to keep a careful watch on. سাদা কর—*n* cautioning or warning. سাদা—*n* carefulness, alertness, cautiousness, watchfulness, vigilance.

*সাদা*—same as *সাদা সাদা*—*n* fem. a step-mother. সাদা—same as সাদা

*সাদিন* (obs) *সাদিন*—*n* fem another wife of one’s husband, a co-wife *সাদিন কাঠা*—*n* a son or daughter of one’s co-wife who is regarded as one’s thorn in the flesh *সাদিন*—*n*, a daughter of one’s co-wife, a step-daughter *সাদিন পো*—*n* a son of one’s co-wife a step-son

*সাতি*—(1) *n* fem (myth) Sati, the daughter of Daksha (দক্ষ) and wife of Shiva (শিব), a wife intently devoted to her husband, a chaste or faithful wife a widow who buries herself on her husband’s pyre, a suttee, a sati (2) *a fem* (of a wife) intently devoted to one’s husband, chaste *সাতি*—same as *সাতী* সাতী—*n* intent devotion of a wife to her husband, the chastity or faithfulness of a wife সাতীগণনা—*n* violation of chastity, rape সাতীগণনা কর—*v* to rape সাতীগণনা কর—*v* to preserve one’s chastity সাতীগণনা—*n* the practice of widows burning themselves on their husbands’ pyres suttee, sati *সাতীগণনা*—*n* (sarcas) a show or affectation of chastity demonstrated by a wife, (sarcas) pride of chastity or honesty (usu false or over-done) *সাতীগণনা*—*n* a very chaste and pleasing wife who brings fortune to her husband *সাতীগণনা*—*n* a perfectly chaste wife *সাতীগণনা* কর—*v* as chaste and devoted as Sabitri (সাবিত্রী)

*সাতীক লেখা বা সাতী*—*n* alt spell of *সাতীক*

*সাতীর্থ*—*n* a pupil of the same teacher or institution at the same time, a class-fellow

*সাতীক*—*n* thirsty, (fig) eager yearning (for), wistful (সাতীক দৃষ্টি)

*সাতীক*—a vigorous spirited, animated, reinvigorated or resuscitated (রাধিক সাতীক হয়েছে), (of trees and plants) luxuriant, emphatic *সাতীক*—*adv* vigorously spiritedly, animatedly, luxuriantly, emphatically

*সাতীর্থের*—*n* of a seventeen *সাতীর্থের*—(1) *n* the seventeenth day of a month, the seventeenth (2) *a* (of the days of a month) seventeenth.

*সাদ্ধ*—(1) *a* having existence, in esse, omnipresent eternal, real, honest, virtuous, good, excellent, solemn or charitable (সাদ্ধ) (2) *n* existence and nothing else, esse, God *সাদ্ধ কাংক্ষ*—(physics) real focus

*সাদ্ধ*—*a* (used as a prefix) related through another wife of one’s husband or (mod use) through another husband of one’s wife, step-*, having one parent in common, half-*, related by another marriage, step-
son—n a step-son  
daughter—n fem
a step-sister, a half-sister  
brother—n a step-brother, a half-brother  
father—n a step-father, a half-father  
mother—n a step-mother  
step—n a step-child

sacred—n a solemn rite; a good or charitable deed or work

sacred—n a sacrifice; a respectful reception and treatment (अभिव्यक्ति) obsequies cremation (पवित्र संकुचन)  
v to receive and treat cordially or respectfully, to perform obsequies (of) to cremate.

sacred—n same as sacred

spare—n right path; virtuous course

sacred—n (used as a sfx) excellent most virtuous (विशेषता)

sacred—n of a seventy

sacred—n existence, entity, ens esse eternal existence (सत्यता) origin or birth, excellence, honesty, integrity, goodness

sacred—n juice, essence; extract marrow, a preparation made of juice or essence or marrow (अभिव्यक्ति)

sacred—n existence; presence (वातावरण) the primal quality of goodness or virtuosity and knowledge or reality, nature or instinct (उदात्तता) soul life, value, courage, a creature a being a thing, wealth, riches, (loos) juice or essence or a product of this  

spare—prep in spite of, notwithstanding, despite

spare—n taken to or following the virtuous course, virtuous righteous

spare—n good counsel or advice

spare—n a righteous or just person; a worthy person, a worthy bridegroom

spare—adv quickly, swiftly, fast

spare—adv same as spare (adv)

spare—(1) adj real true; genuine, right correct (2) n existence; entity; ens esse, reality, truth, genuineness, an oath, a solemn vow, a promise, (myth) the first of the four ages or aeons the Golden Age  
v to take an oath, to take a solemn vow, to promise  
v to speak the truth, to speak the right thing

spare—(1) adj real true on the surface, verisimilar (2) n verisimilitude; literally the face, an oath or promise thrice uttered to make it inviolable  
v to speak the truth, to speak the truth truthfulness, n act of speaking the truth, truthfulness  
v truth veracity, genuineness, authenticity  
v a Hindu deity;  

spare—n a Hindoo deity  
spare—n a Hindoo deity  
spare—n intend devotion to truth, practice of keeping one's word or vow  
integrity  
v the path of virtue, the right path; the correct means  
v to keep or fulfill one's promise or vow  

spare—n Satyanarayana (सत्यनारायण) as worshipped by Muslims  

spare—n the same as Satyanarayana  
spare—n truthfulness; veracity  

spare—n a truthful, fem  
spare—n a truthful  

spare—adv really; verily  

spare—adv acceptant of truth; true to one's vow or promise  

spare—adv to verify; to verify  

spare—adv a verified; an evouched; an evouched  

spare—n a determined champion of truth or the reign of truth; (pop) passive resistance or picketing or strike  

spare—v to offer passive resistance or to strike  

spare—n a determined champion of truth or the reign of truth; (pop) one offering passive resistance or a picketer or a striker  

spare—n love for or devotion to truth;  

spare—n a truth-loving, devoted to truth; fem  

spare—n a searching for truth; a searching for truth  

spare—v to affirm; to take an oath;  

spare—v the right and the wrong  

spare—n a place or institution for charitable distribution of food, drink, clothing etc., an almshouse, an obligation a sacrifice, a session (esp of a legislative assembly, a higher court etc)  

spare—n sessions, a sessions judge;  

spare—n a sessions judge;  

spare—adv in session, in session;  

spare—adv in session

spare—n association with the good; good company, good  

spare—n association with the good; good company
brings one heavenly bliss whilst evil company brings ruin.

मायावत—n moral courage

सचकल—a good-natured, virtuous, of amiable disposition

सर—n a residence, a dwelling-house, a house, presence (राजमुद्रा).

सचिनत—n performance of a solemn rite, a good or charitable deed or work

सच्चिदान—n a good heart, a good purpose सच्चिदान—adv with a good heart, with a good purpose

सचित्र—same as सच्चिदान

सच्छ—same as सच्छ

सच्च—a kind charitable, compassionate, merciful, benignant, gracious सच्च—a kind-hearted सच्छ—adv kindly, favourably

सर—(1) n the principal city or the headquarters of a district, the outer portion or apartment of a residential building (also सर राज्य, सर महल), the outer face of anything (2) a of or situated in the headquarters of a district, principal, chief (सर कागारी), outer (सर खंड) सर-अन्तर सार—(fig) there is no privacy in anything here सर कागारी—the head office, headquarters सर राजा—revenue to be paid to the government सर राजा—the main gate (of a building) सर धेरानी अधिकार—a chief civil court सरलाग, सरलाग—n a sub-judge, सर राजा—main road

सर—n a good meaning the true or correct meaning सर—a positive, having a good significance

सर—a proud boastful, arrogant, haughty. सर—adv proudly, boastfully, arrogantly haughtily

सराण—adv attended by one's friends and followers, attended by one's retinue, mustering strong

सर—a. good and bad, right and wrong, existent and inexistent

सराणेत—n discrimination between good and bad or between right and wrong

सर—n a member fem सर—n (loos) membership सरकार—n the leader of a legislative assembly, the leader of the house

सर—same as सर

सरकार—coll. corrupt of सरकार

सरकार—n. good or virtuous practice, practice enjoined by scriptures. सरकार—n. a. virtuous in practice, virtuous, practising whatever is enjoined by scriptures.

सराव—a good-souled, honest, virtuous, righteous

सराव—(1) a ever cheerful. (2) n. Shiva (सिद्ध)

सरकार—n a place or institution for charitable distribution of food and other things an alms-house

सरकार—n conversation on a good or pious or spiritual topic, (rare) amiable conversation सरकार—a given to conversation on good or pious or spiritual topics (pop) amiable in conversation.

सरकार—n. a noble-hearted, magnanimous, kind-hearted, amiable 'सरकार—n magnanimity noble-mindedness, kind-heartedness

सरकार—n Shiva (सिद्ध) (2) a. very magnanimous and ever cheerful and content

सरकार—n a good or noble intention, well-wishing सरकार—a actuated by a good or noble intention, prompted by well-wishing

सरकार—n a good or honest reply, a correct or right or satisfactory answer

सरकार—n a good or noble purpose or intention. सरकार—n a wellmeaning सरकार—adv with a good or noble purpose or intention

सरकार—n a good or wise advice or counsel, moral advice

सरकार—n a good or wise adviser, a moral instructor.

सरकार—n honest or virtuous or fair or good or suitable means.

सर—a (often used as a prep) like, similar, resembling, identical, equal सरकार—a (geom) equangular सरकार—n homoeopathy

सरकार—n a happy journey after death, spiritual salvation, final beatitude, obsequies, cremation, (hum) proper disposal. सरकार—n to perform obsequies of, to cremate, (hum) to dispose of सरकार—n to enjoy a happy journey after death, to attain final beatitude, to be properly cremated, (hum) to be disposed of

सरकार—n a good or noble quality, a virtue.

सरकार—n a good teacher or instructor, a good religious teacher
a Hindu caste (the milkman class), a member of this caste

اسم a good or noble family

اسم a born in or descended from a good or noble family, well-born, nobly born, of noble descent

اسم an eloquent speaker, a good orator, (rare) one who says good things

اسم just or wise decision, justice, equity

اسم a good or wise or equitable judge

اسم gifted with judgment and penetration, sagacious, sane, judicious, discreet

اسم judgment and penetration, sagacity, sanity, judiciousness, discretion, discreetness

اسم to think or judge or decide sagaciously or discreetly

اسم (phys) real image

اسم a good or virtuous design, good nature, goodness, good sense, right sort of intelligence

اسم good conduct or disposition, honest occupation

اسم good behaviour, good or courteous treatment, proper use (اسم use)

اسم to behave well, to behave oneself, to treat (one) well or courteously, to use well, to make good use of to turn (something) to good account

اسم proper use (اسم use), proper or useful spending (اسم use)

اسم to use properly, to spend properly or usefully

اسم friendship, amity, (rare) good behaviour (اسم)

اسم good advice or counsel

اسم adv at once, forthwith, without delay then and there, just recently

اسم a liable to fall as soon as rising (اسم ability to fall)

اسم tree-leaves, flowers etc. quickly deci- duous, (fig.) very transitory or short-lived

اسم a very recently born just born

اسم one who has taken one's bath just now

اسم immediately, at once, very recently, just

اسم just born, very recently born

اسم dead

اسم a married woman whose husband is alive, (cp) a feme covert

اسم a possessing the same qualities or properties, following the same religion or trade

اسم a calendar year, an era

اسم a deed of grant, a charter, a warrant, a sanad, a diploma, an academic certificate

اسم re. spell of

اسم a eternal Catholic, in vogue for a pretty long time, very old (اسم)

اسم the eternal religion or form of worship, the Catholic religion, (loosely) the very ancient form of Hinduism, Hindu religion and tradition

اسم one who follows समाज

اسم having a master or overlord or protector or husband, possessing, accompanied by

اسم a pertinaciously solicitous, impor- tunate

اسم avaricious—earnest request or entreaty

اسم poet corrupt of

اسم a sonnet

اسم a saint, an ascetic

اسم offspring, descendants progeny posterity, a son or a daughter, a line of descent, sequence (اسم)

اسم to affect to distress, to grieve, to heat, to cause to run a temperature

اسم adv with an afflicted or aggrieved heart

اسم a swimmer

اسم a skilled in swimming

اسم a, with circumspection

اسم a son or a daughter, offspring, progeny, a descendant

اسم a daughter

اسم to carry a child in one's womb, to be big with child

اسم to bring up or nurse a child

اسم child-bearing, childbirth

اسم to give birth to a child, to bear a child

اسم one who has borne a child

اسم one to whom a child is born

اسم affection or love for children, philoprogenitiveness

اسم children, descendants

اسم—n pregnancy
a report, order, command, delicious
sweetmeat made of posset 萨梅赫—
(a) a manufacturer or seller of the aforesaid
sweetmeat 萨梅赫—n a messenger (cp) a
courier

萨梅赫—n doubt, suspicion 萨梅赫—
(v) to doubt, to suspect 萨梅赫—n no
doubt doubtlessly 萨梅赫—beyond
out of, above suspicion 萨梅赫—
(a) suspect 萨梅赫—n a matter of doubt
萨梅赫—n a faint trace of doubt, a
shadow of doubt 萨梅赫—(a) causing
suspicion 萨梅赫—n causing doubt,
doubtful 萨梅赫—adv suspiciously
萨梅赫—n (fig) suspicion caused by
doubt 萨梅赫—n 萨梅赫—v to
collude on account of doubt 萨梅赫—
(n) propensity to suspect foul play,
collusion etc. 萨梅赫—n a suspicious
nature 萨梅赫—n scepticism 萨梅赫—
(n) removal of doubt or suspicion or
ingiving, resolution of doubt 萨梅赫—
(v) to remove or resolve a doubt 萨梅赫
—adv in case of doubt or uncertainty

薩達—n search, quest, pursuit, re-
search, discovery, trace a mystery, a
secret entrance (薩達 萨里 বিবি) , placing or
planting or directing (সাধারণ) fermentation,
joining 萨達—v to search, to
research, to discover, to trace or to try
to trace, to place or plant (as an arrow
on a bow) to ferment, to join 萨達
পাত্তা—v to find or get a trace (of),
to find out to discover, to detect 萨達
পাত্তা—v to inquire about 萨達
পাত্তা—v to be searched or traced,
to be found out or discovered or detected
萨達—n a clue

萨達, 萨達—a engaged in searching,
inquisitive, skilled in searching or detection
萨達—a searchlight

萨达—n union, unification, alliance, a
league, a league, a compact, a covenant, a joint
(সাদা বিবি) , meeting or juncture (সাদা বিবি) ,
juncture of day and night (cp twilight,
gloaming), juncture of two lunar days;
mystry secrets (শাদ শাদ বিবি) a
tunnel (long) hole (সাদা) , (gr) blend-
ing of the final sound of a word with the
initial sound of the following word sandhi
(সাদা—blending of two vowel sounds,
沙达—blending of two consonantal
sounds or of a consonantal sound with a
vowel sound  বিষ্ণু শাদা—blending of a


**सरिकर्ण**—n proximity, nearness. सरिकर्ण—n (math) approximation

सरिधान, सरिधी—n proximity, nearness, vicinity, presence (सरिधि), possession or custody (सरिधि ताक) सरिधान—adv near, in the presence of, in possession or custody of

सरिपात—n union, assemblage, collection utter fall or ruin or destruction, (med) a fever attended with morbidity of the three humours of the body (loos) typhoid

सरिशन—a firmly tied or shut, firmly set or strung together

सरिकिला—a set in order, arrayed entered into, inserted, intently occupied with

सरिवेष—n orderly placing, stationing (as of troops), arrayment, act of setting up or pitching (रिवेष) assemblage, act of driving in, insertion सरिवेष—same as सरिवेषि

-सरिवेषि—(used as a s/f) similar to, looking like, like, equivalent to

सरिज्यूक—a confirmed सरिज्यूक बल्लिकविंद्र—to a house surgeon सरिज्यूक बल्लिकविंद्र—standing cor rel

सरिज्यूक—n confirmation (in an office)

सरिलिग—a lying close to, adjoining, contiguous, proximate, approaching, (geon) adjacent, (properly) placed, deposited सरिलिग—n (geon) close approximation

सरान—n thrown, renounced, given up, deposited

सरान—n asceticism, ascetic mendicancy, renunciation of the world, (med) apoplexy सरान—n (s/f) to take to asceticism or ascetic mendicancy सराप思想政治

—n an ascetic, an ascetic mendicant fem

सरास्सीन—n (s/f) वास्सीतेय गावन मेक—too many cooks spoil the broth

सरसार—n alt spell of शरसार

सरसार—n right path or way

सश—n a kind of large mat

सश—n sowing with partisan, favourable शश—adv in favour of. In support of शश—adv to support, to back

शश—n an enemy, a rival

शश—n another wife of one's husband, a co-wife सशशाश—n step-daughter सशशाश—n a step-son.

शश—n accompanying by wife; attended with wife (1) a step-son (2) adv with wife
a accompanied by or attended with one’s family (adv. with one’s family, en famille

adv with one’s family, en famille

rej var of सपम्

पम्, पम्—int expressing whanging noise (as caused by lashing or caning)

कार्या—with a whang

ए, tele, pedate, legged, one and a quarter of (पाठ धर)

very quickly and making a loud lisping noise (सापसचाओऽा), with repeated whanging noise

a kinsman removed not before the seventh upward generation, (loos.) a near kinsman

obsequial rites to be performed at the end of the first year of death, (hum.) utter destruction or undoing

a subpœna साबना जरी करा, साबना ध्वाण, साबना गठान—v to subpœna साबना पाओऽा—v to be subpœna’d

(1) a having a son, accompanied by one’s son (2) adv with one’s son

उस्वापुर—v phanerogam.

फल०—fruit of the Sapota

7 a seven 

a collection of seven, a heptad, the seven notes collectively of a musical scale (सापसचाओऽा)

—a forty-seven सापसचाओऽा—n of a forty-seven सापसचाओऽा—n of a forty-seven fem सापसचाओऽास्यम् सापसचाओऽा—n of a seventy सापसचाओऽा—n of a seventieth fem. सापसचाओऽास्यम् का सापसचाओऽा—n of a thirty-seven सापसचाओऽा—n of a thirty-seven सापसचाओऽास्यम् सापसचाओऽा—n of a thirty-seven fem सापसचाओऽास्यम् का सापसचाओऽा—n of a seventeen, seventeenth सापसचाओऽा—n of a fem of सापसचाओऽा (2) a fem seventeen years old सापसचाओऽा—n (Hindu myth) the seven islands or divisions of the world सापसचाओऽा—n of a seventy सापसचाओऽा—n of a dividing into seven islands or divisions सापसचाओऽा—n of seven parts or ways, by seven times सापसचाओऽा—n of a ceremony of going seven paces together performed by the bride and the bridegroom at a Hindu wedding, (pros.) a heptametre (2) a seven-footed, heptapodic, (pros.) heptametrical सापसचाओऽा—n (Hindu myth) the seven underworlds. सापसचाओऽा—n of a twenty-seven सापसचाओऽा—n of a twenty-seventh fem. सापसचाओऽा—n of a seventh fem of सापसचाओऽा (2) n the seventh day of a lunar fortnight सापसचाओऽा—n of a autumnal worship of Goddess Durga (कृतां) on the seventh day of the lunar fortnight सापसचाओऽा—n of a the seven great charioteers of the Mahabharta सापसचाओऽा—n of a surrounded by seven great charioteers of the Mahabharta, (fig.) surrounded by numerous opponents सापसचाओऽा—n of a the seven great ancient sages of India, (astr.) the Plough, (astr.) the Great Bear the Ursa Major(also सापसचाओऽा सापसचाओऽा—n of a seven worlds सापसचाओऽा—n of a sixty-seven सापसचाओऽा—n of a sixty-seventh fem सापसचाओऽा—n of a seventy-seven सापसचाओऽा—n of a seventy-seven fem सापसचाओऽा—n of a seventy-seven fem सापसचाओऽा—n of a seventy-seven fem सापसचाओऽास्यम् सापसचाओऽा—n of a seven seas सापसचाओऽा, सापसचाओऽा—n (Hindu myth) the seven seas सापसचाओऽा—n of a mus the seven notes of a scale सापसचाओऽा—n of a (mus) consisting of seven notes सापसचाओऽा—n of a same as सापसचाओऽा सापसचाओऽा—n of a coll of सापसचाओऽा सापसचाओऽा—n of a eighty-seven सापसचाओऽा—n of a eighty-seventh fem सापसचाओऽा—n of a eighty-seventh fem सापसचाओऽा—n of a heptagonal (2) n of a heptagon सापसचाओऽा—n of a calendar week an aggregate of any consecutive seven days, a week सापसचाओऽा—n of a period of seven days, a week सापसचाओऽा—n of a in a week’s time, within seven days सापसचाओऽा—n of a conditional सापसचाओऽा—n of a having genius, unembarrassed, uneasing, not to be embarrassed, smart, ready and alert to act, prompt and witty, having one’s wits about one, having presence of mind सापसचाओऽा—n of a proved, vindicated सापसचाओऽा—n of a v to prove, to vindicate, to justify, to demonstrate सापसचाओऽा—int expressing thoroughly wet sound of eating quickly with repeated lisping noise, repeated whanging noise (सापसचाओऽा करे ठाकूक मारा)

सापसचाओऽा—a moist, damp, dripping wet, thoroughly wet

सापसचाओऽा—a a travel, a journey “ a tour

सापसचाओऽा—n to travel, to journey, to tour सापसचाओऽा—n of a tour सापसचाओऽा—n, tour programme

सापसचाओऽा—n of a kind of tiny fish सापसचाओऽा—a, fruitful, successful, efficacious, effective सापसचाओऽा—n to make fruitful or successful, to make good, to attain, to
achieve, to accomplish, to make effective, to carry through सफल होना—v to become fruitful, to be successful, to succeed, to succeed in attaining or accomplishing सफलता, सफलताबाध्य—a successful in attaining or realizing one's desire or end सफलता—n success, efficacy, effectiveness, success in attaining or accomplishing सफलता—n powdered rice, cornmeal, a kind of melon, white lead.

सफल—n powdered rice, cornmeal, containing liquefied starch (सफल अधिश) •

सफल—corrupt of साभ

संव—(1) a all, every, whole, entire (2) pro everybody or everything all, whatever one possesses, all संवेद—adv with the entire family, en famille

संवच—n (usu sarcas ) familiar with everything or everybody, all-knowing संवच वाच्य—a know-all

संवच—n proselytizing to have knowledge of everything, all-knowing संवच संवक्ता—वाच्य—know-all, Mr Know-all.

संवच, संवच—n green-stuff, vegetables संवच वाच्य—n a vegetable vender a green grocer संवच वाच्य—n a vegetable garden (cp) a kitchen garden

संवच, संवच—n a superior quality of banana

संवच—(1) a of the same caste of the same class or kind, homogenous, (gr) belonging to the same phonetical group from the viewpoint of pronunciation, endogamous (2) n one of the same caste or class or kind, (gr) a letter of the alphabet belonging to the same phonetical group from the viewpoint of pronunciation संवच विवाह—marriage within one's own caste, endogamy

संवच—a strong, forceful, fit for work able, invigorated (वी भि वर पर) fem संवच संवच—adv forcefully संवच—n together with wearing cloth, (rare) clothed

संवच—adv in all, all told, en bloc, bag and baggage, lock stock and barrel, with everything (स संवच संवच विह) संवच—n talking संवचक्त्र—n a talking-film, a talking-picture, a talkie संवच—n (bot) aerobic respiration संवच—a obstructed, restricted, con-

strained संवच गति—(mech) constrained motion

संवच—n accompanied by one's friends and people संवच—adv with one's friends and people

संवच—a of everybody, of all, owned or shared by all, common, public, universal • संवचक—a having an alternative, admitting of an alternative संवचक भाषा—realization of duality, awareness of distinction between the knower and the knowable or between adjective and substantive

संवच—n the sun, the sun-god •

संवचकाण—n the orb of the sun

संवचक—n polite, modest, humble संवचक निषेध—n a humble submission संवचक प्रार्थना—a humble prayer or request संवचक निषेध—n it is humbly submitted that संवचक—adv politely, modestly, humbly

संवचक—n intermittent

संवचक—(1) a detailed, elaborate (संवचक जान्त्र) बांध, uncommon, unusual (संवचक जान्त्र-बांध) (2) adv in detail, at length elaborately, emphatically

संवचक—(1) a fully extended (संवचक जान्त्र-बांध), detailed, elaborate (संवचक जान्त्र), (2) adv to the full extent in detail, at length, elaborately (usu संवचक)

संवचक—a astonished, amazed, surprised, wondering संवचक—adv amazedly, wonderingly

संवच—n having seeds, seeded संवच उद्भि—spemaphyta संवच—(1) a & n green (2) a young, tender-aged (3) n a young person a youth, (up) a greenhorn, young people collectively संवच कोष—n (bot) chlorophyll corpuscle

संवच—n patience, waiting, or tarrying, delay (2) inter (used as an imperat.) to have patience hold on, wait संवच का—wand to have patience, to wait or tarry संवच संवच—(fig) patience has its reward, patience succeeds or pays

संवच—क भूया—n a consul de carriere संवच—var of संवच संवच—adv in all, all told, only, merely, just now or just then

संवचक्ति—alt spell of संवचक्ति संवच—spell of संवच संवच—emphatic form of संवच
rous (2) n an ambidexter, Arjuna of the Mahabharata

সমগ্র—a afraid, fearful timorous, timid

সমত্বদি—adv with fear, fearfully timorous-

ly, timidly

সম্বত্ত্বপ—same as সত্ত্ব (a)

সত্ত্ব—n an assembly, a council, a committee, an association, a society, a club, a community (রাজনৈতিক), a conference, a meeting, an assembly, a durbar (রাজ- 

সভা), a court (রাজার বাসস্থান), সভা করা—v to hold a meeting, to hold a court or durbar to sit in a court or durbar সভা চলেছে—v the meeting is in progress, the meeting is under way সভা ধারা—v to convene a meeting, সভা বসেছে—v the meeting has commenced, the court has sat, সভা আরোপ—v the meeting breaks up or ends, the court rises, সভা করা—n a chamber of commerce, a legislative assembly, the Indian National Congress সমাজসভা—n a legislative assembly, the Upper House of the Indian Parliament সভাসদ—n a parliament, the Indian Parliament (the House of the People or the Lower House or Chamb-

er) সমাজসভার—n an assembly hall, a council-

room, a meeting room, a committee-

room, সভাসদ—n a court-petet, same as সভাসদ and সভাদাসের, সভাদাসন—n a member of an assembly, a council, an association etc., or of the audience of a meeting, a courtier, সভাসদ—n the venue or place of a meeting, the floor of an assembly house or hall (esp of a legislative assembly) সভাদাসের—fem a woman president or chairman of a meeting assembly, association etc.

সভাপতি—n a brahmin scholar retained in a court, a court pundit, a court-scholar, সভাপতি—n a president or chairman of a meeting, association etc, the chairman of a legislative council, the speaker of a legislative assembly সভাপতির—n presidentship, presidency, chairmanship, speakership, সভাপতির করা—v to preside (over),

্সভাজন—n the break-up or dissolution of a meeting, the rising of a court, সভাজন—n an assembly house, a council house, an association hall, a society house, a court house সভাজন—n commencement of a meeting, সভাজন—n a member of an assembly, a council, committee, conference etc., a courtier (law) an assessor, সভাসমিতি—n, meetings and associations (collectively) সভাসমিতি—a sitting or seated at a meeting or in a court সভাসদ—same as সভাদাসন, 

লাদে-ন laden weight

সমাজ—(1) n a member of a club, association, assembly, parliament etc. (2) a courteous polite, civil mannerly, refined, elegant, civilized fem সমাজ। সমাজ করা—v to enrol as a member, to civilize, সংহার—v to be enrolled as a member to be civilized, to become courteous or polite সমাজবিরতি—n courteous, politeness civility, manerliness culture, civilization সমাজবিপ্লবনী—n proud (often arrogantly) of one's refinement or culture or civilization fem সমাজবিপ্লবনী সমাজপদবি—n membership, সমাজবিবরণ তালিকা—to resign membership, সমাজবিভক্তি—a courteous and gentle (সমাজবিভক্তিবেদ্য), passably refined or elegant (সমাজবিভক্তিবেদ্য),

সমাজকর্ম—n refined or cultured society, civilized society, the civilized world

সম—(1) a equal, equivalent, similar, resembling (বিশেষ), identical same, uniform straight level, flat, even, not odd (সমবিদ্ব), impartial (সমবিদ্ব) (2) n (mus) the terminal point of a measure

সমাকলন—n (arith) a mean

সমক্ষ—n (s) a of equal strength, equipotential, equally rivalling or contesting, evenly balanced, equal

সমাকলন—n the same time, the same age, contemporaneous, contemporaneous, parallel, simultaneous, সমাকলন—adv at the same time, in the same age, simultaneously

সমক্ষ—n concentric

সমক্ষ—n (s) a right-angle, সমক্ষ, সমক্ষকাস্তিক—a right-angled, সমক্ষকাস্তিক—a geometrically orthogonal

সমক্ষ—n lying before, visible, direct

সমক্ষপ্রস্তুতি—n direct vision, direct vision, direct vision spectroscopy সমক্ষে—adv before one's eyes visible

সমক্ষেত্র-অভিক্ষেপ—n an equal area projection

সমক্ষেত্র, সমক্ষেত্রনির্দেশ—a of like virtues or quality or character সমবিদ্ব—n (math) geometrical progression.

সমস্ত, সমস্তনির্দেশ—n whole, entire, all, total, exhaustive, overall, সমস্ত বিধান—overall width, সমস্ত চুক্তি—an exhaustive list of the whole, entirely, thoroughly
 summons — n (geom) a regular solid
cornucopia, cornucopus — (1) n (geom) an
equilateral tetragon a square (2) a square

cornucopia — n (phys) a plane section

cornucopia — var of cornucopia

cornucopia, cornucopia — a homogeneous,
congeneric congenetic

cornucopia — a capable of understanding or
appreciating (loos) sympathetic or consid-
erate cornucopia — a connoisseur cornuc-
opia — n capability of understanding or ap-
ppealing, sympathy or considerateness

cornucopia — v to understand, to appreciate
to feel, to deliberate, (loos) to sympa-
thize (with) or have consideration (for)
(পারে চর নসিবন), (loos) to be careful or
cautious (সবে চলি), to make one un-
derstand or appreciate or feel, (sarcas) to
warn or scold or chastise

cornucopia — a perfectly proper, appropriate
or just, fitting well-balanced consistent

cornucopia — (1) a plain, level smooth flat
(2) n (geom) a plane or plane surface or
figure a plane

cornucopia — n equality, equivalence, similari-
ty, identity, sameness, uniformity, stra-
ights, levelness, flatness, impartial-
ity

cornucopia — a quite past or gone by

cornucopia, erron) cornucopia — a equiponde-
rate, comparable, equal parallel, equipot-
ental, equivalent

cornucopia — n uniform acceleration

cornucopia — n (geom) an equilateral trian-
gle

cornucopia — a impartial in consideration or
treatment equitable in dispensation of
justice impartial, equitable, fair-minded,
fem cornucopia, cornucopia, cornucopia — n
impartiality, equity fair-mindedness

cornucopia — a sharing the same or having
similar grief or affliction, sympathizing
sympathetic fem cornucopia

...
ther, to assemble —

to come together, to assemble, to gather —

to unite, in a body

 [](sympathy, fellow-feeling, commiseration, compassion)

— sympathetic, commiserative, compassionate — a sympathetic vibration

— same or similar state of mind, of the same or similar state or condition

— in the same or similar way or manner, unchangedly, uniformly

— accompanying

— (obs) accompanying

— (obs) accompanied by or in the company of

— a level, flat plain razed to the ground — a level, to razed to the ground

— the temperate zone

— (alg) homogeneous

— (pros) consisting of feet of equal metres

— a tableland, a plateau

— of the same or equal price or value or rate, equivalent

— at the same or equal price or rate, at par

— , the time of the clock, any particular time or part of day, a point or period of time, season, fixed or due time, working hours, an instance or time, suitable or opportune time, leisure, opportunity, state or condition, reign, regime, period, age, term of office, flourishing, good days, the last gasp (the time of death) — to make or find time (for), to find leisure (for), to fix time (for), to accommodate oneself to the contemporary situation, to behave or move as a time server, to live within one's present means.

— to give or allow (one) time

— , to read

the time (of clocks etc) — to waste time, to kill time, to lose an opportunity to let go an opportunity —

to get or find time or leisure; to be given or allowed time —

— in no time — the time for work, working hours, the time for two o'clock, at two o'clock, at two o'clock;

— standard time — present times.

— springtime, the spring season, spring

— evening time, evening, evening time, local time, local time, from time to time, at times, occasionally

— season and out of season — in course of time — to ascertain the time of, to fix the time (for)

— a time-table — punctuality — same as

— a time-keeper (as of a factory) — a keeping time —

— a date-line

— (l) a time-server (2) a time-serving

— according to a particular or fixed time, according to the demand of the passing state or condition, according to the age or time, (erron) in time —

— at another or some other time, (rare) after a time-

— a tableland, a plateau

— the art of planning operations in war, strategy — same as

— a killed in a battle, fallen in a fight, killed in action — fem

— battle-dress and arms and equipment (of any individual soldier), war equipment, preparation for war — same as

— war regarded as a widely devastating fire, fire or flames

— (arith) an even number.

— alike in form, homomorph, homomorphous, homomorphic, alike in manner, uniform

— uniformity

— a collinear

— capable, able, competent, able-bodied, of full age and able to earn (of marriage (of age, age),
riddle, a poser, a puzzle, an intricate situation, a difficulty, a fix समाधान करना—v to solve a problem, to propound a riddle, to riddle a riddle समाधानीय—n a problematic, enigmatic riddling, puzzling, intricate, difficult

समाचार—n news, information, a message, a report.

समाचार—n a thoroughly covered or enveloped or overcast, thoroughly overwhelmed or besotted

समाचार—n human society, society, any one of the divisions of biological history (प्राणीविज्ञान, प्राणीशास्त्र), a community, a nation or race, a collective body of people having something in common, a class, a community (क्षेत्र समाज, विशेष समाज, विशिष्ट समाज, नागरिक समाज), an association, a gathering esp a social one (समाजसेवा साधन),

समाचार—v to allot a lowly place in the society (to somebody) समाचारकार्य—n social welfare समाचार करना—v to cast (one) out of society, to ostracize, to boycott socially समाचारकार्य—n social welfare समाचार—v to cast (one) out of society, to ostracize, to boycott socially समाचारी—n a socialistic, socialist, (2) n. a socialist समाचारिक—a sociological
or interrupt self-absorbed meditation, to
give up self-absorbed meditation समाधिशोभा—a drowned or absorbed in profound
meditation, tranced समाधिशोभा—n a tomb-
stone समाधिशोभा—same as समाधिशोभा, and—
bury समाधिशोभा—v to bury, to lay in
the grave, to inter समाधिशोभा, समाधिशोभा—
same as समाधिशोभा
समाधिशोभा—same as साधन
समाधि—(1) a similar alike one and the
same, identical equal, uniform, unchanged, unchanging, impartial, straight level, flat, (sl) corrected by sound threshing (2)
n one of the five vital airs समाधि कर—v
to make similar or alike or identical, to
equalize, to make uniform, to straighten, to
to level, to flatten, to dress (अथि समाधि कर),
to adjust or correct (कड़ी समाधि कर), to put
on properly (सारांगकड़ समाधि कर), to correct
by sound threshing समाधि—n equivalent
equal, equalized equal in strength, equally
balanced, evenly contested, even, drawn (केला समाधि—n in gambling) quits, neither more nor less half-and-half (समाधि—n)
समाधि—n a Greek meeting a Greek समाधिमित्र—a (of two or
more objects) having the same abode or
condition, (gr) having the relation as be-
tween a noun and an adjective समाधिमित्र
—n equal rights and privileges for all
समाधिपति—n (math) equal ratio proportion समाधिपति—a (math) proportionate
or relating to proportion समाधिपति विशिष्ट—proportional representation
समाधि—adv ceaselessly, non-stop, incessantly, at a stretch
समाधि—n a eveny contested समाधि—n a Greek meeting a
Greek समाधि—a (arith & alg—of numbers)
equidistant (e.g. 3, 8, 13, 18), (geom )
parallel समाधिबन्ध—n equidistance, parallel
समाधिबन्ध—n a parallel line समाधिक्रम—n an arithmetic progression,
an arithmetic series
समाधिक्रम—n (esp in geom ) parallel समाधिक्रम—n a parallelogram समाधिक्रम
समाधिक्रम—n a parallel line समाधिक्रम समबन्ध—
a parallel straight line समाधिक्रम—n a parallelogram,
समाधि—n completing, finishing, fulfilling.
समाधि—n (geom ) coincidence.
समाधि—n completion, conclusion, end-
ing, finishing, finish close, fulfilment
करा—v to complete, to conclude, to finish, to terminate to close to fulfill
मार—v to be completed or finished, to end, to close, to be fulfilled मार—n a closing or concluding song

समापि—(1) a fem of समापि (2) a (gr.)
finite (समापि) किरा—a finite verb)

समापि, समापि—a completed, concluded, ended, finished, closed, fulfilled समापि करा न होगा—same as समापिन करा व न होगा—same as समापि

समापि—same as समापि

समवन—a (phys.) plano-concave.

समवन—n occultation

समवन—n return the home-coming of a pupil after his long stay at his teacher's residence where he has completed his studies, a convocation (of a university or institution)

समिति—a entirely occupied, engrossed, entered, possessed (as by an evil spirit), assembled, collected

समाकृत—a thoroughly covered concealed, enclosed or besieged thickly encircled or accompanied (परिसमाकृत)

समान—n assemblage (समान) a gathering, intent attention engrossment

समान—n a confederation

समान—n arrived, come

समांग—n communication

समांज—n ceremonially or solemnly installed (upon) (संहारन समांज), seated or mounted (upon), ascended

समांज—n pomp, grandeur, eclat, a thick crowd or grand assemblage (संहार) समांज करा—v to give a display of pomp or grandeur to make a splendid arrangement समांजपूर्ण—a pompous full of grandeur or splendid or eclat समांजपूर्ण, समांज—adv pompously ostentatiously, in a grandiose manner, in a grand way

संबंध, संबंध—n synonymous संबंध

शंका—a synonym

समालोचक—n a critic a reviewer, an animadverter one who censures

समालोचन, समालोचन—n criticism review, animadversion, censure समालोचन करा—v to criticize, to review to animadver, to censure

समालोचनिका—fem of समालोचक

समालोचनित—a criticized, reviewed animadverted, censured

समालोचन—v under review, open to criticism, censurable

समालू—n (gr) compounding of two or more words into one समालू करा—v to compound two or more words into one समालू करा—v to resolve a compound word into components समालू—a compounded

समालू—a attached (to), addicted (to), deeply attentive or engrossed, joined

समाली—a solemnly or firmly seated or installed seated sitting.

समालू—n (rhet.) a figure of speech involving parallelism between the subject in hand and something understood (cp personification pathetic fallacy) (e.g. नाना है कृपालू, नाना है दे‌की)

समालू—n gathering, collection समालू—v to gather to collect

समालू—n a collector, the chief official of a district who collects revenue and acts as a magistrate a collector fem समाली

समालू—n collection, combination, abbreviation summation, a multitude, (gr) a system of compounding words indicative of a number

समालू—a entirely occupied, engrossed lost in meditation, placed, deposited, interred, buried समालू करा—v to bury, to inter

समालू—a gathered collected, combined

समालू—n an association, a society a club, a committee समालू—n a chamber of commerce

समालू—n firewood fuel, firewood for kindling a sacrificial fire

समालू—n equalization, (alg) equation, (arith) reduction of fractions to a common denominator समालू करा—v to equalize, (alg) to equate, (arith) to reduce (fractions) to a common denominator

समालू—a equated समालू करा—(arith) equated time

समालू—n thorough viewing or observation, investigation search, research, scrutiny, deliberation

समालू—same as समालू, and—truths (collectively or individually) expounded in the Sankhya (संक्षेप) philosophy

समालू—a thoroughly viewed or observed, investigated, searched, researched scrutinized, scanned, deliberated समालू—a considering past results and taking precaution about consequences before taking any action, circumspect, dis-
creet fem সমীক্ষাকারিত—n, consideration of past results and precaution about consequences before taking any action, circumspection

সন্তান—n, a just reasonable, condign, proper, prudent, wise, expedient, right.

সান্নিধ্য—n, proximity, nearness, vicinity, presence, সান্নিধ্যে—adv, near, close to, approaching. (সন্নিধ্য একুশেন্দ্র ইলে)

সন্ন্যাস—adv, near close to, in the presence of, before.

সাজুন, সাজুন—n, wind, air, breeze.

সাজুন—n, show of respect, deference, hesitation caused by awe, সাজুন হত—v, to pay respect to, to treat with deference, to lock up to with awe and hesitation, সাজুন হত না—v, not to pay respect to, to ignore.

সাজুন—corrupt of সাজুন.

সাজুনচিত—a, perfectly just or right or proper, condign, (সাজুনচিত নাড়ি) adequate (সাজুনের পুরস্কার)

সাজুন—a, very high, lofty, elevated, exalted (সাজুক পাচ), very loud vociferous (সাজুক নাম)

সাজুন—n, a collection, a multitude, a vast mass, a great number, all words collectively (as of a sentence) joining of words or sentences (as with a copulative)

সাজুনের—n, complete extirpation or eradication or extermination, destruction, ejection for good.

সাজুন—a, very bright, radiant, brilliant, brightened, illuminated.

সাজুন যে—n, a rising up, great rise or flourishing, (Christ) resurrection, an enterprise

সাজুন—a, risen up, greatly flourished.

* (Christ) risen from the dead সাজুন হওয়া—v, to rise up, to flourish greatly, to rise from the dead.

সাজুনের—n, pulling up eradication, uprooting.

সাজুনের—n, completely extirpated or eradicated, destroyed, ejected for good.

সাজুন—a, very eager or curious.

সাজুন, সাজুন—(1) a, all, whole, entire, total, (2) n all persons or things, the entire thing or area.

সাজুন,—n, origination, origin, birth, evolvement, flourish.

সাজুন,—a, about to, on the point of, perfectly ready or prepared, raised or lifted (সাজুন পড়া)

সাজুন—n, an ocean, a sea অশুল সাজুন পড়া—v (fig) to be at sea, to be in great danger 

সাজুনের শাপ রোধ করা—v (fig) to brave or face a great danger 

সাজুন উন্মুক্ত—n, a sea-weed, সাজুন পেরভান—n, sea-bottom, the inside of the sea, the womb of the sea, 

সাজুন, সাজুন—n, sea-gong, সাজুন জাত—n, sea-jorn, সাজুন মণ, সাজুন মণ, n, sea-bank, seashore 

সাজুন, n, sea-way, sea-route, 

সাজুনের—adv, by sea, সাজুনপন্থা—n, the surface of the sea, sea-level, 

সাজুন—n, submarine fire, 

সাজুনচিত—a, sea-girl, সাজুন যে—n, sea-breeze, sea-air, 

সাজুনচিত—a, sea-borne, 

সাজুদানা—n, sea-beach, seashore, sea-bank, 

সাজুন বল্লোন, n (Hindu myth) the churning of the ocean by gods and demons, 

সাজুদানা—n, a sea-voyage, 

সাজুন বাহা—n, a sea-voyage, to go on a sea-voyage, 

সাজুদানা—n, a sea-going vessel, 

সাজুন বাহা—n, a sea-going vessel, 

সাজুদানা—n, a sea-going vessel, 

সাজুদানা—n, sea-bathing, 

সাজুদানা—n, ocean current.

সাজুদানা—a, very high or lofty or elevated, 

সাজুদানা—a, come close to, arrived, approaching, imminent.

সাজুদানা—n, mention.

সাজুন, সাজুন—a, having a root, having a cause, having a foundation or basis, genuine (সাজুন ভর) 

সাজুন—adv, together with the root root and branch thoroughly, completely (সাজুন সাজুন)

সাজুন—(1) n (chiefly used as a sfx to indicate plurality) a multitude, total number (ছান্দ,—the people, বাদাসুদ—tigers) (2) 

a many, much, numerous, great (সাজুন সাজুন), terrible tremendous (সাজুন বিণ্ড)

সাজুন—a, thoroughly developed or grown up or flourishing, enriched, prosperous, affluent, wealthy, rich fem 

সাজুন—n, splendid development or growth, enrichment, prosperity, affluence, 

wealthiness, richness সাজুন, সাজুন, সাজুন—same as সাজুন, fem' সাজুন, সাজুন, 

সাজুনকারী.

সাজুন—a, together with, with, 'inclusive of, including.

সাজুন, সাজুন—n, co-tidal lines.
- a (phys) plano-convex

- n a contour line

- n (geog) the isotherm

- pfx signifying together with with approaching, in presence of directed towards etc

- n wealth, riches fortune, treasure, property real estate belongings, possessions, excellence (ভার- surrogate), glorious or proud acquisition (লিখ্য ভারত- সপ্ত) pride or glory (হে ভার মূলত সপ্ত)

- a wealthy rich, affluent, possessing a treasure, (pop) owning a property fem সম্পত্তিশালিনী, সম্পদশালিনী

- a performed accomplished, completed, rich, wealthy affluent, well-to-do (সম্পদ অবগ) endowed with possessing (বহদর- সম্পত্তি) fem সম্পত্তিশালিনী

- n relation, kinship connection, concern, company, intercourse (হের সম্পত্তি সম্পর্ক বাণী) to maintain relation to observe the formalities of kinship, to keep connection, to associate with, to keep company with সম্পর্কশাপান করা-v to enter into an alliance সম্পর্কবিদ্যঃ-n the point of incidence

- (1) a performing accomplishing executive (সম্পর্ক-সমিতি- এক এক fund) (2) n a performer, an accomplisher, an executive, a secretary (সমিতি-সম্পত্তি), an editor (fem editress)। সম্পর্কবিদ্যঃ-n the point of incidence

- n fall drop (অনিষ্পত্তি) incidence, a falling upon (লাভকারক) a stroke from above (অনিষ্পত্তি) occurrence (লাভকারক) সম্পত্তিবিদ্যঃ-n the point of incidence

- (1) a performing accomplishing executive (সম্পর্ক-সমিতি- এক এক fund) (2) n a performer, an accomplisher, an executive, a secretary (সমিতি-সম্পত্তি), an editor (fem editress)। সম্পর্কবিদ্যঃ-n the point of incidence

- a editorial, an leader সম্পর্কবিদ্যঃ-n an editorial column

- n performance accomplishment, editing সম্পর্কবিদ্যঃ-n the point of incidence

- v to perform, to accomplish, to execute সম্পর্কবিদ্যঃ-n the point of incidence

- fem of সম্পর্কবিদ্যঃ-n a performed accomplished, executed edited

- (1) a to be performed or accomplished or executed (2) n (geom) a problem, (also সম্পর্কবিদ্যঃ-n)

- n a small box, a casket, a screwed bag made ofpaper or tree-leaves a cornet

- a completing, fulfilling, supplementing, supplemental, supplementary সম্পর্ককেঁতু (গোষ্ঠী) a supplementary angle a supplement

- n completion, fulfilment, supplementation

- (1) a completed, finished, completely filled, complete, entire, whole, total, thorough (দৃষ্টী সম্পর্ক) (2) adv completely, entirely, wholly totally, quite, thoroughly সম্পর্ক করা-v to complete, to finish, to fill completely সম্পর্কতা-n completion, fullness, completeness entirety, wholeness totalty, thoroughness, perfection সম্পর্ককেঁতু-adv same as সম্পর্ক (adv)

- a related or connected (with), having concern (with), joined or united (with), saturated, inlaid সংযোগ-তা-n relation, connection concern, joining, union, saturation, inlaying অবসর-তা-n over-saturation

- n wide circulation, broadcasting, broadcast সম্পকর-ক্র- n (phys) a broadcasting wave সম্পকর-ক্র- n a broadcasting station সম্পকরিত- a widely circulated, broadcast

- adv now-a-days, in these days, at present, in present times, recently lately of late almost now just

- n one who gives or bestows or confers, one who gives away the bride ceremonially to the charge of the bridgroom

- n giving bestowal, conferment, act of giving away the bride ceremonially to the charge of the bridgroom, (gr) the dative case (usu সম্পাদন) সম্পাদন করা-v to give, to bestow, to confer, to commit the bride ceremonially to the charge of (the bridgroom)

- n a community, a sect, a society (কুল-সমাজ), a brotherhood, a race সমাজ-সমাজ, গো-সমাজ), a company a band (সাহা-সমাজ) সমাজ-সমাজ- a belonging to a particular community or sect or society or brotherhood or race or band

- n the Development Office সম্পাদন-সংসদ-
Development Board — expanded, extended, developed

सन्तुष्टि — n love, amity, friendly terms (with), pleasure, delight

संघ, संघसदा — alt spellings of संघ and संघसदा respectively

संबंध — a firmly tied or joined or united, connected, related, having kinship with, affiliated, affiliated, amalgamated संबंधकरण — n affiliation, amalgamation, संबंधकरण — a affiliated, amalgamated

संबंध — n relation, connection, concern, intercourse, kinship relationship, affinity, a marriage proposal or negotiation संबंध — n. to negotiate a marriage, to make negotiations for a marriage संबंध — v. to have, connection or relation or concern or intercourse or kinship or relationship (with) संबंध — v. to keep connection with, to observe formalities of kinship or relationship संबंधकरण — chemical affinity संबंधकरण — n (gr) a word in the possessive case a genitive संबंध — (1) a related (to), connected (with) (2) n wife's brother or cousin-brother (generally one older than the wife), a brother-in-law संबंध — a (used as a prep) related to, concerning, regarding about as to संबंध, संबंध — alt spellings of संबंध and संबंध respectively

संबंध — n. spices singed in oil or ghee and mixed with any cooked dish by re-boiling. संबंध — v. to re-boil (a cooked dish) by mixing with spices singed in oil or ghee

संबंध — n. money provisions etc. for a journey, viaticum a supply or resource of money etc. a fund, capital money, capital, savings, provision, resources, support a prop संबंध — v. to have resource to, to resort to संबंध, संबंध — same as संबंध

संबंध, संबंध — alt spellings of संबंध and संबंध respectively

संबंध — (1) a perfectly enlightened (esp spiritually) (2) n an appellation of Gautama Buddha

संबोधन — n. calling accosting address, a form of address, (gr) the vocative case संबोधन — v. to accost to address, to call संबोधन — n. (gr) a word in the vocative case.

संबोधन — same as संबोधन करा

संबोধ—n perfect knowledge or consciousness (esp of spiritual truths)

संबोধ — (1) n. birth or origin (संबोध), (obs) probability (2) a born or originated (अनिवार्य), probable, likely (प्राय), possible संबोध, (pop) संबोध — adv probably संबोध — a probably likely, possible संबोध — a beyond all probabilities, improbable, unlikely

संबोধन — n probability, likelihood.

संबोधनिष, संबोध, संबोध — a probable, likely, contingent संबोध अनुमान — a contingency grant संबोध आर्थिक, संबोधत — a contingent bill, संबोध अर्थिक — contingent charges

संबोध — n. a thing an article, a load of things a constituent material, an ingredient, a collection of things necessary to serve a particular purpose (संबोध निश्चित), a collection, a heap (संबोधन)

संबोध, संबोध — n. accosting addressing, greeting, hail, conversation संबोध का, (poet) संबोध — v. to accost, to address to greet, to hail संबोध — a accosted addressed greeted, hailed

संबोध — n. born, originated produced, shot up sprung, evolved, caused (अनुमान) fem संबोध

संबोधसम्पत्ति — n joint-stock business

संबोध — n. enjoyment sexual intercourse संबोध करा — v. to enjoy to have sexual intercourse with

संबोध — n. honour, dignity, prestige nobility, reverence mixed with awe and submission, deference (संबोध) modesty संबोध करा — v. to treat with reverence mixed with awe and submission to treat deferentially संबोधनात — a respectable dignified, noble fem संबोधनाती संबोधनात का — v. to dishonour, to outrage modesty of

संबोध — a honoured, respectable, dignified, of noble birth, high-born noble, aristocratic संबोध वात — an honoured or respectable high-born person, an aristocrat संबोध — n. (pol) government by aristocrats, aristocracy संबोधसंबंध — a of a noble or aristocratic family relating to the nobility born in a noble family high-born. fem संबोधसंबंधी संबोधसंबंध, संबोधसंबंध — n. the aristocracy, the nobility

संबोध — a consenting, agreeing, ready, willing, acquiescent, sanctioned or approved or permitted by, conforming to (संबोध-
a face-to-face fight, an open fight same as समुद्रातकी समुद्री हुआ—ν to come face to face with, to confront, to approach, to encounter समुद्र—adv in front of before, in presence of
c
समेत—n a meeting, (loos) a conference, assemblage, gathering, a gathering esp a social or cultural one, (chiefly pol) a rally

सम्बन्ध—n great or utter infatuation, hypnotization, hypnotism सम्बन्ध—(1) n same as सम्बन्ध (2) a infatuating, hypnotizing, hypnotic fem a सम्बन्धी नाम सम्बन्ध—n a greatly or utterly infatuated, enchanted charmed hypnotized सम्बन्धी करा—ν to infatuate greatly or utterly, to hypnotize, to mesmerize

सम्बन्ध—(1) adv in all respects, by all means thoroughly entirely wholly, exhaustively excellently fitly (2) a thorough complete entire whole exhaustive, excellent fit, true

सत्र—(inc but pop), सर्त्र (correct but obs)—n fem an empress

समर—n an emperor

सम्बन्ध, सम्बन्धी—rej spellings of रमण and रमणी respectively

सम्बन्ध—a careful meticulous, diligent, cordial (सम्बन्धी) सम्बन्ध—adv carefully meticulously, with care, diligently, cordially

सर—n the husband of a ladyfriend or confidante

सर—n a thin layer on milk or any other similar substance film

सर—n a large pond, a lake

सरकार—n a master an owner, a ruler the government a collecting clerk, a purchasing clerk सरकार, सरकारी—(1) a governmental public (2) n office or post of a collecting or purchasing clerk सरकारी अतिसंक—public prosecutor सरकारी आदेश—a government order सरकारी उक्ति—a government pleader सरकारी चाकू—government service सरकारी निम्नलिखित—under government control, government controlled सरकारी प्रतिषेधक—n the Public Reporter सरकारी प्रतिषेधम—government report सरकारी विद्यालय—a government school सरकारी खोजनक—a government counsel सरकारी राज्य—a highway, a public road

सर्पनच—n full of high spirits, full of enthusiasm and excitement, packed or crowded and noisy
sanāyan—n things required for doing something, equipment, implements, appurtenances, accessories, paraphernalia

sanāyan—the chameleon

sanāyan—a road, a way, a path, a street, a route, an orbit (সড়ক সঞ্চার), a method a manner

sanāyan—the chief man, a chief, a headman, a leader, a chiefstay (fem a chiefstayness) fem sanāyajñi, sanāyajñi sanāyājñi—n a binding foreman sanāyājñi—n a senior pupil assisting in school discipline and teaching a monitor (fem a a montress) a pupil-teacher sanāyajñi—n chieftain, leadership chiefstaycy sanāyājñi—n to play the leader (fig) to behave in a masterful or overbearing manner

sanāyajñi—a catarrah inflammation of the mucous membrane, cold nasal catarrh.

sanāyajñi—the nose runs sanāyajñi the nose runs sanāyajñi to blow one’s nose sanāyajñi to catch cold sanāyajñi—n sunstroke

sanāyajñi—n a kind of sweetmeat made of dried and stuffed milk-film

sanāyajñi—a small saucer for covering a tumbler, pitcher etc

sanāyajñi—a nawab of Bengal, (sarcas) a great man, a very important man, a saucy fellow sanāyajñi—n officiousness, untoward and intolerable bossing, overbearing manner, sauniness

sanāyajñi, sanāyajñi—rej spellings of sanāyajñi

sanāyajñi—n supply purveying the amount supplied sanāyajñi to supply, to purvey sanāyajñi, sanāyajñi—n a supplier a purveyor

sanāyajñi—a sweetmeat prepared by trying milk-film

sanāyajñi—rej spell of sanāyajñi

sanāyajñi—(1) a straight candid, free from angularities not crooked, guileless naïve, credulous, plain, unornate, free from complications

sanāyajñi—n candour, naivety, simplicity, plainness, unornateness freedom from complications, honesty sanāyajñi—a candid artless, naïve, simple, plain unornate honest sanāyajñi—a simple-natured candid, not crooked, credulous sanāyajñi—a (bot) confierous sanāyajñi—a credulous sanāyajñi—a same as sanāyajñi sanāyajñi—a a straight line sanāyajñi—a formed of straight lines, rectilineal, rectilinear sanāyajñi—a figure—n (geom) a rectilinear figure sanāyajñi—a same as sanāyajñi sanāyajñi sanāyajñi—a sanāyajñi—a a simplehearted sanāyajñi—a fem of sanāyajñi sanāyajñi—a (chiefly in math) simplification sanāyajñi—a perpendicular, vertical upright, steep sanāyajñi—a same as sanāyajñi fem sanāyajñi—n the water-lily the lorus sanāyajñi—a a large pond, a lake sanāyajñi—a the Hindu goddess of speech learning, fine arts and wisdom (cp Minerva), a title for proficiency in literature sanāyajñi—n (lit) a favoured son of Goddess Saraswati, (fig) a man of great learning

sanāyajñi—a perimeter, boundary confines sanāyajñi—n an alt spell of sanāyajñi

sanāyajñi—to move, to stir, to move away to withdraw, to move aside, to remove, to issue forth, to flow out, to come out (সনায়ান, রাক সনায়ান), to come in and go out, to pass (পাস সনায়ান), (sl) to die to decamp to slip away, to move facilely (ফলে সনায়ান), to be willing or inclined (আসন সনায়ান), to be willing to work (ইচ্ছা সনায়ান)

sanāyajñi—a an inn a caravansarai sanāyajñi—n an innkeeper

sanāyajñi—to take aside to remove, to withdraw, to transfer, to recall or dismiss, to steal or defalcate sanāyajñi—n to lay (something) aside, to keep for future use to save

sanāyajñi, sanāyajñi—rej spellings of sanāyajñi

sanāyajñi, (dial) sanāyajñi—a adv directly, straightway, straight ahead, in a cursory manner summarily, outright (2) a direct straight, summary, outright sanāyajñi a summary assessment sanāyajñi a summary trial summary justice

sanāyajñi—a sanāyajñi—a a summary trial summary justice

sanāyajñi, sanāyajñi—a sanāyajñi—a sanāyajñi a summary trial summary justice
রবিত—n a river, a stream
রুবি—n mustard seed (ডিটের শাক) নিস্তাত—(fig) to run one utterly by destroying one's homestead সরিষার—n a mustard-plot রিশন—n the mustard সেরিসুল, স্রিস্তন—n mustard-oil
সরিুুত, স্রিস্তন—n a reptile
সরূ—n or small girth or width, slender, delicate thin, narrow not coarse, fine, fine-spun, pointed (সৃষ্টি), delicate fine (সরূজান), treble, alto tenor, soprano সরূগা—n a thin or longish neck, a treble voice, alto, tenor, soprano
সরাস—n a similar in form or shape or appearance, resembling
সরাসিন—adv right on the spot, investigation on the spot, local investigation
সর্ন—n best, excellent, superfine
সরাস—n the lotus, the lily সরাসঙ্গী—n a lotus clump, lotuses collectively, a pond full of lilies
সরাস—n a stringed musical instrument akin to the vina সরাসী—n one who plays on or is versed in playing on the aforesaid instrument
সরাসী—n a large pond, a lake
সরাসী—n lotus
সরাসী—adv angrily, wrathfully
সর-র—n creation origination, the physical nature, (of a poetical work) a canto any one of the three grand divisions of natural history (প্রক্ষুর= the animal kingdom, বৃক্ষরূপ=the vegetable kingdom the plant kingdom, মাণিক-র— the mineral kingdom)
সরঃ—n the sal tree
সরঃ—n creation
সরঃ—n resin
সরঃ, সরি—n fuller's earth
সর, সরব, সরী—alt spellings of সর, সরব, and সরী
সর—n the snake, the serpent সর্বাং—act of mistaking a rope for a snake, (fig) glaring misconception or hallucination সর্বাঙ্গ—n snakebite সর্বাঙ্গ—n a fang of a snake সর্বাঙ্গ—n a bitten by a snake, সর্বাঙ্গ—n feeding on snakes (cp serpentinuous)
সর্বাঙ্গ—n snakebite
সরিষ, (pop) সরি—n clarified butter, ghee; sacrificial ghee.
সরিষি—fem. of সরি and সরি (a)
সরিষি—a serpentine winding, tortuous, zigzag, meandering (সরিষ পাথ, সরিষ পথ), spiral (সরিষ স্পিরাল)
সরপ—n (1) a crawling, creeping, reptile, reptilian (2) n fem of সর
সর—(1) a, all, whole, entire, complete, total, thorough, universal (2) n Shiva (শিব)
সর্বত্র—a tolerating everything all-enduring, omnipresent fem সর্বত্রা—a of all time, all-time, working whole time or, covering whole time, whole-time সর্বত্র—adv in all times ever সর্বত্র—n all time, the whole time, all the time (2) adv every moment, always সর্বত্র—a all-pervading, omnipresent সর্বগাঙ্ক, সর্বগাঙ্ক—n a container of all virtues or good qualities (2) a (error) same as সর্বগাঙ্ক, সর্বগাঙ্ক—a endowed with all virtues or good qualities, all-good সর্বজ্ঞ—n total eclipse, act of devouring or grabbing everything সর্বজ্ঞ—n a all-devouring, all-grabbing fem সর্বজ্ঞ—n a beloved of all, dear to all, universally popular সর্বজ্ঞ—a universally or unanimously admitted or accepted সর্বজ্ঞ—n universal good, universal welfare, public good, public welfare সর্বজ্ঞতাকর—a beneficial to all, good for all universally good সর্বজ্ঞ—n good for all, universally good, universal, common সর্বজ্ঞ—n universality সর্ব—n a all-knowing, omniscient সর্বজ্ঞ—n omniscience সর্বজ্ঞ, (pop) সর্বজ্ঞ—adv in all respects, in everything, everywhere, in all ways, by all means, entirely, wholly thoroughly সর্বজ্ঞভাবে—same as সর্বদৃষ্ট সর্বভাবে—a all-renouncing all-sacrificing fem সর্বজ্ঞভাবে—adv everywhere, ever in all times in all directions, in all respects সর্বজ্ঞভাবে—capable of or given to going or reaching everywhere fem সর্বজ্ঞভাবে—adv in every way or manner, by all means, in all respects সর্বজ্ঞভাবে—a all-seeing fem সর্বজ্ঞভাবে—n fem always, ever', in all times সর্বভাবে—a removing all sorrows or afflictions fem সর্বভাবে—a pertaining to all countries, international, universal, country-wide সর্বভাবে—n synthesis or harmonization of all religions সর্বভাবে—n (gr) the pronoun সর্বভাবে—n complete or total destruction, utter ruin, great harm, a great danger or calamity সর্বভাবে—n to destroy completely or totally, to ruin utterly, to undo (a person), to cause a
great harm or danger or calamity (to) — সর্বভাবে হত্যা — to be destroyed completely, to be ruined utterly to be undone to be harmed greatly to be placed in a great danger or calamity — সর্বনাশ (loos) — (1) a same as সর্বনাশ (a) (2) n (usu in mild reproach) one who undo's a person by exposing him or her to shame a shameless man — (1) a causing complete or total destruction causing utter ruin causing a great harm or danger or calamity — to (2) n fem of সর্বনাশ fem a সর্বনাশকীয় সর্বনাশকীয় — n one who controls everything, the Supreme Ruler God fem সর্ববিশ্বকীয় — the controller of everything সর্বনাশকীয় — coll corrupt of সর্বনাশ সর্বদৃষ্ট — a of all kinds and varieties, omnigenous, all-round সর্বদৃষ্ট — adv in every way, in all respects — first, foremost, most সর্বপ্রথা — a chief of all, most distinguished, most important, pre-eminent chief, sovereign supreme সর্বপ্রথা — a dear to everyone beloved of all, popular with all, universally popular সর্বপ্রথা — a unanimously agreed or accepted, unanimous, universally agreed or accepted সর্বপ্রথা — same as সর্বপ্রথা, সর্বপ্রথা — adv in all matters, in everything in all respects, in all subjects — a counteracting all poisons সবিস্তর ধৰ্ম — an antidote for all poisons, (cp) the Venerable সবিস্তর — a all-pervading, ubiquitous, omnipresent, (loos) universal fem সবিস্তরকীয়, সবিস্তরকীয় — the state of being all-pervading ubiquity omnipresence (loos) universality — a omnivorous সবিস্তর — a all-created beings সবিস্তরকীয় — the Soul that is present or inherent in all created beings সবিস্তরকীয় — n fem one who is the cause or source of all good, Goddess সুদীর্ঘী — a all-pervading, ubiquitous, omnipresent, all in all (সর্বকর্ম), all-powerful, sovereign, supreme, omnipotent fem সুদীর্ঘী, সুদীর্ঘী — a counteracting or curing all diseases সুদীর্ঘী — a cure-all, a panacea — the whole universe, the whole world all people of the world, everybody, all and sundry — to apply total or utmost strength or power, to exert one's utmost, to apply all powers or forces — a, all-powerful, almighty, omnipotent. । সর্বপ্রাপ্ত — a, versed in all branches of learning or in all sciences or in all scriptures — a last of all, ultimate — adv last of all at last — a best of all, pre-eminent, highest supreme — সর্বনাশকীয় — adv before everybody, in presence of all in public publicly, openly — a equal in all respects, congruent — সর্বনাশকীয় — adv all times or hours, always, every-time — a unanimously approved or permitted or accepted or acknowledged সর্বনাশকীয় — adv unanimously with unanimous approval or support — সর্বনাশকীয় — adv in all if the aggregate, as a whole collectively — সর্বনাশকীয় — n the public the people — সর্বনাশকীয় — n attainment or realization of all desires or ends complete success — a whatever one possesses, one's total possessions one's all সর্বকৃপান্থ — n robbing one of all one's belongings — a robbed of one's all belongings, utterly ruined — same as সর্বনাশকীয় — n all parts — a adv in every part, in all respects completely thoroughly, perfectly — a foremost, first, lying in the forefront — a adv in the foremost place, first of all in the forefront — n the whole body, all limbs — a beautiful in every limb having a perfectly beautiful body beautiful in all respects or in every part perfectly beautiful — a covering the whole body considering every limb considering all aspects, thorough comprehensive total, complete — a adv all over the body all over, in every limb in all parts, in all respects thoroughly completely, totally — a Goddess Durga গৌরী, the wife of Sarva (সর্ব) — a all pervading, comprehensive total, complete, all out, supreme, sovereign — a well-received by all, dear to all universally popular — a most of all, most greatest, highest largest utmost, omnipresent — n the commander-in-chief, n the director-general, (loos) the managing director — adv whole-heartedly, with all one's heart, heart and soul willingly and completely — adv of all, beyond all, above all — same as সর্বকৃপান্থ — n ornament for all the different limbs, all ornaments — a fulfilling all desires, realizing all ends, supplying all needs, (loos) multipurpose — (সর্বকৃপান্থ) সম্বন্ধ
fem. servant-servant: servant-
servant—n same as servant, servant—(1) n the lord or master of all the supreme lord God, Shiva (শিব) (2) a having sovereign authority over everybody, supreme, sovereign servant—a all in all invested with absolute authority, all-ruling, predominant servant—a highest of all, most high, highest servant—a best, choicest, most excellent servant—adv on the top most place, uppermost, above all

- a mustard seed rape-seed— servant-

- a abashed ashamed, bashful shy, modest, coy

- a coll corrupt of servant

- n (déro & usu secret) conference consultation, counsel (আলো সংহারণ)

- a corrupt of servant

- alt spell of slave

- a a slender wick

- n water servant—n a watery grave drowning, loss or destruction by sinking (fig) utter loss irrevocable loss

- n diapers done with gold or silver thread

- n the porcupine the hedgehog

- (erron) servant—a tearful timorous frightened afraid, seized with a misgiving timid servant—a adv fearfully, timidly, with a misgiving timidly

- a attended with a noise sounding, attended with a loud noise, noisily, clamorous servant—adv with a noise or sound with a loud noise, noisily, clamorously

- servant—adv in the mortal body, alive (সত্তার জ্ঞানভাজ) in person bodily (সত্তরে জ্ঞান)

- n armed, in arms

- a respectful deferential

- a rigorous (সংদ্বিকার)

- a fem with child or young, pregnant servant—n pregnancy

- a full of reverence mixed with awe and submission deferential servant—adv with deference

- a respectable, honourable servant—adv with respect, with honour honourably, * (academic) with honours (স্নাতক বিভাগ করা)

- a fem consisting of or comprising oceans and seas (in addition to land), inclusive of oceans and seas servant—

- the earth (or the landed portion of the earth) with all oceans and seas, the whole earth

- a finite

- n. stupefaction bewilderment, nonplus daze

- a attended with armed forces servant—adv with armed forces

- a cheap servant কুমার (fig) cheap and nasty, a charger bought cheap turns a sorry nag.

- a accompanied by one’s wife, with wife

- a affectionate, loving servant—adv affectionately, lovingly, tenderly

- a smiling servant— servant—(1) n a smiling face (2) a having a smiling face fem a servant—n servant—servant—adv with a smiling face

- servant—sfx expressing capable of enduring enduring, tolerable

- (1) prep together with with (2) a (used as a prep) acting together co-, accompanying, having common interests, occupations, faiths etc., associating, inherent, assisting, assistant deputy sub-economic servant—n a assistant director servant—n a co-worker, a colleague, an associate servant—a a co-worker, an assistant servant—n (alg) a co-efficient servant—n act of going together, accompanying, act of dying together, act of burning oneself to death on one’s husband’s funeral pyre servant—n to go together, to accompany, to die together, to burn oneself to death on one’s husband’s funeral pyre servant—fem servant—same as servant servant—concurrent servant—servant—n concurrent servant—concurrent servant, servant—(1) a going together accompanying, keeping company with, (gr) —of words correlative (2) n a companion, an associate, a friend, a confidant (fem a confidante), an attendant, a follower servant, servant, servant—a born at the same time, born of the same womb and (usu) at the same time, twin, inborn, inherent, innate servant—servant—birthright servant—servant—an instinct servant—n an attaché servant—n fem a wife associating with her husband in practice of virt-
tues, (pop) a wife সহবার—(1) a following the same faith or religion, having common propensities or virtues or properties or functions (2) n a co-religionist সহার— n a fellow student, a class-fellow, a classmate fem সহারি—(1) an assistant headmaster fem সহারিক—(2) an assistant headmistress সহবার— n act of living or dwelling together, cohabitation সহবার ক্রম— v to live or dwell together, to cohabit's সহবার— n coexistence, concomitance সহবার— n act of dying together, act of burning oneself to death on one's husband's funeral pyre সহবার কাষ্য— v to die together, to burn oneself to death on one's husband's funeral pyre, সহবার— fem one who has died with one's husband, one who has courted death by burning oneself on one's husband's funeral pyre সহবার—(1) a going or travelling together, accompanying (2) n a companion a fellow-traveller fem সহবারী—(1) to go or travel or journey together, to accompany সহবারী, সহবারি— n act of associating, co-operation সহবারি ক্রম— v to associate (with), to co-operate (with) সহবারী—(1) a associating co-operating (2) n an associate, a co-worker a colleague a comrade, a co-operator fem সহবারিকী—(1) a joint headmaster সহবারিকী সম্পাদক—(2) an associate editor সহবারি— adv (used as a prep) together with, mixed with, with সহবারি— n co-ordination, co-operation, a co-ordinated সহবারি— n a fellow-soldier, a brother-at-arms সহবার— n an assistant master (fem an assistant mistress) an assistant teacher fem সহবারিক, সহ-চিফ— n an assistant secretary সহ-চীফকরণ— n (alg) simultaneous equation

সহকার— n the mango-tree a mango-twig, সহকার-শাখা— n a mango-twig, a bough of a mango-tree

সহকার— adv (used as a prep) with (র) সহকার— with care

সহকারী—(1) a assisting, assistant, sub— (2) n an assistant fem সহকারী—(1) an assistant headmaster সহকারী সম্পাদক—(2) a sub-editor, an assistant secretary

সহ্র— a inborn, innate, instinctive, natural, inherent, easy, not difficult or strenuous, simple, easily understood plain, not crooked or tough simple, plain (সহ্র লোক) সহ্রপাদ— a easily accessible, (fig) easy to understand, সহ্রপাদ— n an instinct সহ্রপন্থী— a credulous সহর তৃষ্ণ— n common sense, mother wit, erron an instinct সহরপ্যাধি— a easily understood or comprehensible or intelligible সহরণ— a easily available or obtainable সহরণ— n a form of worship in which a devotee acts according to the dictates of his or her instincts সহরণ— n same as সহরণ, and—a Vaishnava or Buddhist community practising সহরণ— n easily

সহর— n enduring or suffering, toleration, patience সহরী— n enduring, tolerable, patient fem সহরী— n endurance, tolerance, patience সহরী— n a bearable, endurable, sufferable tolerable

সহরী— n manners learnt in society, company, association, society, manners good manners, courtesy সহরী— rej spell of সহর

সহরী— rej var of পোহরৎ

সহরত— a joyful gleeful সহরত— adv joyfully, gleefully,

সহরত— adv suddenly, unexpectedly, all at once, all on a sudden, all of a sudden

সহরত—(1) n & a thousand (2) a innumerable countless, many and diverse সহরত— thousands and thousands of thousands of many thousand innumerable, countless সহরত— n a millennium সহরতি, সহরতক্রম— n one emitting countless rays, the sun সহরত— a thousandth 'সহরত— a thousand-petalled, having innumerable petals সহরত— adv in a thousand ways', in countless ways, in manifold ways সহরত— n a cascade falling in innumerable streams, a fountain spouting in countless streams, a river flowing in a great many streams সহরত— n the centipede, a myriapod সহরতক্রম— a innumerable kinds of many and diverse, manifold সহরতি— adv countless times, many times, thousand times সহরতক্রম—(1) a thousand-eyed, (cp) Argus-eyed (2) n Indra (ঈশ্বর), the king of gods সহরী— a. hydra-
headed सहार - n a lotus-shaped substance within the cranium
सहार - v to bear, to suffer, to endure, to sustain, to be inured (to) (शीतलीं सहार), to be acclimatized (आराधना सहार), to tolerate, to stand (अधुर्यां सहार), to brook (अपमान सहार)

सहारिकार क्षेत्र - n concurrent jurisdiction
सहारिक, सहारख - n an assistant superintendent
सहारिकी - same as सहारख (see सहारख)
सहार - v to cause to bear or suffer or endure or sustain, to inure, to acclimatize

सहारुष्टि - n sympathy, compassion, fellow-feeling सहारुष्टि - a sympathetic or compassionate esp by nature सहारुष्टिकर्म - a sympathetic, compassionate
सहार - n an aider, a helper, a patron, an assistant, a supporter, an ally aid help, patronization, assistance, support, a prop, a resource सहार - a aiding, helping, patronizing, assisting, supporting, accessory abetting, (gr) auxiliary सहारक जिल्ला - (gr) an auxiliary verb सहारन - n aid, help, patronization assistance, support, abetment सहारन करा - v to aid, to help to patronize, to assist, to support, to abet सहारकारी - same as सहारक सहारन - n friends to turn to and resources to fall back on

सहार, सहारक - same as सहार
सहार - a smiling, laughing सहारवन - सहारमूर्ख - adv with a smiling face
सहार - v v of सहार, v, s
सहार - a prep accompanying containing, with together with, along with, accompanied by
सहार - n a signatory
सहार - a having fortitude, stoical, patient enduring, tolerant सहार - n fortitude, patience, endurance, toleration, tolerance
सहार - n a sucy, a groom
सहार - v v of सहार
सहार - a large-hearted, magnanimous, cordial (সহার), sincere and amiable (সহার), appreciative, appreciatory, sympathetic, considerate (সহার বিচার) fem. सहारा सहारक - n large-heartedness, magnanimity, sympathy, compassion, kind-heartedness, amiability, ...

सहारक - (1) a born of the same mother (2) a brother born of the same mother, a brother सहारक - (1) a fem of सहारक (a) (2) n a sister born of the same mother, a sister
सहार - (1) a endurable, bearable, tolerable, endured, suffered tolerated (সহার), acclimatized (সহার), the northern portion of the Western Ghat mountain-range (usually सহार) सहार करा - v to endure, to suffer, to bear, to tolerate, to brook, to put up with सहारण - n the quality of bearing patiently, forbearance सहारण - same as सहार
सहार - n (mus) the first note of the gamut, C-major
सहार - contr of सहार, a surname of some Bengali Hindus
सहार - n size
सहार - n a signboard
सहार - n a siren
सहार - n a merchant (by caste or profession) a money-lender
सहारक - n pretence of honesty or innocence, assumed self-importance or pomposity
सहार - abbr of सहार
सहार - n a philosophical treatise written by Kapila, the Sankhya system of philosophy
सहार - numeral, figural
सहार - v v of सहार
सहार - a continuing for a year, occurring every year, yearly, annual
सहार - (1) a pertaining to news journalism (2) n a journalist सहार - n journalism सहार करा - v to work as a journalist, to journalistic सहार - a domestic familiar, earthly, mundane, secular सहार - worldly wisdom
सहार - variants of सहार
सहार - n a religious instructor or associate or preceptor, God
सहार - n of a thirty-seven
सहार - v v of सहार
सहार - n an aboriginal tribe of India, Santals, a Santal.
a bridge, a culvert
variants of সাঙ্কা
var of শীৱ
rennet
fumigation by burning hay etc. in order to expel or repel mosquitoes
armour, a coat of mail
an armoured car
coll corpore of সাঙ্কা
alt spell of শীৱ
brevity (শীৱ চেষ্টা), a hint a gesture (শীৱ চেষ্টা)
adv. in short, in brief briefly
v to fix or attach esp. tightly, to hold firmly, to grip (শীৱি ধরা), (facet) to gormandize to gorge oneself with
(শীৱি, শীৱি, (inc. শীৱি) tongs, forceps pincers শীৱি-অভিৱাদ n (mil.) a pincer-movement
v to swim
(1) v to sing lightly with spices in oil, clarified butter or fat (2) a thus sung
swimming natation শীৱার কাটা, শীৱার দেওয়া v to swim শীৱার কাটা a swimming pool (U.S.) a natatorium শীৱার-কাটা a mass of water so deep that one has to swim to keep oneself afloat
(1) a swimmer (2) an expert swimmer
(1) a to enter to penetrate
(2) n the roundish part at the front of the stocks into which the neck of a beast is put for immolation, a ferrule
alt spell of শীৱার
entirely, totality, the total amount or number: সাঙ্কা adv. in all
having a form or body, bodied, corporeal সাঙ্কা-উপসাপন, সাঙ্কা-পাপশা a form of worship in which duties are conceived as having forms, idolatry: সাঙ্কা-শাপ the doctrine that uphıds সাঙ্কা-পাপশা-শাপশাপশা(1) n an idolator (2) a idolatrous
(1) a place of one's residence, address
a young lad or girl serving wine, a young tapster
literate সাঙ্কার-আৱারিক- a literate constable সাঙ্কা-n literacy
(1) a visible, bodied or incarnate (সাঙ্কা বর্জু), appearing in person (সাঙ্কা হইয়া, resembling, equal to (শাঙ্কা দেওয়া), direct. (2) n visibility in body, visible or perceptible presence (ইছার সাঙ্কা পাওয়া), a meeting, an interview (বুঝো সাঙ্কা পাওয়া), presence (সাঙ্কা হইয়া) সাঙ্কা করা v to pay a visit to, to visit to call on, to interview সাঙ্কা পাওয়া v to be able to meet (with), to have a meeting with, to happen to meet (with), to have an interview (with), (theol.) to be able to commune (with), to be in communion (with) সাঙ্কা-কারী n meeting interview সাঙ্কা কারী n a visitor, an interviewee fem. সাঙ্কা-কারী শাঙ্কা-সমূহ n direct relation outward or formal relation সাঙ্কা-adv in one's presence, face to face
(1) v to prime or tutor a witness সাঙ্কা শানা v to cite one as a witness, to call upon one as a witness সাঙ্কা-কাটা a witness-box সাঙ্কার চালায়মানী deposition of a witness or his examination in chief সাঙ্কা কোরা cross-examination of a witness সাঙ্কাৰ-শানুয় n witness and evidence
(1) n witness testimony evidence deposition সাঙ্কা দেওয়া v to give evidence, to bear witness to depose
(1) a sea, an ocean, a bay (কোনালঃ সাঙ্কা) সাঙ্কা-শানুয় n seashore, the other shore or side of a sea সাঙ্কা-শাপ on the seashore, beyond seas abroad সাঙ্কাৰ-শাপ a sea-girt সাঙ্কাৰ-বিশাল n the place where a river (esp. the Ganges) falls into a sea
(1) n sago হঁথ-সাঙ্কা n milk mixed with boiled sago সাঙ্কাৰ-শানুয় n a grain of sago, sago
(1) a same as অবিচারী (see অবিচারী )
(1) a eager, earnest, intent w. stful
eagerly earnestly intently
symbolic(1) a symbolic(2) n (arith.) practice
(1) n idler, idle
(1) n a bodied, corporeal, having all the limbs, complete in all parts, completed, finished, ended সাঙ্কা v to complete, to finish, to end.


*SAHAPACK*—error spell of *SAHAPACH*

SAHAPACK—n (rhet) prolonged or continued metaphor

SAHAPAC—n a form of Hindu widow-marriage in which religious solemnities are more or less ignored

SAHAPAC—n a bosom friend or an intimate companion, (dero) an accomplice

SAHAPACHA—n inclusive of all parts, attended by all friends and followers, attended by the whole retinue, in train (2) n, pl, friends and followers collectively, retinue, train

SAHAPACK—n fatal, mortal, terrible, tremendous

SAHAPAC—n true, genuine, real, pure, upright or righteous

SAHAPAC—n dress, ramint, garment, an ornament, a decorative article to be put on, equipment, outfit, makeup, equipage, appurtenance, (dia) rennet

SAHAPACHA—n dressing, meticulous dressing

SAHAPACHA—n a greenroom

SAHAPAC—n a embellishing beautifying decorative decorative

SAHAPACHA—n pl collusion (খাদ্যশাখা) (2) a (loos) got-up (খাদ্যশাখা) got-up case

SAHAPACHA—n full dress equipment, outfit, equipage, dressing, make-up, decoration, furniture and fittings

SAHAPACHA—n equipment, outfit, equipage, appurtenance, furniture and fittings

SAHAPAC—n punishment (খাদ্যশাখা) to punish, to award a punishment (খাদ্যশাখা)

SAHAPAC—v to be punished (খাদ্যশাখা), to receive or accept punishment, to kiss the rod

SAHAPAC—n pl to dress and embellish oneself, to be decorated to assume a false dress or appearance, to disguise oneself, to pretend to be (খাদ্যশাখা), (of an actor or actress) to make up, to take up the role of (খাদ্যশাখা), to equip oneself, (of an actor or actress) to process (an intoxicant etc) for inhaling or chewing (খাদ্যশাখা), so to behave, to become (খাদ্যশাখা)

SAHAPAC—n the state of being of the same nation or tribe or class, cognition, kinship, homogeneity

SAHAPAC—n (of) to dress and embellish, to decorate, to dress and lay artistically

 grenades

SAHAPAC—n to dress (another) so as to give a false appearance, to disguise, to cause to pretend to be, to dress (an actor actress), to cause to take up the role of, to equip, (of a ship etc) to fit out, to cause to process (an intoxicant etc) for inhaling or chewing or smoking (খাদ্যশাখা), to place in order (খাদ্যশাখা), (of an army etc) to array, to fabricate, to concoct, to cook to get up (খাদ্যশাখা)

SAHAPAC—n dressed and embellished, decorated, disguised, artistically laid and dressed, fabricated, got-up, concocted

SAHAPAC—n a small high-rimmed and usually round wicker-tray

SAHAPAC—n fuller’s earth

SAHAPAC—n (1) a today’s, fresh, recent, washed with fuller’s earth within a few hours (খাদ্যশাখা)

SAHAPAC—n fresh (খাদ্যশাখা) (3) n same as (খাদ্যশাখা)

SAHAPAC—n the system of washing clothes etc with fuller’s earth within a few hours, a washerman who washes clothes in the aforesaid system

SAHAPAC—n var of SAHAPAC

SAHAPAC—n (dero) mutual understanding, collusion, a conspiracy

SAHAPAC—n satin

SAHAPAC—n observed var of SAHAPAC

SAHAPAC—n sensibility, sensitivity, sensation, feeling, perception, consciousness

SAHAPAC—n pompous, ostentatious, showy, SAHAPAC—adv pompously, ostentatiously

SAHAPAC—n sound, noise, response answer, reaction, response (খাদ্যশাখা), great animation or hubbub or noise, excitement (খাদ্যশাখা), voice, speech or word (খাদ্যশাখা), sign of existence, throbbing (খাদ্যশাখা)

SAHAPAC—v to respond to answer, to react or respond (খাদ্যশাখা)

SAHAPAC—n spelling of SAHAPAC

SAHAPAC—n alt spellings of SAHAPAC

SAHAPAC—n a including also a half SAHAPAC—ten and a half SAHAPAC—half past ten SAHAPAC—ten and a half rupees SAHAPAC—ten and a half

SAHAPAC—n of a seven SAHAPAC—condonation of every failing or offence act of keeping one’s eyes closed to all failings or offences of a particular person, esp a favourite SAHAPAC—n (5g) the practice of taking every insult or op-
pression lying down, extreme meekness or inertia (kṣītaka) repeated imitation makes the original lose its identity (kṣītaka) a place where a human being can hardly go (kṛpā) a place at the end of the world or beyond the corners of the world (kṣītaka) there is no concern with perfectly disinterested or aloof (sādhik) the seventh day of a month, the seventh (2) a (of the days of a month) seventh (sādhik) a consisting of or divided into seven cantos, lengthy (sādhik) in detail at great length (sādhik) a lengthy or detailed narrative or account (sādhik) a forty-seven (sādhik)—adv (ever) in the long past or future (sādhik)—adv with an excessive haste, much too hastily (sādhik) a having seven tiers or strings (sādhik) a seven-barrelled (sādhik) a many and diverse (sādhik) about this and that (sādhik) a seven generations upwards or downwards the long past or future (sādhik) n a sixty-seven (sādhik) the seven of playing-cards (sādhik) n a seventy-seven (sādhik) (coll) n a ninety-seven (sādhik) n a fifty-seven (sādhik) n a twenty-seven (sādhik) n a eighty-seven (sādhik) n the twenty-seventh day of a month, the twenty-seventh (2) a (of the days of a month) twenty-seventh (sādhik) a overmuch excessive, exceeding, extreme (sādhik) overmuch excessively, exceedingly, extremely (sādhik) of or proceeding from or having (sādhik) a, goodness and purity (sādhik) a, unconsidered about the consequence dispassionate, pure, not acted upon by any desire and unostentatious (sādhik) (sādhik) a (dual) company (sādhik) (prep) same as sādhik n a companion, an associate (sādhik) prep with, in company of (sādhik) a cordial (sādhik) a religious prayer or meditation and worship


- v to importunate, to make repeated requests, to entreat.

- austerely or arduously endeavoured or practised, performed or accomplished, attained, proved, (gr) derived.

- a derivative verb, a derivative of the verb (gr) a derivative

- an instrument, a tool, an appliance

- (l) a pious, saintly, virtuous, righteous, honest, good, noble, elegant, chaste, polite, refined (সাধিত্ব সাধনা), proper, correct, appropriate, idiomatic (সাধিত্ব সাধনা)

- (2) a saint, an ascetic, an anchorite, a merchant, a trader, a usurer, a money-lender

- (3) nt excellent (সাধন সাধন সাধন) *

- (lit) O merchant, beware of the swindler or thief, (cp) caveat emptor, (fig) beware of the danger (সাধনের সাধনা) n simulation of piety or honesty or goodness, sanctimoniousness, sanctimony, (usu, facet) act of leading the life of an ascetic

- saintliness, piouonsness, piety, virtuousness, righteousness, honesty, integrity, goodness, nobility (সাধনা)

- honest or upright or virtuous or good behaviour or dealing, practice of piety or virtue (সাধন) n applause praise approbation thanksgiving (সাধনা সাধনা) n to applaud, to praise, to thank (সাধনা)

- n chaste or elegant or polished language (রচনাভাব) সাধনা n association with saints and ascetics, company of saints and ascetics, good company (সাধনা) a virtuous honest (সাধনার উপযোগ)

- adv of one's own accord, willingly (সাধনের বলা বলা বলা)

- (n fem) a virtuous or chaste woman, a faithful wife, (loos) a female saint (2) a fem virtuous, chaste, faithful to one's husband

- within the range of one's capability (মূলধন সাধন না) n capable of being done or accomplished or attained, curable, to be proved or deduced or inferred

- (2) n (log) a major term, an inference, (law) a point at issue, (pop.) capability ability (সাধনা বাহির) n attainability, the range of one's capability, feasibility (সাধন সাধন) adv as much as one can do, to the best of one's ability (সাধন) n a bailiff (সাধনার বাহির) n a superintendent of bailiff's (সাধনার বাহির) - same as